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Who, What and Why is FEEFHS?
Tue Federation of Bast European Family History Societies
(FEEFHS) was founded in June 1992 by a small dedicated group
of American and Canadian genealogists with diverse ethnic, religious, and national backgrounds. By the end of that year, eleven
societies bad accepted its concept as founding members. Each year
since then FEEFHS has doubled in size. FEEFHS nows represents
nearly two hundred organizations as members from twenty-four
states, live Canadian provinces, and fourteen countries. lt continues to grow.
About half of these are genealogy societies, others are multi-purpose societies, sumame associations, book or periodical publishers, archives, libraries, family history centers, on-line services, institutions, e-mail genealogy list-servers, heraldry societies, and
other ethnic, religious, and national groups. FEEFHS includes organizations representing all East or Central European groups that
have existing genealogy societies in North America and a growing
group of worldwide organizations and individual members, from
novices to professionals.
Goals and Purposes:
Tue fall of the Iron Curtain opened up exciting new possibilities for genealogical research, but also generated significant new
problems in knowing where to find the needed records. One goal
of FEEFHS is to disseminate information about new developments
and research opportunities in Eastern and Central Europe as soon
as possible. This multi-ethnic federation is very effective in helping farnily historians with various ethnic and religious backgrounds
who often seek similar types of information from the same hardto-find locations. In the process members of FEEFHS have leamed
much more about available resources in North America and Europe. FEEFHS publicizes the publications, services, and activities
of its member societies. FEEFHS develops on-line and printed databases of pertinent resources, maintains liaison with other organizations worldwide that share interests, serves as a clearinghouse
for information on the existence and services of member societies,
and promotes public awareness of member societies. FEEFHS also
helps to create new ethnic or national genealogy societies where
none exist but a need exists. FEEFHS volunteers are in active indexing selected FHL microfilm collections and East European
record searches. UNITY-HARMONY-DIVERSITY is our motto.
We welcome all societies and individuals, regardless of present or
past strife in the homelands of Eastern Europe.
Services:
FEEFHS communicates with its individual and organizational members in many ways:
l) FEEFHS Journal with cutting-edge articles, published quarterly since December 1992.
2) FEEFHS tables at major national, state, and regional conferences. This started in the spring of 1993.
3) FEEFHS International Convention in North America, held each
spring or summer since May 1994.
4) FEEFHS Resource Guide to East European Genealogy, published 1994-1995 (replaced by FEEFHS website).
5) FEEFHS "HomePage" on the lnternet's World Wide Web since
mid-May 1995. This !arge "destination" website includes a
weekly FrontPage Newsletter, a HomePage/Resource Guide !ist
ing for all FEEFHS member organizations, surname databases,
detailed maps of Central and Eastern Europe, cross-indexes to
access related sources, and much more. Tue address is: http://
feejhs.org.

6) Regional North American conferences -- the first was at Calgary,
Alberta, Canada in July 1995.
7) Support of the soc.genealogy.slavic news-group, its FAQ (frequently-asked questions), and the Banat FAQ.
8) Referral of questions to the appropriate member organization,
professional genealogist, or translator.
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From the Editors

In This lssue
A stated purpose of the FEEFHS Journal is "to
disseminate information concerning new developments and
research opportunities in Eastern and Central Europe as soon
as possible." In accordance with this intent, the editorial staff
of the FEEFHS Journal is pleased to announce the initial
microfilming of the 1897 Russian Imperial census. To date,
returns for the entire Tobol'sk province, as well as the
Glazov district of Vyatka, are available in microreproduction at the Farnily History Library. The lead article of this
issue addresses the history behind census taking in the
Russian Empire, and looks at the specific challenges and
opportunities the 1897 census offers to genealogists.
Additional articles in this issue describe Lithuanian
genealogical resources, Polish research and deciphering
Polish handwriting.
The Journal's ongoing series "A Beginners Guide to
Genealogy" focuses in this issue on Germany. Steve
Blodgett, an Accredited Genealogist from Sandy, Utah,
summarizes the resources and record types useful to
researchers for the pre-World War II German Empire.
Profiled in the "Member Spotlight" is the Galizien Gennan
Descendants, an organization headquartered in Walnut
Creek, California.

Coming in Volume Vill

Volume VIII, no. 1-2, is scheduled for release in early
summer 2000 and will contain an extensive research guide
on Czech genealogy. Additional articles in that issue will
describe Russian passport documentation, Vienna city
records, a summary of Latvian genealogical source
documents, and a profile of the Gennans from Russia
Heritage Society, headquartered in Bismarck, North Dakota.
The GRHS is a long-standing member of FEEFHS and is the

premier organization in this country dedicated to
remembering the history and genealogy of Russo-German
immigrants to the United States and Canada. A primary
agenda I have pursued as editor of this publication is to
expand the representation and involvement of RussoGerman interests. I hope that this profile is merely the first
in a sequence of articles devoted to this remarkable ethnic
group.

Hail and Farewell

Joe Everett, Managing Editor for the Journal the past
two years, has chosen to suspend his involvement in the near
future due to time conflicts and constraints imposed by
vocational concerns.
Paramount among these is his
enrollment in the School of Library and Information
Management at Emporia State University. Training of new
personnel to assume his duties has caused, in great part, the
modest delay in this issue's release.
In the future, Joe's responsibilities as Managing Editor
of the FEEFHS Journal will be largely undertaken by Shon
Edwards, a professional genealogist who specializes in
Czech research. Shon hails from Payson, Utah and has
represented the Federation for the last year as Vice-president
of the Salt Lake City FEEFHS chapter. He brings to his new
position a wealth of qualifications and skills that most
certainly will ensure the ongoing improvement of this
publication.
As usual, I again extend the opportunity for members
and member to societies submit for publication case studies,
translation guides, village histories, or any other papers on
Central and East European genealogy to the journal editor
ateditor2@feefhs.org, orP.O. Box 510898 S L C UT 841510898.

Gennany is the subject of Steven W. Blodgett's Beginner's Guide, starting on page 98 of this issue.
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President's Message

From President John D. Movius
Looking Back
My presidency began 1 January 1996 at age 65, about 7
months after I placed the pioneer FEEFHS Website up on
Davis Community Net (DCN) while I was living at Davis,
California. lt ends four years later after three excellent
conventions, a large web presence, and with my office at Salt
Lake City and home at lncline Village on Lake Tahoe,
Nevada.
There are a few things we wanted to do that didn' t get
done, including the indexing of Volume 5 of the FEEFHS
Newsletter iµid the preparation of a 501(c)3 Non-profit
submission to the US IRS Tax agency to obtain US Federal
Non-profit status. That is now for future leaders to deal with.
However some important things did get done, including
the growth of FEEFHS and its survival during a time of
momentous change caused by the Internet. The FEEFHS
web site was created in May 1995 at Davis Community net
(DCN), our "new" shorter domain name registration <http:/
/feefhs.org> occurred in late 1996 and all member
organizations at the time received their first web homepage
by early 1996.
Installation of our first web server at a Woodland CA
ISP and a SWISH search engine occurred in early 1997.
Naming our web server and creating / naming our Memorial
Fund for a late, great founding organization member (Myron
Grunwald, who died 4 February 1998) and moving the
server to Burgoyne.com at Sah Lake City occurred in
August 1998 while leaving a mirror site at DCN for our
highly acclaimed Map Room.
Buying and installing a second generation Myron
Grunwald Memorial Web Server occurred in August 1999
after locating a qualified system administrator to do it "on
the cheap". These are some of the things that have helped
FEEFHS to grow and to have an increasing impact on
genealogy solutions for Central and East European record
searchers.
Wor.king closely with national and ethnic researchers
has lead to a broad diversification of resources now available
on the FEEFHS web. For example, the posting of a complete
Arrnenian Parish listing in 1999 with cross links between the
LDS and FEEFHS web sites. This is the first such approval
appearing on a non-LDS web site that I know of. Andin
March 1999, hits from Antarctica gave us our first worldwide 7 continent month.
Looking Forward
I try to avoid thin.king of my next birthday, the 70 year
mark of my life. But as the oldest of the seven founders of
FEEFHS, I' m getting mortality reminders - a knee operation
(November 1998) and a foreshortened walk (November
1999 COMDEX computer show). After carrying 4 FEEFHS
leadership positions, 1expect to be retired from all FEEFHS
responsibilities in the next decade, wor.king full time on my
personal genealogy.
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To this end, as of 1J anuary 2000: 1) Duncan Gardiner of
Lakewood Ohio has accepted his election to a single two
year term as FEEFHS President, 2) I now am training Alan
Morgan of Sandy Utah as a FEEFHS Assistant Webmaster.
He's also been elected as the new FEEFHS Secretary,
coordinating the FEEFHS Journal mailing list with our
Treasurer, Marlene Nolte of West Hills California, 3)
working with Shon Edwards of Spanish Fork Utah on the
next FEEFHS Convention (24-26 September 2000) and on
the FEEFHS Salt Lake Chapter; 4) working with newly
elected 2nd VP Marsha Gustad ofMilwaukee Wisconsin on
FEEFHS Convention (sometime in 2001); and 5) working
with 3rd VP Laura Hanowski of Regina, Saskatchewan
Canada on the first Canadian FEEFHS Convention (summer
of 2002).
We are also quite fortunate to have persons of the stature
of founding past president Charles Hall, founding
Newsletter Editor John Alleman and former Treasurer and
Secretary Miriam Hall-Hanson who have all served with
distinction during my two terms. Also to be especially
commended are Thom. Edlund and Joe Everett, who have
jointly converted the old FEEFHS Newsletter into highly
acclaimed periodical documenting Central and East
European genealogy. FEEFHS and I owe much of what has
been accomplished to the combined efforts of all these hard
working and dedicated volunteers.
I've coordinated very closely with Thom. Edlund of
Sandy Utah. He is training others to assume his FEEFHS
Journal responsibilities, has participated in every FEEFHS
Convention to date and has prepared himself well to be a
senior leader of FEEFHS in the future by serving as a
member of the FEEFHS Executive Council since 1998. He
brings important insights to FEEFHS from his intimate
familiarity with East European archival resources and
background in profession genealogical research. I value
both his counsel and advice.
What does this really mean to me? As I make my
transition into the role of Past President (and eventually turn
the web site reins on to others in several years), a new breed
of Central and East European genealogist - the second wave
of FEEFHS leaders - will be a majority of the voting
members of the FEEFHS Executive Council. They will have
assumed the responsibility for FEEFHS; ratifying important
decisions of the President as weil as those that impact its
future. I feel confident I am leaving the presidency of
FEEFHS with FEEFHS in many good hands.
I've never felt quite so optimistic about the future of an
organization on leaving the leadership role as I do about
leaving the presidency of FEEFHS at the end of this
millennium. FEEFHS has not just survived its early years. lt
is on a solid growth path as a major contributor on the cutting
edge of Central and Eastern European genealogy. And it has
a new breed of genealogy leaders and a cadre of volunteers
that continues to grow.
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The 1st National Census of the Russian Empire
© by Thomas K. Edlund, Editor
Census taking was a short lived practice in Imperial
Russia, with the only attempt at enumerating territorial
population together with its associated demographic
characteristics occurring on 9 February 1897. Prior to this
event, numerous inventories of specific classes of persons
were conducted, one from Kievian Rus dating as early as the
eighth century C.E. These early head counts attempted to
document individuals the state had need to control by
taxation, military service, or forced labor. Similar tallies of
particular groups were conducted to assess tribute due
Mongol rulers by Russian princes: Kiev in 1245, Ryazan in
1257, Novgorod in 1273. 1
Over time and paralleling the centralization of the
Russian state, the unit of taxation focused on property. Land
holdings became the new taxable units, and it was from these
that population estimates were drawn. Data were recorded in
the nHCQOBhle KHHrn (pistsovyye knigi), or land survey
books. The system was cumbersome, unpredictable and
based on a poorly defined tax unit known as the coxa
(sokha). This unit was seen either as a land measurement or
as a number and type of households. One Russian
lexicographer summarizes the term with wonderful
ambivalence, concluding that coxa was a relative word
meaning just about anything the taxing authority wished. 2
In an effort to establish equity in the taxation process
while at the same time assuring a flow of revenue to the state,
Tsar Alexis replaced the land tax with a scheme based on the
household. This system, known as the no,n;BopHoe
o6JioJKeHHe (podvomoye oblozheniye), was first used
throughout the principality of Moscow in 1646. By 1710,
the household tax would be applied to all the lands of the
Russian state and would also document the female
population. Targets for this inventory were all males of a
household irrespective of their tax paying status, but the
actual taxable unit was the household itself. Data collection
was performed by govemment officials. Civil servants
collected household registers known as cKa3KH (skazki) that
were compiled by landlords.
Data were then collated into draft registers subject to
verification. Once confirmed, the CKa3KH were labeled as
qepHble KHHrn (chemyye knigi) and deposited with the
noMeCTHhIH npHKa3 (pomestnyy prikaz), an office of the
central govemment. 3 Four household assessments were
conducted in the 17th and 18th centuries. The first, taken
1646-1648, replaced the land tax only in part, and the
population's financial burden actually increased. In 16761678, then Tsar Fyodor III ordered a second general
assessment, and declared that all direct taxation be based
only on it. This assessment served as the basis for taxation
until 1719.
Peter the Great had ordered a third assessment in 1710,
but results were not satisfactory to the Tsar and were
88

ignored. A similar undertaking in 1717 was equally futile.
This system, like its predecessor, failed to generate sufficient
funds to finance Russia's military, due in large part to
vaguely defined terminology. A household was seen as the
total of individuals residing at one address. To lower their tax
rate, many peasant farnilies began cohabiting the same
building. The result was a reduction in the tax base of over
one third by 1710.
Fig. 1 - Revision List

In 1718 Peter I ordered a "revision" to the established
methods of tax collection. The overhauled system, or
no.n;ymHaSI no.naTh (podushnaya podat), counted the taxable
population on a person-by-person bases, rather than by
household. Initially this poll tax was intended to levy all
males between the ages of fifteen and fifty five, and all
females between the ages of sixteen and sixty. In the end, a
peBH3CKaSI .nyma (revizskaya dusha, taxable person) was
defined as any male from a taxable social estate (e.g.
peasantry, guild merchants, the noca,n;cKHe JIIO.D;H, etc.).
Excluded from the tax were the clergy, post riders, and
retired soldiers. These groups of persons, however, were
recorded. Excluded from both taxes and recording were
,n;Bop.srne (dvoryane, gentry), govemment officials, Army
and Navy personnel, and foreigners.
Primary lists for the peBH3HSI (reviziya) were drawn up
by landowners or their stewards, by elders in settlements
where peasants lived, and by urban administrators in eitles.
The lists were to include all inhabitants of a given locality,
together with their age and farnily status. A total of ten
revisions were undertaken from 1719 through 1859. 4
Annotated for each individual were age, farnily status,
gender, name and social class.
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

Fig. 2 - Western Siberia, including Tobol'sk Province
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Fig. 3 - /nstructions to the Census Questionnaire
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IIHIOJIU;,C1 cr..11 111, COCTHl'lo X11Rßlt'!Taa\ n1n1An 1rirrla CCJU,R, 1ero11t
r.uu1,11 cn,corn xnflnNm, (annf".: cr.»Ln uyqcp11, uru:1rtm1ru1t1ro a T. 11.),
Tn, r.uopx„ 0Gn111m•11l11 oTaomcnlJJ m1>KJU\ro .,a!l,a ,.,.. r.,:rnt xo2n1iCTJ1.1,
UUlO uponnr11T1, ,mtr I OTDOIU('IJlr. Cl O;c·. • r.l;.uii Cl'Cit:4 f'!O(Jf'Tili.UCP!l CClU,11.
4. CNOAKO IIMHYAD .,,.,,., NAH .w,.c„11tn on. poAy?
8Aii<r, r.,fl.,r,.,.. r1111t,11T1, 1u,4,pu11a, CKo.JLRCj J<Ollf IIIKf.10 .ri1T1o,
nnnp ,:ir., D T. J. ,!\ln d1Tr4, 1:ornp1o111-. JICDflO ro a, D)"llUO DUCltTL
• a r.\ o Mf•c.nur-n'\, ar.un o un11na, 'ITO DTO .IIH,('Ht4", o. ao rOJ.11, 11:iop.!
•II 1114.,.)µa 1f.td s • . KOTOp1.1•-.11•n1,wc11frcJi11a.nnoATL-<lltlltch<lp.
5. XoAocn., llltffln., 8A0llo, pUatAeH\,,
,
\ OTHflTW H orol rpu<Sii IIOlltHO oac.iTL c01tpn111cn•o: •ll<>-A:la n6o:11m11rnln •eauTwn.. . c , , - . u a a:urr••nn.. , x , - a l'0.IOCTWX,., c i . , llllff 1flu1111o, CHJ>-,VUI DJon11nn1, ll RAOU...
pullc:IOIIII.UIM,,
llpOT11111, ll&IDJflTDDX'lo ß('ODUJDTL •cpTy,
.
6, Cocnnolo, cocronHie MU na11lo.
81iicL DT11ii•nOTC11 coKp:111101100 TO coc.,oalo 1J1 oonalc, 11, JtOTO•
poxy 011r11111uane.1100 JIIIO OTUOODTCII DO OUOCllJ roaueaho, LU apezo,·111 coCTPnllo, H I 011011 nrlo6ptTrn11•»1o npoonx1o, unnp.: 1uop11·
uau-. DOTOIICTnonnul, 111opuonu1o .,naua, u n o u n a n oo a.1, 1Dopaa1o,
lfltOUßnro DRnDII, UDTOllCTP. no,CT. re:us.t.1DD_D'lo, J:)'DOII-., llilll!IIDID'lo
a T 1.; p«m ••nn HCIIJ>C.l14HHO Cl O<I01ICIIYl!lflt:.lll, aro10 o n tLIICl<HO
pa,JJJNkl, 111111p.: 111, 61o111w. Unl,t.JL'I,, un. (halHW. fOC)'.tnpcm., YliLILn-.
l'OpUDIUIIO,lrJC. 1 1 .,. ,:. JJHocmpnH1tll .lP.,:1:nw HtUpt.VJWIJfO )'JCRllilD&ln, >tA•
r:orn ona tocydnpcmlß llocldllNNwt. Orn,111uu11n CO:U.ATllllR IIOlllßO
OT»t•11Tto T\'UkO nx..., KOTOplolO Uner)"DDJU aa C&)"lll6J 10 oti111ca
11ouac11ol DOIIUDOCTD; ncil • • npo•I•, OOCT)"DIDWIO an C.1flll6T
noe t DDOAOlrla o6111el Donac11ol UORHDOCTI, JO.U:DU DOltAIUDOTSo
TO cnc.aoulo, n aOTOpo»y oaa u1o 1\ICT01TC.1LDOCT11 apann.ucaan..
7,
.,u OAIIACft, a OCJIM "' SA\C\, TO rA\ NlltMH07 (ry6tp•
HII, yt.3Alo, ropoAlo),
---.,
E c u IITO POAl.1Ca 01o npn.d1.111n tnro-xo ropoJC1toro DOct',eal11,
rA-1 OD'lo DftOClTCI B'lo Drpouaer., TO D)'IIIDO UDCATL DJM)CTO: <W16C>>, ß-.
11roT11110111, c.sr . . ,t., 11uar.u1111CTC1 1na1u11lo n·Gcpala (o6.tuCTa) • ropoJn
t11t,m,,1n, noc1Wt) 111 rr6opnl1 (of,111CT1) 11 yw,aa 101prra), •TO rAfl
Jll\,ucn; :uu aau..., ra,uamaxcn ni. tl>uaunllu,-ryGcr•lo a u ropo,1.,;
A,11 [>OlUlllllnlC8 1nrp11UDI\OD-roc)'lOjlCTIIU Uroro a HD npo11anu.la I T,11.
8 • • dlM:klll npwnNCAHlo, o. OCJIN HO 3At.Cb, TD rA\ NM9HHU?
llo uo,rnlu u.,mL ARIOTCß T0.11,KO n DllUX,., 061onu111o1n apannCJtoJO
. , . cnt RDll'I, oftU!OC'l'UtUn, nooCTn111o uu 1-n1,oicnux1o 06u1=u11:a11.
Ht·,ta 111,n nr1u1cnaw 111, To11r roro c,:0.111· <>li111cCTaf, u u x-. N I
110.,or.-r1 UJI =LCIIOMY 0Ch1tCOT11y, n KOTOj>0xy n111ncu,-.,. Anl>UliD
u•11tn1onol H
TO numl'TCIII r.a ao cn.,tct., uJu •ttJ.flc (in. an.aoCT1)•;
. , . nrmano111o JKO Ml"•nil, ec.,a on1 nr1n1nuau 10 TIUI-., r1t uuoan "111 111, n r,eu:tcL, nau10TC11 an1H11nlo uo.10CT11 (rHaw·, CTIIDDtlW a ur,)
1 rt'll.CKlllit 06llll'CTIIU, - · ropo R(MfrCTnKn, OOCll.la), Col' 0Goallu c1lox1o
n·Gt•rula (06.tncTI) • )"t.aAn (OJtpyrn), r i ona 11p1n1t11Bw.
9, rAt oGwNHooeNH0 npotuaaon:I t 0, O u 1 \ , u 061,· o,cyTCTalN,
3-:1\•, ., .. , & CCJIN Mt 'AtC\, TO ouy K\ M·O apeMCHIIOlollo 3A\C\
npc6wa111iw.
riiiiiiiöii'No? (ryd., y'3Alo, ropOAlo),
11„ 11-1 r11n,j,11 c.l h,ron. bllDCUIIUT'lo "flU\ftnNIO TOro MiCTa (c tcu
n.,n n111un1110 r-r'o011ulu D yii.1.111, a.,n r1·Gc1•nla a rop(l.ln), rlfl. JtTO
,t,1\.:RUltl'IIUOt T, r, 6' .;t l,IUJIC\ 'tllCTI• rc.t!\, upu,l(IIIIO'l1t, . ,. . L"\Huc•xOcTU:
<oTh r11nd C.l)"ar:n1o1 1,111 IIOl'NIHUloll1' IIIDIITill1 ßJIOllUC.SO»-. I T, Jl.,
lll' 1.11l1mntn• 11a1»•nln UA T11, r.tb oui. 110.sOT'lo CIUTlo upan1cna1t.
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Ul 'lld lll'l"'DftCD,-0 Dt1Xi. IIIIIIOT\'ft ll1o 0-G l"l>llojlil-cldl6C>•, D ft'lo 1(1,ß
11,,,,11,1.1.nl"f.• ,rpT,hl) Jlun.tt HJllr.1IOtlt•o6uA.lfo«NNOIIAINNO.III.MlitCIII
lU f;1J...Ml.'(INr,• 110CJ ...WHt«lll ONf,l,Yllllri* (111\Df'. yilxLUr, .. ,. lOPflUIIO u • n-.
.\Jl!'NI
Do A1'.to.:ati., n• npvnr><Y a T, •·), TOr1a caf1lyeT1o n1cuTL
. , . tl-1 r1>,,,j>i1-t1J1tn>,a . , . 10-1: .... •Jot,llt-l 0111.,,. . . . . (COKl"lll(O
•P'·"·
i·•n-.1nlc11-.. l<)"A OT.1)' . ..lDClo, DlUI',, . , . n x o l =
1'1'1-'.l,_ )"t.'\llo. llllfl',,lllll)", U-. D)"TII T)"JO•TO I T. ,l. 3) .1111411 !lt """'I""
rf.n.1'-.tfl"ht) •• WNN<\\R .VM('fft a 11111t6N.ut c • tt10.1..-.-o NO 1tOJ>011too
.,,·. Jt-nt: 1t.11<uit-. .1 16o rorro11u11", c.srrKc6nun 11.:aa a a w n 1.t,11U11o,
u \ ro<111 1 T, 1 . - 0 . . . , . 118111\'TrD U'lo 9-D rl"ul,i 11tc-ro IX--. o<il.llCU0(01t1•1••) N , p,.;,, ( .,,,),
11rn11aN D[>Oll:Habl , p,,c)a "·"'
·t, ,·,1C-t<>1111•n D:\ 1t.Acrn11Tr.1 noQ •0<u108 t.1)'ia:Gi, 1n, T U l n <.I)"·
.,1!1-,. ttlllk'rt8 . . . . . . . . . r..t.v;wct.,\ ll .. ,. lD. ,4-1: ctO •pe.WJrflrf<Mll
H J . - " " " ' (co•l"'llt ••Jot,v. ,., r6., 0 1111nx·• npo110110 0T.1r•aam1xca
11.1w nl'C'lll'H•> oy,,«1o1,a10II\IX,. li& rru1t-. 11nlo b UOI, in. )'UlllHI.IM-.
0111.11••• 1 ,.,,..,.,, f\lollCI.• 11111Ga1o11ion 1uu • V •·
.1,.1., "''""
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f 1 , IIIOOICftOll,\Ulf.
Ciou anrew11orca,11TO u a o J alpa,;apa - , . J 1 H
OT11l,ati..: DllaNOCJUlflO tslpy-ct:xa.•t.t.Uffd,wa&JIO . . . . . . . . s
JlllllCKO,,Kll'N'l.11.M-K)'.,__.p,xca,aaT.1; a:IOffpaecaJ__.. ......., . . . . . . .
XaTCllfNl-• l',"1npw.•; apl1UO,•f111ll'01'1HC11J-•apa. ,:
IJ.-lqrJw cly1,,; M)"r.y.H,11„r.Kyio-•IIJCJUW.•; Gy.a.,IICIIJIO - •SJ,µ; c•y,o-un•·•i uu1•iurc•r»-•m.1wase&.• • T. 1
12. POANol IJWn.
füftr.• 1on1,:r,noor,·• 1uaa1)1 TOtc AWU, IIMJJJl,II - ·
CWTou,n. .un rc.-G
. M po-1111,,. 1„ Jt.:a• pyccuro
,.fltTlll'WU• . . . . . . . .
11ln , r .• J.U l;\Jl1JpM.c·llr1:11rc,-cK 1•.,, » • 6'-111p7oe..,. JlnttlUlllhl IIJ11t 1JU.11o I lffOrn,l'IN:Uho .flUSOn •O'f,. , . . . . M I , &
06031111'1n1,i1.1 ro.c111111q„u110, Noutp., tao.uca.,, ct,-a11,.1, • ur.a..._ . . . . . . .
1c11p.,, •T.tT,IJt.•, •»u1,.1., • "· . .
13. r p u o u o c n .
6) rAtodr111e11, t6Jllut• u •
a) Y11t.cT1o•.IIN NIi!\?
KONN.llo IJPC"lo e6puelul:r(II
R1f.rs '"'""""",on. •• ,,..,.J,y I LU T i n . 1119 )'1lleft _ , . . N
p)01·cK11 r.,nuo •.1a•i ,s.,n Ttn., ln'O ao 1 •
111"1'11flt a aa . . . . n
,ia1.11f1 r.101u, c1111n.,. Jll• Tin_ n o • • J•let1. cett,a, ae
A ro.,J.KO '"' Jf•)TOl1n. tUth'ßlfl, ,11Go •11111. c.lON • • • • f t
'1"111rM1. 1ffurn ,tp)"t,U'n 11n1.a,rn, nnirp. c.\&.D„ftTI ••
T.a. 1 1 , . , , . . .
.,1,1\·II xo.,,,ata h .11•n nro1mi1Tea •tlfflLo Jh tpa,f,y 0 ) - f f l . , . e'y•
qactt.a U11n 1·••.ttel rp:ollOTil, 8 U r i • IIOHU• • f , C .
Uanp.: ,l,IJII, Y 11r1\lt"1'hllKa, /1'\, IIOJ•J' 8 T,
ILU OOap&IUlUe . . . . . . . .
1111eo.,1J 11.11 ,·11eOaaro a11oi:.i ata.
14. 3aHulo, poUCAO, npo•WCHlo, AOIMNOCTI, . . . . u y a f a .
n) l'.:1;1ut1nc 1 1'. ti. Tn, 1e0Topoo 100Taa.1a1T r.1aa1wa
t.pe:tr.run ,c„ 1·)'11ter.Tuo•111ho.
!h·tn HtnJJt.Vl'.JfNO lf)OTUIJ1o ,,. ,10JaH 1:
.:11! . . . . . . N D . , . .
""''", HIO"-"'" :JIC't1'/ICUHIJ, f"Jlfu)'.,,.. aoca11.111an MlltAHllit.pcllll«.MJ, ,.,.,...,.
C'C'1,1•, ,h.lJICIIOCUI• ,,,,,. r.,gJIC6!J. t.:nTnf')UO J."llOTI, lffOaJ . . . . , q,e.lC'l"Sa lrl,
C)'l!lC•1'110ßllllhn. J:!r..Jn Jr"tfl stfa'T'lo •lcr.OJl•&o 3-'8ffll a.D lo.llUoc.-ftl
D T••i.., ,1;11<'11lHX1. Cl!)' r.:ip:itiUTRIC1'. TO .1, lft'OI f'J'iltl .10.UUO &.,t-.
nT>it•uw n 'fOlLICO 'tO U:\li 1111.1,, ICOTOpoo I.Q.0 DTO nffae'T'lo c a o a n
,.,n.;1t1.1Jt1 1:1nJrrlc1J'lo, T. e. 1mrop1.nr'li ono r.1ae1a.nn. oGpuon sopxw,ca.
Hpa 0111, r., l)'f'!l'UOlrn!JLIUIT&,DJK)Tllni auuaro ..,• .,._...,.p,DA 10
J:mu,;1111, '"a"-. U H<YO-Jlttlllt, IUIIIHMGt.lOC .....,. f t y,u. . . ,.,....., ...........
'1':1K1,. nll:t,cOM'f•.lluda U.l 1ocJ(fapcu1«-0A "-'" otiMICC."Wl..-i u y , c •
a,,., u 1v1>.-lH.Ho--" cc.H1UtHHCM!..I.YX1&w,c.m apoa•cuualOT'li . . . .•ac•rm • • •
.l,(l.l.J.jJOt.'11.; •·.!,·,1:,w, 1pt1 r, p mr111,.,,,w, t".IYJttU"'ie '1 tNOp'°""-A " <,a,,c
sw.n ,:oHmopun u pe.wec.rtJtNHIC11-JM).\,. TOprou•, apoauo.ac:na, 11pe.a-,
11pln1ln, pc11c,·.:rl\ q T, 1, n
__,...
a n , uanpc x o u a u 110.rn.aot .:run, 1apelt1'0p-. ropo.-ro· Gam,"'
r.00Tcp111un "" nAtt•oa 4':16p1d, a p a s u • • . , . n IDINII,
no1,rnr.-rcpu, nop,-•••l-y•c•aan. . .x . s u o n - - p a 4 o r a n • T, 1, ll0Ao6•1u'lo oGpnao,n 06o,a11•:110TCa • APTM a a u m , Oft - p w n .lllllO
no.,y,ac,n r3RDDUI cpe CTll3 f t CJJllllCTBOIUIIO: a a a p a t p llpain»o
r.y10111il · ··"· apaciaia:nwl 0•11tpe1nil, llJIOIIIIIH1o, .lllffpaTOpl,, TCJ11, 11up. O<)o.u1111incii,. " " - - 4 11p,1c.,y,,. 1 1 1 1 i - - . , . . • i n . . D R I .
DOIIDP'"- ,IUOpllllt'lo D T• 1, .iknlllldl, arllollda CIUIOCITlll'l'tAldU . . . .
Tin, Tu•no Tl<KZO Tll\aTCnno o6olaa•aion m1 IIILlffll u • a o a a o e n ,
nanp.: IBCDll!IDl\·Dp., ... TC.terp•if>•m:a, DOpTIIIXa,Mlpolut•JIA. - - OlOUO•:r"i, nponu111111t11 a1o GyJouot, paßoni1119 11a n G a u o l t:affpnl,
i:yxap1ta, npaqx:, a T. l• J1111a, llpoSDB&IOJllhl tle:IUICMlfflt.MO DAOZ0.1Ll
on. Cl!ODn. ßC Ul:ClllUIM, lllJ'IJICCTa'lo, JalDIITUOI... I& Uacl» • T, IL,
0Gooo;1 ;uon: BOll011J1Ut.le111o,. 1.oxoua.t\.te111o, a u e n . n apoa;tnli
e1o xa:11n.1n, uo.:ry,i.,on DCllclio, cnac11,1lio, s n e n . Cial'onop11TU1t•oCTi.:o • T, AJfrn:a, uux0Aa111lnea n p „ c n o Clen, id<:Ta, cm,1....,.. naoaoe
oG<:TouTe.J1.c."T110, c . )'KA:1:t.Blcn noe.tlaaaro aaa oGwuoaouaro caooro
aanni I• u 1 1on:10CT11, uup.: ••f'UIP1> C1en, • l c n • •
1l1cnw ce11ckrrn. ( a 1 w , d n • T, Jt.), IIJ)IIDIIU>!ldt r u c r i l n
pnGomn r.rauu ce11clCT1111, 1anp. n aoaeawr-. paGoraz1o, . , . pellocri,
. , . .-.,pron.rfr • T. - • . . . . .,111.1 HllpeDIIO o6otlll'IATlo llfO, IPllpa lt · ,1oq11,u1 TnrroHn npa OTO,\•, coropo1u119 Dpi 11)'11tl• • T, 11, H ftA&O
11roT11111, r b n , 110TOrHo no 1111flron, 11 apyran u111TII, 1poai .loaamn11ro 1ooaftCT1111, 111 coGCToc•i•ro 101os1aro ••JIIIOCTIIA, n llfOI
r-p:u f, m:»·kq11e1C11, upn ltbJl'lo u s H • o l C'lfflo ODI npoaD&IICl'l'.':f
oanp.: •nl,u 11r•t•, 1up1 po.,..,...n•,· cua aocnnaata,, cap1 cual>
D T. 1, rocr•, :mfr1:slo D T, l . TAUIO AOol&IW o6otUUTSo taOI . . . . .
Tllf, DIID qe111,, CCID ODI 110 Dllfllon. CllllOCTOllflllolW'O 1&pa6oTu,
To OHD 0T11f1 aron. apa ao:ar1o ona aaa,.,.., c-. r•u:urlen PUTII noro
.101(11, nnup.: •nra ll)"lO-JqUTC.tfi>, •oe1 OTllfl-canoJKIHfl•,
Ce,• scioth,,, ,101c,,.JaHiR 11 ,man
dio..s.wHw O'w"'• clalG&lfll
:
dpoCHO I r110., . . . OIIJJtOlo,ICMNO, On»A>. H c d a , e n ,• • , . . .n 0 6 _ . n a
••• -1••1uc11w1.. • • • n n l l , kAkT..-TO: TOPl'OIIOfl'lo, pollOCJICIIIHlo, CJIJ'•
llUlll(ID, l&UII01"1, CIIOIIID r.jlOlrnJAlll I T, D, &u t , o e n 1np11mo IICtrl&
1oxu•11n• • • n IIOA„ 111nt1, u n • 1u„ae1oe n u n 11011oa1ale.
1 Ro60'11oe a:sa 1 c 1 o • o r 1 , 1 . 1 • • • e .
6 jflföi'\"' I I I e 10 1 0 1 I C I 0 I ,1 OI 1 1 1 0 U L
1'1111,a ui-a nadi.tcUA 111io.,ouaol 11prol 111 .litt u c n : 111, IIOpJ:•
Uklk• •JaCTb ((,, 1) c,fuycn, HDCW8&Ts. upona„ r i n I I I ? , JtOTOpwn
r.,a:,noo :iana1•le )'lltO 00ouua•1e10 u1o llpulllecTa)'JOIJlcl rpa4't,-nopocrtucoaoo sanaTic, c.,p11:1111eo • n 110.ICIIOpr.cn . . , , ,IIIIOlflCO 111p11Goron,
uCJanuca»o on. r,,1anunro s u m a , n.a-.: ·
rro apa r.iaaaoin..
DTlli•cauon . , . •patfi" 14 4, c 1 o e n U D f f l l DO rocylJlpcneaaol·
a.,a OÖUIOCTIODIOI ,..ry•61, 110 TOprout, DPOIIUlll.1fUOCT11 1 DP.,
111\DDIIAOTCI, uanp, nepellUCIIOk) GJ•an., 1DPIUI.IIDT-. 10110n, 1 H
C&ll-. OD'lo IO"OIIIRli.-aC)l'lo, IOJl.llCB,111,l"UOJl'lo D T, Jl., TO Oft o<iolD ...
•aen. D'lo :n-oQ rrn<Sit. ITI 111a111'11, Ult1o BCUOIIDl'ATULIIKII . u • II
6n•rnua. Eta,a aenu1aa11, xpo»t JtUoro-nGo noc:rooaaro lllllffl!I,
uc cula xoauflCTUA • npucuorpA u Al1'L>fll, l l l l e n . euto JUJtoe-.lDGo
6nato uln 11c•flo nolco6noe a. nllTle, .lU>U\ee eD 1apaGoTO,n,, TO IT!I
l"·'"'"o fünL ocn6e11110 1111aTULIIO o<ioina cao rn, m l tpa,f,tl (14 11JJ,
11\\1111.! IUl:Kl.'Tlt 1lf.Utß, ncp-.!UICLIO&eTI, Gpara.
JP.OU • T. u.
C'rpcllTI.I I IIOCUIT:UIUll>UI f•o<ilWC'lo l&aOlODJI, Ofti,ra
t4G8
Ta1:nnt.111a D'lo OTOJI rpa ,I.
C u • c n a.um1D, 06oa1111'1C11Un n . t
14 o • 112 n aalllael • ..,
<"TU :m, 14-a 11>atf,w (a , OT11fl'lnmcr. 1) o4>111epw, •11oa11u, »PP••• · ·
noa:ulc • • • , . , . J<IMet• npxla a t-10Ta(G4>1111epw c-. o t ! o u a . w o n idi11& a
l'O,li\ Op)'lldJI, rc1ep,,., ... -TO.IIHO . . . . ), IIIUIP,: rea.-11. u n llp,\D, llUI.
utx., nnJ.n. Dun. w:1.n„ 11aaoan. 110., n p n n aau - . aaa. , a n aau.; 2) OCS>•·
ttt.'ru • naao!3 ,1uu x.ia.1.·111.nn • o l c n u .ncom,.,, u a a a „ l e ••ut.{
ru,i. n„ar.n ,.,. 1:111nr.aon pnap,ut, c,. o<ioaaa.calen aa:,aol.l 10GC1CA
11 •nn:i,.nanp.: Cul!. .tLr, KAI,, Yp, n r . aolca. CT 11 T, .l,l3)pam#IIIN
cn,,.,,,e.,,,, l·w paJp., 1011:ac.unauo 11p1 aa6opl n p a o •1. 011o.z11ealo.
t'nlt'laturca: patu. 1 p:,1p.;panumin,, aepcucacnweas.1&11ac:n:-1,an.
(iuum. anu.: ,1) OIHCIHtltllfllt oclJartOPW-Tll&D'li • • oOpaac>Jf'li . . . . . . . .
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The abolition of serfdom in 1861 created a greater
demand for socio-demographic documentation of the
population by the Russian govemment. This need was
recognized in the early 1860s by the geographer turned
statistican P. P. Semenov-Tian-Shanskiy. As director of the
Central Statistical Committee, Semenov-Tian-Shanksiy
drafted a bold plan to enumerate the population of the
Russian Empire in toto. Unfortunately, the census proposal
was delirnited to yet another inventory of men by the Main
Statistical Council. This was done largely to accommodate

for the training of over one hundred and fifty thousand
census takers, as weil as coordinating their activities. 6
The 1897 census had an ambitious intent: to document
the entire population of the Empire and describe its
associated characteristics on a single day. This 0.11.tto.11.ttesttasi nepem1ch (odnodnevnaya perepis) would collect data
on age, gender, literacy, nationality, place of birth, etc., for
all residents irrespective of their social estate or tax status.
The census would likewise calculate temporary and
permanent populations at each enumeration point. Varying

Fig. 4 - Censusform "V"

Fig. 5 - Census form "A"
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and provide data for the newly implemented universal
conscription law of 1874. 5 Semenov-Tian-Shanksiy, and
his career long associate A. 1. Troinitskiy, however, were
professional bureaucrats in positions of considerable
influence. In 1895, a proposal for an nationwide census was
finally approved.
Authority to conduct the census was given to the
Ministry of Intemal Affairs by an Imperial decree. A
separate census commission was established on 25 June
1895 with subordinate central and local committees at the
ry6epmrn (guberniya: provincial), ye3.11. (uezd: district) and
ropo.11. (gorod: city) level. This commission was responsible
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4
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census forms were printed for what were considered the five
principle groups of persons. Form A (A) was for peasant
households that resided on agricultural property; Form 6 (B)
was for landed estates; Form B (V) for urban populations;
the B011HCKaSI nepetrnasi Be)I.OMOCTb for the military
population; and the o6 asi nepeqttasi se.11.oMOCTb for
boarding students, clergy, wards of charitable organizations,
etc. 7 Each of these was complimented with a sheet of
instructions and a two page questionnaire. Over thirty
rnillion forms were completed. 8 Census returns were kept at
a local administrative level, and a copy of each was
forwarded to the central commission.
There are some reports that the census was met with
resistance by many elements of the national population,
especially in rural areas. Thirty one entire villages in the
91

Penza province categorically refused to participate, and had
to be subdued by military force. Extensive riots took place
in the Khristopol district of the Kazan province, and census
takers were assaulted. In European Russia, schismatics had
themselves buried alive to avoid being "registered as the
adherents of Antichrist." 9
Tue end goal of the 1897 census was to provide
statistical data about the national population to the Russian
government. In order to produce the required information,

some scholars to conclude that returns of the 1897 census
have not survived. While true in part, the reality of this
situation has been exaggerated. Local returns survive in
many district archives. I have personally seen the local
returns for Grodno (province ), modern Latvia and Lithuania,
Odessa (city), Ryazan (province), Saint Petersburg (city),
Tobol'sk (province), Tartu, Vyatka (province) and
Yekaterinoslav (city ). Recently, the Genealogical Society of
Utah (GSU) in Salt Lake City microfilmed the 1897 census

Fig. 6 - Censusform "B"

Fig. 7 - Military census form
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the census commission created a punch card for each person
enumerated. Statistics and tables were then compiled by
running the appropriate cards through an automated
tabulation machine. 10 Automation did little to speed up
reporting of the census, however. Ten years after the singleday collection of the data, the preliminary analysis and
publication of the census was still ongoing, although initial
summaries were printed from 1899-1905. 11 These publications provide extensive information on population, age,
and gender distribution, but on the whole are without use for
strict genealogical purposes. Until recently these statistical
summaries served as the only census documentation from
Imperial Russia available to Western researchers. 12
Many return copies were destroyed by the central
commission after statistical tabulation. This fact has led
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for the entire Tobol' sk province (somewhat comparable to
the modern Tyumen oblast). Physical extent of this fond
(record group 417, series 2) is 3936 extant files. 13 Individual
records in the collection are arranged geographically within
seven broad segements: Tobol' sk city and district; Ishim city
and district; Tara city and district; Turinsk city and district;
Tyukalinsk city and district; Tyumen city and district; and
various returns for areas not included in the above.
Returns for urban populations (Form V) and military
units are grouped first by ropo (city), and then organized by
qacTh (city district), yqacTOK (section), and npHropo
(suburb). Final sequencing is by street and building/house
number. This data was recorded by the census tak:er as
illustrated in figure 4. Military returns reflect a similar
archival arrangement. The records are not indexed, so it is
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

7) PO,D.HJICSI-JIH 3)1.eCh, a eCJIH He 3,D.eCb, TO r.n.e HMeHHO?
(fy6epHsi, ye3,D.h, ropo.nb).
Was the individual bom here, and if not here, where
exactly? (Province, county, city).
8) IlpHnHCaHb-JIH 3.f(eCb, a eCJIH He 3.f(eCb, TOr.ne HMeHHO?
(.f(JISI JIHQ, o6si3aHHb!Xb npHilHCKOJO.
Is the individual registered here, and if not here, where
exactly? (for individuals obligated with registration).
9) r.ne 06bIKHOBeHHO npOXHBaeTb: 3.f(eCb-JIH, a eCJIH He
3,11,ech, TO r.ne HMeHHO? (fy6ep., ye3.f(h, ropo.nb).
Where does the individual normally live: here, and ifnot
here, where exactly? (Province, county, city).
10) ÜTMeTKa o6b OTCYTCTBHH, orny,ue HOBpeMeHHOMb
3.f(eCb npe6blBaHHH.
Notes about absence and temporary residence at this
place.
11) BepOHCilOBe.f(aHHe.
Creed.
12) Po.nHoii Sl3bIKb.
Native language.
1) <l>aMHJIHSI, (np03BHID;e), HMSI H OT4eCTBO HJIH HMeHa, 13) fpaMOTHOCTb.
eCJIH HXb HeCKOJibKO. ÜTMeTKa OTeXb, KTO OKa:lKeTCSI:
Education.
a) YMeeTb-JIH 4HTaTb?
cJienhIMb Ha o6a rJia3a, HeMhIMb, rJiyxoHeMbIMb HJIH
yMaJIHIUeHHblMb.
Can the individual read?
6) r.ne o6yqaeTCSI, o6yqaJICSI HJIH KOH4HJib Kypcb
Sumame, name and patronymic, or names if there are
several of them. Note those individuals who are blind in
o6pa30BaHHSI?
both eyes, mute, deaf and dumb, or mad.
Where individual is studying, studied or gradu2) IloJib. M-My:lKcKoii. )K-xeHCKHii.
ated?
Sex. M-male. JK -female.
14) 3aHSITHe, peMeCJIO, npOMblCeJib, .f(OJI)KHOCTb 11JIH
3) KaKb 3ailHCaHHblH npHXO,ll.HTCSI rnaBe X03SIHCTBa H cJiyx6a.
rJiaae caoeii ceMbH.
Profession, handicraft, business, office or service.
a) fJiaBHOe, TO eCTb TO KOTOpoe .ll.OCTOBJISleTb
How is the individual related to the head of household
and to the head of the family.
rnaJIHblSI cpe.f(CTBa .f(JISI cyrn;ecTBOBaHHSI.
Main profession, that is the business that is the
4) CKOJibKO MHHYJIO JieTb HJIH Mecm eB 0Tb po.n.y.
Age in years or months.
chief source of income.
5) XoJIOCTb, xeHaTb, B,D.OBb HJIH pa3Be,D.eHb.
6.1) Ilo6oquoe 11JIH BCilOMOraTeJibHOe.
Unmarried, married, widowed, or divorced.
Side-line or subsidiary business.
6) CoCJIOBHe, COCTOSIHHe HJIH 3BaHHe.
6.2) IloJIO)KeHHe no BOHHCKOHIlOB11HOCTl1.
Estate, status or rank.
Military status.

necessary to review retums for an entire locality if you do not
know a street and house name or number. This is a relatively
simple task for all but the larger of cities.
Data required for the completion of form A and B varies
significantly from that of V. Replacing the standard address
information of the latter are nepem1cHoii yqacTOK
(perepisnoy uchastok), qeTHbIH yqacTOK (chetnyy uchastok),
CTaHb (stan'), BOJIOCTb (volost'), ceJibCKOe o6rn;eCTBO
(sel'skoye obshchestvo) and ceno (selo).
Recorded
following this is the head of household's name and a
declaration of residency or nonresidency at the domicile.
Additional areas provide information on building construction (wood, brick, etc.), how many residents were present at
the time of enumeration and how many people live at the
location permanently.
Census takers completing retums for forms A, B, V and
the "o6rn;asi nepeqHeaasi ae.n.oMOCTb" recorded responses to
questions in 14 areas, as shown in fig. 7. The transcription
and translation of the printed text of this document reads:

Fig. 7 - Example of census retum (forms "A," "B" and "V")
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Fig. 8 - Example of census return (military form)
In addition to the standard genealogical data of age,
gender, marital status and farnily relationship, the 1897
census provides significant information for broader farnily
historical interest. Of particular note are details concerning
education, literacy, native language, occupation, religion
and residence.
Special attention should be paid to item eight, place of
registration for those required to register. Several classes of
people, for exarnple Jews and peasants both before and after
emancipation, were tied through registration to a specific
location or commune for conscription and taxation
purposes. Such persons could move within the Empire only
with the use of special papers. These documents were issued
at periodic intervals by a local Counsel of Elders, Duma or
other administrative authority. Place of registration in this
context refers to where a person was recorded for the draft or
taxation, and was often different from their actual place of
residence. This locality is usually where the individual or his
historic farnily were recorded in the tenth or earlier revision,
but in the case of Jewry can refer to an ancestral community
or kahal.
Returns for military personal include only twelve
questions (see figure 8):
1) NONO no nopsi.IJ.Ky.

Entry number
2) <DaMHJIHSI (np03BHine), HMSI H OT'leCTBO.
Surname, name and patronymic.
3) B KOTopoM ro.D.y po.IJ.HJicsi?
Born in what year?
4) XoJIOCTh, xeHan, B.IJ.OB'b, HJIH pa3Be.IJ.eH'b.
Unmarried, married, widowed, or divorced.
5) CocJIOBHe HJIH 3BaHHe.
Estate or rank.

94

6) f.IJ.e pO.IJ.HJICSI?
Place of birth?
7) MecTO npHnHCKH (eCJIH npHilHCaH)?
Place of registration ( i f registered)?
8) BepoHcnoBe.IJ.aHHe.
Creed.
9) PO.IJ.HOH Sl3bIK'b.
Native language.
10) fpaMOTHOCTh.
Education.
a) YMeen-JIH l.lHTaTh?
Can the individual read?
6) f.D.e o6yqaeTCSI, o6y'laJICSI HJIH KOH'IHJIX Kypcb
o6pa3oBaHHSI?
Where individual is studying, studied or graduated?
11) 3aHSITHe HJIH peMeJICO.
Profession or handicraft.
a) IlpexHee, .D.O nocTynneHHe Ha coyx6y.
Previously, until entrance into service.
6) Tenepb, Ha cnyx6e.
Now, [while] in service.
12) ÜTMeKH o6'b OTCYTCTBHH.
Notes about absence.
As with the previous form age, recorded as year ofbirth
rather than a count of years, and marital status data are of
primary genealogical relevance. Gender, of course, was
unilaterally male in the Imperial Army, and so was not
directly stated. Absent in this document is reference to
farnily relationship, explained here by the reality of military
life and housing.
Tangentially interesting information includes civilian
and military occupations, education level, native language
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

and religion. Additional data of use to social and military
historians include specific cocJIOBHe representation in the
arrned forces, unit size and soldiers' ancillary skill levels.
The 1897 census of Russia was a remarkable
accomplishment, as its major proponent, A. I. Troinitskiy,
was fond of pointing out.
Confronting illiteracy,
technological crudity and an impoverished infrastructure,
the Census Commission of the Empire documented the
population of one sixth the land mass of our planet. All told,
demographic data were collected on over one hundred
twenty eight million people living in an expanse ranging
from the Arctic Circle to Persia, and from the German
frontier to the Pacific Ocean.

-

Fig. 9 - lnstitutional census form
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Appendix
[GSl 143001)
Arkhangel' skaya guberniya parts 1-2 1899
Arkhangel'skaya guberniya part 3 1904
Astrakhanskaya guberniya part l 1899
Astrakhanskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Bessarabskaya guberniya 1905
Vilenskaya guberniya part 1 1900
Vilenskaya guberniya part 2 1901
Vilenskaya guberniya part 3 1904
[GSl 143002)
Vitebskaya guberniya part 1 1899
Vitebskaya guberniya part 2 1901
Vitebskaya guberniya part 3 1903
Vladimirskaya guberniya part 1 1900
Vladimirskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Vologodskaya guberniya part 1 1901
Vologodskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Volynskaya guberniya 1904

[GSl 143003)
Voronezhskaya guberniya part 1 1901
Voronezhskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Vyatskaya guberniya 1904
Grodnenskaya guberniya 1904
Oblast Voiska Donskogo 1905
[GS 1143004)
Yekaterinoslavskaya guberniya 1904
Kazanskaya guberniya 1904
Kaluzhskaya guberniya part 1 1901
Kaluzhskaya guberniya part 2 1903
Kievskaya guberniya 1904
[GS 1143005)
Kovenskaya guberniya 1904
Kostromskaya guberniya 1903
Kurliandskaya guberniya 1905
Kurskaya guberniya 1904
Liflyandskaya guberniya 1905

_.-,... ,-.;,, . ,., ,, , , ..... P , ... -- ·-·

··-,

,.·,,.,,;: , , _ - . . . . , . , - f f . . . . .--'

The returns generated by this undertaking are rich in
genealogical data and serve as an effective resource in
establishing relationships for turn of the century Russian
farnilies. From census returns it is a simple matter locating
birth records for entire groups that are ennumerated. 14
Although records microfilmed to date are only from the
provinces ofTobol'sk and Vyatka, a farniliarity with census
formats will help greatly when records from the more densly
populated areas of Western Russia become available.
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[GS 1143006]
Minskaya gubemiya 1904
Mogilevskaya gubemiya 1903
Gorod Moskva part l 1901
Gorod Moskva part 2 1904
Moskovskaya gubemiya 1905

[GSl 143007)
Nizhegorodskaya gubemiya part 1 1901
Nizhegorodskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Novgorodskaya gubemiya part 1 1901
Novgorodskaya guberniya part 2 1903
Olonetskaya gubemiya part 1 1899
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Olonetskaya guberniya part 2 1900
Olonetskaya guberniya part 3 1904
[GSl 143008)
Orenburgskaya guberniya 1904
Orlovskaya guberniya 1904
Penzenskaya guberniya 1903
Permskaya guberniya 1904
Podol'skaya guberniya 1904
[GS 1143009)
Poltavskaya guberniya 1904
Pskovskaya guberniya part 1 1902
Pskovskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Riazanskaya guberniya 1903
Samarskaya guberniya 1904
Gorod S.-Peterburg part 1 1901
Gorod S.-Peterburg part 2 1903
S.-Peterburgskaya guberniya 1903
[GS1143010]
Saratovskaya guberniya 1904
Simbirskaya guberniya 1904
Smolenskaya guberniya 1904
Tavricheskaya guberniya 1904
[GSl 143011)
Tambovskaya guberniya 1904
Tverskaya guberniya 1904
Tul' skaya guberniya 1904
Ufimskaya guberniya part 1 1901
Ufimskaya guberniya part 2 1904
Kharkovskaya guberniya 1904
[GS1143012]
Gorod Odessa 1904
Khersonskaya guberniya 1904
Chernigovskaya guberniya 1905
Estlyandskaya guberniya 1905
Y aroslavskaya guberniya 1904
[GS1143013]
Gorod Varshava 1904
Varshavskaya guberniya 1904
Kalishskaya guberniya 1904
Keletskaya guberniya 1904
Lomzhinskaya guberniya 1904
Lyublinskaya guberniya 1904
Petrokovskaya guberniya 1903
[GS 1143014)
Plotskaya guberniya 1904
Radomskaya guberniya 1904
Suvalkskaya guberniya 1904
Sedletskaya guberniya 1904
Bakinskaya gubemiya 1905
Dagestanskaya oblast 1905
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Yelisavetpol' skaya gubemiya 1904
Karsskaya oblast part 1 1900
Karsskaya oblast part 2 1904
[GS1143015]
Kubanskaya oblast 1905
Kutaisskaya guberniya 1905
Stavropol'skaya guberniya 1905
Terskaya oblast 1905
Tiflisskaya guberniya 1905
Fig. 10 - Statistical summary from Baku
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[GS1143016]
Chernomorskaya guberniya part 1 1900
Chernomorskaya guberniya part 2 1901
Chernomorskaya guberniya part 3 1903
Yerivanskaya guberniya 1905
Amurskaya oblast part l 1899
Amurskaya oblast part 2 1905
Eniseiskaya guberniya 1904
Zavaikal' skaya ob last 1904
Irkutskaya guberniya 1904
[GSl 143017)
Primorskaya oblast part 1, 1899
Primorskaya oblast part 2 1900
Primorskaya oblast part 3 1905
Ostrov Sakhalin part 1 1899
Ostrov Sakhalin part 2 1904
Tobol'skaya gubemiya 1905
Tomskaya gubemiya 1904
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[GSl 143018]
Yakutskaya oblast 1905
Akmolinskaya oblast 1904
Zakaspiiskaya oblast 1904
Samarkandskaya oblast 1905
Semipalatinskaya oblast 1905
Semirechenskaya oblast 1905
Syr-Dar'inskaya oblast 1905
Turgaiskaya oblast 1904
[GS1143019]
Ural'skaya oblast 1904
Ferganskaya oblast 1904
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A Beginner's Guide to German Research
© by

Steven W. Blodgett, MLS, AG

Background on Germany
The First German Empire was created in the 10th
century by Saxon kings. They brought together an area
corresponding to the modern states of Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Luxembourg, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, and parts of
western Poland, eastern France and northern ltaly, and called
it the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation. lt was
made up of various kingdoms, principalities, duchies,
imperial states and cities. The Empire endured until the
beginning of the 19th century. lt ceased to have influence
over ltaly and France in the 15th and 16th centuries. The
independence of the Netherlands and Switzerland was
recognized in 1648. From then until the dissolution of the
Empire in 1806 by Napoleon, the individual kingdoms and
duchies that made up the Empire were fairly independent.
In 1806 the Habsburg rulers of the Empire retreated to
Austria, while the French assumed control of the remaining
German territories except Prussia. At the demise of the
French Republic in 1815, the German states began to
reorganize under the leadership of Bismark of Prussia,
which led to the establishment of a second Empire in 1871.
The Austrian monarchs, with their extensive holdings in
Bohemia, Moravia, Poland, Croatia, ltaly, Slovenia and
Hungary, refused to align themselves with the new Empire.

After the German defeat in the First World War, much
of the eastern territories of Posen and West Prussia were
awarded to Poland. Alsace-Lorraine in the west was given to
France. Other small areas were awarded to Denmark,
Belgium, Lithuania and Czechoslovakia. The Weimar
German Republic was established in 1919 and lasted until
the Second World War when Austrian, Czech, Polish and
other areas were again added to Germany, establishing
briefly a third Empire during the period 1939-1945.
Following the second World War the occupational
zones of Germany led to the development of separate East
and West German States, and the loss of extensive German
territory in the east to Poland and Russia. East Prussia,
eastern Pomerania, eastern Brandenburg, and nearly all of
Silesia were incorporated into Po land or Russia. Thousands
of German refugees were forced to flee areas that bad been
their homeland for many centuries. The central German
states of Saxony, the Thuringian duchies, Mecklenburg and
the rest of Brandenburg and Pomerania were brought under
communist control to form the (East) German Democratic
Republic. After 45 years East and West Germany were
reunited in 1990 to form the expanded Federal Republic of
Germany.
Documents were signed resolving any
outstanding claims to former territories currently within the
boundaries of other countries.

SUMMARY OF GERMAN POLITICAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE IIIsTORY
911-1806

l " Gennan Empire

lncluded Netherlands, Belgium. Switzerland, Austria,
Bohemia, Pomerania, Silesia, Savoy, Burgundy, AlsaceLorraine, etc.

1618-1648

Thirty Years War

Treaty of Westphalia recognized the independence of the
Netherlands and Switzerland.

1792-1806

Napoleonic Wars

Lost Alsace-Lorraine, Rhineland and Palatinate.

1806-1815

French Departments

Dissolution of the Empire.

1815-1866

Confederation

Includes Prussia, Austria, other states.

1866-1871

Customs Union

Prussia, other states, not Austria.

1871-1919

2nd German Empire

Prussia, Bavaria, other states.

1919-1933

Weimar Republic

Lost Posen, West Prussia, Alsace-Loraine

1933-1945

3rd German Empire

Acquired Austria, Bohemia, Poland, Alsace Lorraine.

1945-1990

East and West Gennany

Lost East and West Prussia, Posen, Alsace-Lorraine, Austria,
Bohemia, parts of Silesia, Pomerania, and Brandenburg.

1990-

German Republic

East Germany incorporated into Federal Republic, resolution
of claims to former territories.
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Throughout the history of the German Empire, wars,
epidemics, plagues, and pestilence swept through the land,
greatly diminishing the population and causing tremendous
material destruction and a dramatic increase in poverty. The
chaos resulting from those disasters also allowed for the
displacement and destruction of many valuable parish
registers.
The Black Death (1348-1350) penetrated northem
Europe, reducing the population by about a third. Other
plagues occurred in 1478, several times during the early
1600s, and again in 1648. The first devastation of the
Palatinate by the French began in 1674. The Turkish
invasion of Austria began in 1683, and the second
devastation of the Palatinate 1688-1697, resulted in a
massive migration from the area. Also of significance were
the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), the Napoleonic wars
(1798-1813), the WarofLiberation ofEurope (1813-1815),
the War of Schleswig-Holstein (1856-1864) with Denmark,
the Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871) and the two World
Wars (1914-1918 and 1939-1945). Each of these conflicts
ravaged Germany further.
The population of the First German Empire was about
17 million in the year 1500. By 1700, the Empire's
population bad grown to 20 million despite the loss of Italy,
Switzerland and the Netherlands. By 1800 there were 24
million despite the loss of Austria. Prussia was not part of the
Empire, but numbered 9 million in 1800, and over 15 million
by 1850. In 1900 there were 57 million Germans in the
second Empire. By 1939 there were 90 million residents of
Germany.
Between the years 1820 and 1974, Germany led the
world in the number of emigrants (6.95 rnillion) who came to
the United States. During many of these years Latin
America also held a great fascination for Germans
emigrating to the New World.
Religions History.
The Catholic Church prevailed in the German Empire
for over 500 years prior to the Protestant Reformation.
During this time many important records began to be kept by
Church officials concerning land, tax, court and other civil
affairs. Many of the churches were owned by secular
officials. Many of these documents and functions later
developed into the basis for public record keeping in
Germany. The Reformation provided much of the impetus
for the widespread recording of parish registers in Germany.
Tue early Protestant records date from 1523, and most early
Catholic records from 1563. A few isolated registers were
kept as early as the late l 400s. The Thirty Y ears War 16181648 caused extensive damage to records in many areas.
The Protestant Reformation during the years 1523-1560
encompassed nearly the entire Empire. Only scattered
strong-holds in Bavaria, Austria, Westphalia, AlsaceLorraine, southem Baden and Württemberg, and Ermland
(East Prussia) remained Roman Catholic. Most of Germany
was inclined toward the Augsburg (Lutheran) confession.
Areas of Switzerland, the Palatinate, Upper Palatinate, and
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

the Netherlands subscribed to the Reformed (Helvetian)
persuasion.
Independent groups include Lutheran
Reformed, Old Catholic, Old Lutheran, and free churches.
The Catholic Counter-Reformation succeeded in
regaining significant territories to Catholicism, especially in
Bavaria (Upper Palatinate), Rhineland, northem Baden,
Silesia, Bohemia, Moravia, and Belgium. In general, the
northem and eastem sections of Germany remained largely
Protestant, while the southem sections were mainly
Catholic. During the rise of Prussian authority, the German
Protestant Church became the official state church. Later
Catholics were also granted "state-church" status.
Area

THE REFORMATION IN GERMANY

Year

Counter-Reformation

LUTHERAN (Augsburg Confession):
East Prussia
1525
1620
Bohemia
1526
1526
1620
Moravia
1526
1620
Silesia
Hesse
1527
Bavaria (Upper and
1528
Middle Franconia)
1528
Pomerania
1534
Thuringia
1534
Württemberg
1536
Brandenburg
Saxony
1539
1542
Westphalia
1542
Hanover
1542
Oldenburg
Brunswick
1542
Schleswig-Holstein
1542
Rhineland (Berg
1542
1620
and Julich)
1549
Mecklenburg
REFORMED (Helvetian Confession):
Switzerland
1523
Netherlands
1528
Bavaria (Palatinate)
1556
Bavaria (Upper
Palatinate)
1560
1648
REMAINED CATHOLIC:
Bavaria (Southern)
Baden
Rhineland (Southern)
Alsace-Lorraine
Posen
West Prussia
Austria
Other religious groups included the Mennonites in West
Prussia, the Hutterites in Moravia, the Huguenots in Hesse,
Württemberg, Middle Franconia (Bavaria), and Brandenburg,
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and the Waldenses in Hesse and Württemberg. The Jews
were significant in large cities such as Berlin and Hamburg,
andin Hesse and Alsace-Lorraine as weil as Posen and other
Polish areas. In 1910, 62 % of the population was listed as
Protestant. 37% Catholic, and 1% Jewish.
Size and Scope of FHL Collection
As of September 1999, the FHL German collection
consisted of church books from 5,926 Catholic and 6,735
Protestant parishes in Germany. Also included are
congregational records for 833 Jewish communities. The
GSU has been filming in Germany since 1948 following
World War II. Numerous projects in state, church and local
archives have been completed over the years.
At present over 200,000,000 manuscript pages on
131,000 reels of microfilm are available for use. Sixty three
percent of these microfilms are church and civil vital record
collections.
Extensive collections are available for the historical
regions of Baden, the Palatinate, Alsace-Lorraine, Hesse,
Hohenzollern, Lippe, Lübeck, Westphalia and Württemberg.
Notable collections are also extant for Berlin, Bremen,
Mecklenburg, East and West Prussia, Oldenburg, Posen,
Rhineland, and Silesia.
Important collections of other types of records are also
available. These include marriage supplements and
population registers of Bavaria; probate records of Berlin
and Brandenburg; passenger lists and population registers of
Hamburg; census and court records of Mecklenburg; land,
tax and guild records of East Prussia; and land, tax,
citizenship, and population registers of Saxony. Examples
of many of the other genealogically significant records are
also represented in the FHL collection.
Record Types
The German peoples are related to those speaking the
Germanic languages of Danish, Faeroese, Icelandic,
Norwegian, Swedish, Dutch, English, Flemish, Frisian and
old Gothic.
From a linguistic perspective the record groups
microfilmed in Germany are diverse. Between 1500 to
about 1800 there were 64 major German dialect areas.
Dialect variations are great in German; for example, spoken
Swiss, south German, and Austrian appear to be different
languages to a person from Hamburg or elsewhere in
northem Germany.
In the old German Empire, the various dialects of
German developed into separate languages in the Dutch and
Frisian areas and strong dialects in Switzerland, Luxembourg, Austria and elsewhere throughout the Empire.
Standardization of the language began with the publication
of the Bible by Martin Luther in a High German dialect in
1523. Standardization of the language was completed in the
mid 1800s by the Duden language committee.
Major languages in church records and other official
documents of Germany include German, written in Gothic
script, and Latin, written in Roman script, which were used
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extensively throughout Germany. The practice of using
Latin continued in Catholic areas to 1806, and even to the
present time in some areas. Protestant areas generally
switched to German early (1525 to 1560), but some
continued in Latin (and even some Greek) until the 1700s.
Other languages of importance regionally were: French in
Alsace-Lorraine, Rhineland, the Palatinate and Hessen prior
to 1815; Dutch and Frisian in Hannover and the Netherlands;
Danish in Schleswig-Holstein; Polish in Posen, West
Prussia, and Silesia; Wendish (Sorbian) in Saxony; Czech in
Bohemia and Moravia; Slovenian in Austria; ltalian in Tirol;
Hungarian and Croatian in Austria; and Swedish in
Pomerania and eastem Prussia. Although dialects are still
spoken regionally, High German is the official written and
spokenlanguagetoday.
Denominational Vital Records
Genealogically valuable records have been received
from Catholic, Protestant (Evangelical and Evangelical
Reformed), and Jewish institutions. Registers of births or
baptisms, marriages, marriage banns, deaths or burials,
confirmations, communion and membership lists are similar
to records of other European countries.
The earliest Protestant parish registers begin 1523-1560
and the earliest Catholic records start 1550-1580 and extend
up to the present. The heavy losses ofthe Thirty-years War
occurred from 1618-1648 for extensive areas of Germany.
During this time period some of the earlier records were
destroyed.
After 1648 parish records are fairly complete until
1792/1798 when civil registration began west of the Rhine
river. At that time some ministers stopped keeping parish
registers in that area and kept only civil records. The keeping
of parish registers was restored in 1815 in most of these
areas, but some did not start again until 1826-1836. After
that records were weil kept for all of Germany until 187 6 and
the advent of general civil registration for Germany.
A parish minister was also responsible for surrounding
villages. He was required to go to the homes of bis members
to perforrn christenings on the day of birth or a few days
later. The parish church was usually in a centrally located
village. Almost every village, however, bad its own
cemetery and sometimes even a small chapel in which
special services could be conducted. When the village bad
no chapel or cemetery, the dead were buried in the cemetery
of the parish church. Careful evaluation should be made of
all information available in the records covering the
appropriate time period.
Throughout early time periods, only one register was
kept in many of the smaller parishes. In that register all
baptisms, confirmations, marriages, and deaths were
recorded in the order in which they were performed. At the
end of the l700's separate registers for each of the
ordinances began to be kept in a standard format.
Parish registers contain in the baptismal entry, the name
of the child, parents and witnesses names, and the date of
baptism. The occupation and place of residence of the
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father, and whether the child is illegitimate may also be
recorded. Toward the end of the 1700' s the date of birth is
also recorded. In the case of stillbom children or children
who died very young, the burial date may be recorded in the
baptismal colurnn.
The marriage records contain the names ofthe bride and
groom and date of marriage. The names of witnesses and
parents of the couple began to be recorded also very early in
these records. Occupations and places of residence are
usually recorded, as well as ages and marital status. If
widowed, the name of the previous spouse may be given.
Death or burial records contain the date and place of
death and/or burial, and the name and age of the deceased.
Sometimes only an occupation and sumame will be
mentioned. In the case of females, rarely will the maiden
name be given. Sometimes only the fact that she was a
widow and her husband's name will be given in the death
entry. The names of spouses may be recorded, as well as the
causes of death.
In each of these types of records, the occupation, place
of residence, street address and other details may be shown.
Most parish registers also have confirmation and first
communion records which show names and ages of
participants. In the Protestant Church children were
confirmed usually at age fourteen or fifteen at Easter time. In
the Catholic Church confirmations took place any time in the
year, and at a wider range of ages.
Some parish records also include farnily registers which
show farnilies in group form with dates of births, marriages
and deaths for each farnily member. Indexes of births,
marriages, deaths and farnily registers may be present in the
parish register books.
Parish registers are the prime source for research in
Germany before the advent of civil registration. The
reliability of the parish registers is excellent. The percentage
of population covered has been estimated at 60-70 percent
for pre-1700' s, and as high as 90 percent after that time.
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German Parish Reeisters

Protestant Evangelical and Reformed church books are
primarily composed in German, but may have some Latin
phrases included. Some ministers may even demonstrate
their knowledge of Greek or Hebrew in an occasional
document.
Protestant birth records are easy to read in the context of
a given minister' s handwriting. Variations in style,
vocabulary and format often are apparent when a new cleric
begins recording entries.
The example shown in Fig. l is entry #26 from the
baptismal record for the year 1817 for the parish of
Gailenkirchen in Württemberg. Headed by colurnns the
entry reads: Taufnamen des Kinds: Anna Maria ... , Eltern:
Johann Leonhardt Schumacher b&b zu Wackershoffen [ et]
ux Anna Barbara nata Krausin.
Ort der Geburt:
Wackershoffen. Zeit der Geburt: d. 22 November,
Nachmitttags 4-5 Uhr. Ort und Tag der Taufe: dahierd 24 ej.
Wer getauft hat: Pastor. Taufzeugen: 1) Anna Maria,
Johann Georg Meyer b&b auch Schultheiß zu Wackershofen.
2) Maria Margaretha, Johann Jakob Weidners b&b zu
Wackershofen. 3) Catharina Barbara, Georg Leonhardt
Freymüllers b&b dahier. 4) Catharina Barbara, Friedrich
Schumachers b&b zu Schönenberg sämtl. Ehefrau.
"Baptismal names of the child: Anna Maria. Parents:
Johann Leonhardt Schumacher citizen and resident of
Wackershofen and his wife Anna Barbara nee Krausin.
Place of birth: Wackershofen. Time of birth: the 22 nd of
November, aftemoon between 3 and 4 o'clock. Place and
day of birth: Here on the 24 th of the same month. Who
baptized: Pastor. Witnesses: 1) Anna Maria wife of Johann
Georg Meyer citizen and resident and village magistrate of
Wackershofen. 2) Maria Margaretha, wife of Johann Jakob
Weidner citizen and resident of Wackershofen. 3) Catharina
Barbara, wife of Georg Leonhardt Freymüller, citizen and
resident of this place. 4) Catharina Barbara, wife of Friedrich
Schumacher, citizen and resident of Schönenberg."
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Fig. 2 - German marriage register from Gailenkirchen, 1833
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Figure 2 is a marriage entry for the year 1833 from the
same parish. Entry #3 reads: Namen des Bräutigams u. der
Braut: Jakob Friedrich Schmidt et ux Barbara Schodh.
Stand, Charakter, Profession, Aufenthaltsort, Religion:
bürger u. lasbar. Uj.gesell in Gottwollshausen; von
Gottwollshausen. Eltern: Georg Michael Schmidt burger in
Gottwollshausen, Maria Christina geb. Hage/in; Jakob
Conrad Schodh Soldner in Gottwollshausen, ux Anna
Catharina geb. Eusebius. Ledig gesichstbarstand: ledig,
ledig.
Geboren wann, wo? 4 November 1806 zu
Obe,fischach; 7 Juli 1804 zu Gottwollshausen. Ort u. 'Zeit
der Proklamat., Copulat.: Gailenkirchen u. Gottwollshausen,

Gottwollshausen 15. Mai.. Geistliche der die Trauung
verrichtet: Pfr. 'Zeittaisen.. Reihe ziff. Der Fam. Reg. 54,
54c; 50. "Names of the bride and groom: Jakob Friedrich

Schmidt and Barbara Schodh.
Condition character,
profession, residence of each: citizen and journeyman in
Gottwollshausen; of Gottwollshausen. Parents: Georg
Michael Schmidt, citizen in Gottwollshausen & Maria
Christina Hagelin; Jacob Conrad Schodh, laborer in
Gottwollshausen and wife Anna Catharina Eusebius. Single
or marital status: Single; Single. Born when, where? 4
November 1806 at Oberfischach; 7 July 1804 at
Gottwollshausen. Place and time of the proclamation,

Fig. 3 - German death register from Gailenkrichen
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marriage: Gailenkirchen and Gottwollshausen;
Gottwollshausen the 15 th ofMay. Clergy who performed the
marriage: Minister Zeittaisen. Row number in the Family
Register: 54 and 54c; 50."
Figure 3 is from a death record for the year 1845. Entry
number 7 reads: Nahmen der Gestorbenen: Johann Michael
Hanselmann, geb. D. 4 Aug. 1787 in Groß Altdorf. Stand,
Lichen, Aufenth. Ort und Religion: b. u. bauer in
Gailenkirchen, wittwer, verh.. Eltern: Johann Michael
Hanselmann, gen. b. u. bauer in Groß Altdo,f & war vh.
Maria Magdalene geb. Moll. Ehegatten: vh. Maria

Magdalena; Katharina geb. Käse/ein td. 25 Okt, 1841.
Alter: 66 Jahren, 8 Mon., 3 Wochen. Krankheit: Sterröfe
Lungen. Entzündung. Ort u. Zeit des Todes; der Beerdigung:
Gailenkirchen d. 25 April, Nachts 9 1/4 Uhr; Gailenkirchen
d. 28 April Nachts um 1 Uhr. Seitenzahl des Famil. Reg.:

103
"N ames of the deceased: Johann Michael Hanselmann, bom
the 4 Aug. 1787 in Groß Altdorf. Condition, residence and
religion: citizen and farmer in Gailenkirchen, widower,
married. Parents: Johann Michael Hanselmann, citizen and
farmer in Groß Altdorf'

Fig. 4 - Family register for Gailenkirchen
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Figure 4 is from a family register for Gailenkirchen. The
entry on page 89 shows birth, marriage and death
information for the father, mother and each of the children:
Johann Leonhard Graeter, Hohen/oh:
Hausvater:
Waldenburg/. patr. beteth. u. bauers, Geburts-Tag, Monat
und Jahr 1 Juni 1777, dahier, t d. 5 März 1852,
Copulations-Tag, Monat und Jahr: d. 27 Jenner 1807
dahier: Hausmutter: Catharina Barbara nat.
Bäumlisbergerin, Geburts-Tag, Monat und Jahr: 9 Aug.
1785zuNeunkirch, fd. 7Aprill859. Vater:fol.87kol.Joh.
Michael Graeter von Wackershoffen ein blödsinnigen
Mensch nat. d 19. Mai 1745, td 12. 9br 1821. Vater:
Johann Georg Bäumlisberger, bauer zu Neunkirchen,
Mutter: Anna Barbara nat. Vogelvehnnin Kinder 'Zahl,
Namen, Geburt, Confirmationen oder Erste Communion,
Verehelichung, Tod:
1) Maria Magdalena, 9 Juni 1808, 1822, 31 May 1836 in
Gailenkirchen 7, 72.
2) Johann Georg Michael, 10 Juni 1810, 1824, 26 Jan 1869
3) Johann Georg, 27 Xbr 1812, 1826, 12 April 1837
Eckartshausen
4) Johann Christoph, 3 Mai 1815, 1829, 8 April 1845 nach
Ober Münkheim
5) Johann Jacob 20 Febr. 1817, 1831, 13 Mai 1861 S. 349
6)ReginaBarbara, d9Febr. 1820, 1834, d. 27 April 1847in
Sulzdorf
7) Johann Leonhard d. 10 Xbr 182218361856 ü. Michelfeld
mit seiner Wittwe.
8) Johann Friedrich d. 16 Juni 1825, d 27 e. nata
9) Johann Friedrich d. 30 9br 1826, d 4 Xbr e.d.
10) Marie Barbara d. 31 Dezember 1828, 1842, 1860?,
Johann Gg. Mich. Gärtner "Father and mother' s birth,
marriage and death day, month, year: Johann Leonhard
Graeter, subject ofWaldenburg, resident and farmer, bom 1
June 1777 in this place, died 51h March 1852, married the 27 1h
of January, 1807 at this place: Catharina Barbara
neeBäumlisbergerin, bom 9 Aug 1785 at Neunkirch, died
the 7u, of April 1859, his parents see page 87, her parents:
Johann Georg Bäumlisberger, farmer at Neunkirch and
Anna Barbara nee Vogelvehnnin. Resident Johann Michael
Graeter from Wackershofen, a male idiot, bom the 191h of
May, 1745, died the 12 1h of November, 1821. Children's
number, names, birth, confirmation, marriage and death
dates:
1) Maria Magdalena, 9 June 1808, 1822, 31 May 1836 in
Gailenkirchen, d July 1872.
2) Johann Georg Michael 10 June 1810, 1824, died 26 Jan
1869
3) Johann Georg b 27 December 1812, 1826, md 12 April
1837 in Eckartshausen
4) Johann Christoph b the 3rd ofMay 1815 1829, md 8 April
1845 in Ober Münkheim
5) Johann Jacob b the 20 lh of February 1817, 1831, md 13
May 1961 see p. 349
6) Regina Barbara, b the 91h ofFebruary 1820, 1834, md the
27 1h of April 1847 in Sulzdorf
7) Johann Leonhard b. the 10lh December 1822, 1836, md
104

1856 at Michelfeld with bis widow
8) Johann Friedrich, the 16'h of June 1825, died the 27 ofthe
same
9) Johann Friedrich, b the 3Q•h November, 1826, died the 41h
of December 1827 of the same
10) Marie Barbara b the 31 of December 1828, 1842, md
1860 gardener Johann Gg. Michael"
An example of a baptismal document for the year 1754
is shown in Fig. 5: Johann Georg, Johann Michael
Klenckens hochfürstl. Waldenburg/. Unterthanens allhier
und seines Eheweibes Anna Barbara ehl. Söhnlein ist dn
28tn Decembris nachts zwischen 11. und 12. Uhr gebohren
und dn. 28tn getauft worden. Taufzeugen waren 1) Georg
Michael Frey, Albrecht Freyens Haußgenoßens im
Gliemenhof, 2) Georg Caspar Dietrich, Johann Leonhard
Schultheißens Waldenburg/. Unterthanens allhier (p. das
rechte Vather war weyl. Georg David Dietrich, 3) Johann
Friedrich Klenck, Georg Friedrich Klenckens dergleichen
Unterthanensallhier ehelich ledigen Sohn. "Johann Georg,
the legitimate son of Johann Michael Klenck of this place, a
subject of the illustrious Waldenburgs, and his wife Anna
Barbara, was bom the evening of the 28 1h of December
Fig. 5 - German birth register from Gailenkirchen, 1754
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between 11 and 12 o'clock and was baptized the 29 th •
Witnesses were 1) Georg Michael Frey, servant of Albrecht
Frey of Gliemenhof, 2) Georg Caspar Dietrich, ward of
Johann Leonhard Schultheiß of this place, a Waldenburg
subject (his father was the deceased Georg David Dietrich),
3) Johann Friedrich Klenck, son of Georg Friedrich Klenck
of this place, also a subject of the same."

Latin Parish Re isters

Catholic church books are primarily composed in Latin
and/or German. The example shown in fig. 6 is a typical of
baptismal record from Augsburg for the year 1606: Ao.
1606. den 5. Mertzen, baptiza[za]tus est Fridericus.
Parentes: Joannes Pedrell est uxor eius. Patrinus: Mattheus
Völckh. "In the year 1606 on the 5th of March was baptized
Friedrich. Parents: Johannes Pedrell and his wife.
Godfather: Matthäus Völckh.
Fig. 6 - Baptismal entry from Augsburg, 1606
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An example from the death records is shown in figure 8:

Anno [1647], die 5. Aug. obyt Elisabetha Weberin annus
sexaginta annou qua sepultafuit segu: die in nous cemiteris.

"On the 5th of August died Elisabetha Weber aged 60 years
and was buried in the new cemetery."
Fig. 6 - Baptismal entryfromAugsburg, 1606

Figure 7 is an example of a marriage record from the
same place for the year 1617: Ao. 1617 die 18 Januarii
contrajeit matrimonium Thomas Laidhegkher cum Susanna
Rürstin per uerba deprasenti in Eulia S. Crusii prasente me
Fre. Balthasari parocho Euiselemo Culia S. f Presentity
testibus------ a lysgr multis de prpulto concurrentiby ad
eulesiano s T prasensis buty dennetiasionity solitis. "In the
year 1617, the 18 th of January were married Thomas
Laidhegkher and Susanna Rürstin in the Church of St. Cross
by minister Balthasar."
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4
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Terminoloiy used in Gennan parish reiisters
ANNUAL MASSES: Anniversarien, Anniversarium,
Gedächtnisfeier, Jahreszeiten, Seelenmesse
BAPTISMS: Taufen, Baptizati, Baptizatorum, Getaufte,
Renatorum, Renatus, Taufbuch, Taufregister
BIRTHS: Geburten, Geborene, Geburtsbuch, Geburtsregister, Naissance, Nati, Natorum
BURIALS: Beerdigungen, Begrabene, Sepultus,
Vergrabene
COMMUNICANTS: Konfirmanden, Abendmahlsteilnehmer, Communikanten, Confirmati, Erstkommunikanten, Firmlinge, Gefirmte, Kommuni-kanten, Neukommunikanten
CONFIRMATIONS: Konfirmationen, Confirmationen,
Firmungen, Kommunion
CONVERSIONS: Bekehrungen, Conversioni, Kircheneintritte, Übertretungen, Übertritte
DEATHS: Tote, Deces, Defuncti, Defunctorum, Gestorbene, Morti, Mortuorum, Obiit, Obyt, Obytorum,
Sterbebuch, Sterbefälle, Sterben, Sterberegister, Todtenregister, Toten, Totenbuch
FAMILY REGISTER: Familienbuch, Familienregister
ILLEGITIMATE: Ausserehelich, Unehelich
LIST OF MEMBERS: Mitgliederliste,
Mitgliederverzeichnis, Seelenliste, Status Animarum
MARRIAGES: Heiraten, Conjugati, Conjugatorum,
Copulati, Copulatorum, Desponsatorum, Ehebuch, Ehen,
Eheregister, Eheschliessungen, Geheiratete, Getraute,
Heiratsbuch, Heiratsregister, Inthronizati, Inthronizatus,
Mariages, Matrimonia, Matrimonialis, Sponsalia, Trauungen, Trauungsbuch, Verehelichungen, Verheiratete
MARRIAGE BANNS: Proklamationen, Aufgebotene,
Bekanntmachungen, Eheverkündigungen, Heiratsaufgebotene, Heiratsbekanntmachungen, Heiratsverkündigungen, Verkündigungen
MARRIAGE SUPPLEMENTS: Heiratsbelege, Belege,
Dokumentationen, Verehelichungsakten
Places of Origin
Determining the place of origin of an ancestor in
Germany is essential in locating the appropriate records.
Emigration, vital, census and other sources must be
consulted to find the local place name.
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Gazetteers
The most important geographical dictionary is: Meyers
Orts- und Verkehrslexikon des Deutschen Reiches / E.
Uetrecht. 5th ed. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, l 9121913. 2 v. Film numbers 496640-496641; fiche numbers
6000001-6000029 (943 E5mo).
Meyers is the gazetteer used by the Family History
Library as an authority to establish spellings of place names
and their jurisdictions for the Library catalog. You will need
to become familiar with the old Gothic type to use this
gazetteer effectively.

The following maps are recommended:
Karte des Deutschen Reiches. Scale 1:100,000. Berlin :

Königliche Preussische Landesaufnahme, 1845-1917. film
number 068814

Deutscher Generalatlas/ Volkmar Mair. New ed. Stuttgart

: Mairs Geographischer Verlag, 1974. Scale 1:200,000.
(943 E3m)

Church jurisdictions
All towns didn't keep their own records. The residents
of each town were assigned to a particular Protestant or
Catholic parish in the area. The events of baptism, marriage
or burial for ancestors would have been recorded in the town
where the appropriate parish was located.
If the listing i n
for the place you want doesn't
show a parish, you will want to consult directories which
show church jurisdictions and inventories of available
church records.
For Protestant church jurisdictions use: Deutsches
kirchliches Adreßbuch. Berlin : Evang. Pressverband, 1934.
1504 p. Film number 476672 (943 K24d 1934)
For the Catholic church see: General-Schematismus
der Katholischen Geistlichkeit Deutschlands. Passau :
Verlag der Redaktion des General-Schematismus, 19051906. 4 v. Film number 1340500

BADEN - Grandducby
Church jurisdictions and a description of the available
parish registers are shown in the following:
Hermann Franz, Die Kirchenbücher in Baden. 1957. 296 p.
Film number of 1938 edition 492889 item 2.
Fiche number 6000833 (4 fiche) (943.46 B4ns no. 4)
BAVARIA - Kinidom
Church jurisdictions are shown in the following
comprehensive gazetteer: Ortschaften-Verzeichnis für den
Freistaat Bayern. 1928. Film number 924721 (943.3 B4fr
no. 109)
Descriptions of available parish registers are shown in
the following series: Pfarrbücherverseichnisse für das
rechtsrheinische Bayern. 1937- 1951. Film numbers
492887-492888 (943 K23p vols. 1-8)
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BRANDENBURG - Province o f the Kin2dom o f Prussia
For a description of the Protestant parish registers see:
Kurt Meyerding de Ahna, "Die Kirchenbücher der
Evangelischen Kirche in der Provinz Brandenburg." (In:
Archivfür Sippenforschung, year 10, 1933. p. 97-141. Film
number 1181595 item 16 (943.15 K23m)
EAST PRUSSIA - Province o f the Kin2dom Of Prussia.
For a description of the available parish registers see:
Eduard Grigoleit, Neues Verzeichnis Ostpreußischer
Kirchenbücher. 1958. 57 p. Film 1045344 it. 2 (943.83 K2g)
HANNOVER - Province of the Kin2dom o f Prussia,
For a description of the Protestant parish registers see:
Fritz Garbe, Die Kirchenbücher der Ev.-Luth. Landeskirche
Hannovers. 1960. 112 p. Film number 1181595 item 5
(943.59 K23g)
HESSE - Grandduchy
Church jurisdictions and a description of the available
parish registers are shown in the following:
Praetorius, Kirchenbücher und Standesregister für alle
Wohnplätze des Landes Hessen. 1939. 176 p. Film number
492895; Fiche number 6053529 (3 flehe) (943.1 A5ks)
HESSE-NASSAU - Provjnce o f the Kin2dom o f Prussia,
For a description of the Protestant parish registers see:

Kirchenbuchverzeichnis der Evangelischen Kirche von
Kurhessen-Waldeck/ Erich Eisenberg.
Kassel

Oberlandeskirchenrat, 1973. (943.41 K23e)

MECKLENBURG - Grandduchy
Church jurisdictions and descriptions of the available
parish registers are shown in: C. A. Endler and Edm.
Albrecht, Mecklenburgs familiengeschichtliche Quellen.
1936. 135 p. Film number 496473 item 8; Fiche number
6000834 (2 flehe) (943.2 A5e)
OLDENBURG - Grandduchy
Church jurisdictions are shown in the following:
Ortschaftsverzeichnis des Großherzogtums Oldenburg.

1911. 293 p. Film number 806633 item 1; flehe number
6053541 (4 flehe) (943.1 E5L)
For a description o f Catholic parish registers see: J. H.
M. Putman, Die Kirchenbücher des Bistums Münster.
Bussum, 1974. (lncludes parts ofWestfalen, Rheinland, and
Oldenburg). Film number 1045373 item 7, 9. (943.56/Ml)
PALATINATE <BAVARIA}
For a description of the available parish registers see:
Anton Müller, Die Kirchenbücher der bayerischen Pfalz.
1925. 130 p. Film number415618 (943 B5az sup. 1)
POMERANIA - Province o f the Kin2dom o f Prussia.
For a description of the parish registers see: M.
Wehrmann, "Die Kirchenbücher in Pommern." (In:
Baltische Studien, v. 42, 1892, p. 201-280.) 943.81 K23w)
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POSEN Province o f the Kin2dom o f PRUSSIA
For a description of the available parish registers see:
Alfred Lattermann, Einführung in die deutsche

Sippenforschung in Polen und dem Preußischen Osten.

1938. 160 p. Film number 1181595 item 6; flehe number
6053531 (4 flehe) (943 D27L)
PRUSSIA - Kini:dom
Church jurisdictions are shown in the following:

Gemeindelexikon für das Königreich Preußen auf Grund
der Materialien der Volkszählung vom 1. Dezember 1905.

13 V.

SAXONY - Kini:dom
Church jurisdictions are shown in the followiug:
Karlheinz Blaschke, Historisches Ortsverzeichnis von
Sachsen. Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut, 1957. 481 p.
Fiche number 6000830 (7 flehe) (943.21 E5bk 1957)
For a description of the Protestant parish registers see:
Hermann Köhler, Sippenkundliche Quellen der Ev.-Luth.

Pfarrämter Sachsens. Verzeichnis der Kirchenbücher und
der übrigen für die Sippenforschung wichtigen Amtsbücher.

1938. 232 p. Film number 1183522 item 13; flehe number
6053524 (3 flehe) (943.21 K23k)

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN - Province of the Kin2dom o f
Prus.fil.a.
For a description of the parish registers see: Wilhelm
Jensen, Die Kirchenbücher Schleswig-Holsteins, des
Landesteils Lübeck und der Hansestädte. 1936. l 04 p. Film
number 1183522 item 5 (943.512 D2q, v. 2)
SILESIA - Province o f the Kin2dom o f Prussia.
For a description of the parish registers see: Erich
Randt, Die älteren Personenstandsregister Schlesiens,
1938. 260 p. Film number 862039 (943.85 K2r)
THURINGIA - Re2ion.
For a description of the Protestant parish registers see:
Karl Güldenapfel, "Die Evangelischen Kirchenbücher
Thüringens." (In: Archiv für Sippenforschung und alle
verwandten Gebiete, 1931). Filmnumber 1181595 item 12;
flehe number 6053525 (1 flehe) (943.22 K23g)
WALDECK - Principality
Church jurisdictions are shown in the following:
Gemeindelexikon für Westfalen. Waldeck und Pyrmont,
1905. Film number 491042 (943 ESp v. 10)

Fora description of the available parish registers see: R.
Krieg, "Alter und Bestand der Kirchenbücher in den
Fürstenthümern Lippe, Birkenfeld, Lübeck, Waldeck und
Schaumburg." (In: Zeitschrift des Historischen Vereins für
Niedersachsen, 1895, p. 146-163). Film number 1181595
item 8 (943 K23k)
WEST PRUSSIA - Province of the Kin2dom o f PRUSSIA
For a description of the available parish registers see:
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Max Bär, Die Kirchenbücher der Provinz Westpreußen.
1908. 65 p. Film number 1045433 item 5; fiche number
6000826 (1 flehe) (943.82 B4a v. 13)

WÜR'ITEMBERG - Kinadom

Church jurisdictions are shown in the following:
Ortschaftsverzeichnis des Königreichs Württemberg nach
der Volkszählung vom 1. Dezember 1900. Stuttgart, 1901.
390 p. Film number 1344454 (943.47 ESok)
For a description of the available parish registers see:
Max Duncker, Verzeichnis der Württembergischen
Kirchenbücher. 1938. 245 p. Film number 492889 item 1;
flehe number 6053528 (4 flehe) (943.47 K23d 1938)
Civil registration
Civil registration ofbirths, marriages and deaths by civil
officials began nationally in Germany January 1, 1876. In
the Prussian provinces it began October 1, 1874. During the
French occupation a few areas in the west began civil
registration as early as 1792.
Birth registers contain the day, month, year, hour and
place of birth, sex and name of the child, names, occupation
and place of residence of the parents and witnesses.
Marriage registers show given and surnames,
occupations, ages, birth places and residences of the
marriage partners, as well as an indication that each had
reached age 21. Or if not 21, then permissions from parents
or guardians are included. Birth records for the marriage
partners were required to be shown. If these were not
available then a notarial record with the required birth
information had to be supplied. The marriage had to be
posted two consecutive Sundays on the courthouse door.
Registers of these proclamations and the other accompanying documents are kept with the marriage records. Divorces
were also recorded by the civil officials throughout the
marriage register.
Death registers show the given and sumame, age,
occupation, birthplace and residence of the deceased. In the
case of those married or widowed, the name of the spouse is
recorded. l f it is known the names, occupations, and
residences of the parents of the deceased are also recorded.
Pre-1876 records are available at regional and local
state archives. Searches are possible in person and by
correspondence.
Post-1876 records which are available at local civil
registry offices have a very high success rate for searches
both in person and by correspondence. These records are
restricted to close family members.
Transcripts of Parish Registers
Parish register transcripts of baptisms, marriages, and
deaths were kept from 1794-1876 in many areas prior to the
institution of civil registration.
Content value is similar to parish registers and civil
registration. Format makes them easier to search than parish
registers because of added indexes and the standard forms
that were used.
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Transcripts were often kept according to civil districts,
rather than parish jurisdictions. There may exist separate
register books for several towns in a parish jurisdiction,
rather than just the one register for all towns in that district.
Because these records were sent in each year, some years are
sometimes lost, or sent to a differentjurisdiction and may be
hard to find.
Many of these have been microfilmed for Baden,
Westfalen, Posen, Schlesien, and Prussian Sachsen.
Library Catalogs
The Family History Library Catalog for Germany
contains descriptions of records for the former empire of
Germany which existed prior to 1919, and for modern
Germany. After 1919 much of Germany was given to
Poland, Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union, Lithuania,
France, Belgium, and Denmark. Place names are listed in
the Library Catalog under modern names in these countries
as well as the old German names.
The Family History Library has a !arge collection of
parish registers, parish register transcripts, and other records
for places throughout the German empire.
The records of Germany may be in German, Polish,
French, Danish, Sorbian, or Czech, with early years in Latin.
In addition to the microfiche and compact disc catalog,
the Family History Library Catalog is also available on the
Internet at the following web site: www.familysearch.org.
Others Records
Following are descriptions of valuable genealogical
sources that are now available for German genealogical
research.
1. 600- Deeds, land and tenancy records (Grundbücher,
Prästationstabellen). Include names, dates, places of
residence, consideration, description of land or property,
sometimes relationships, economic status.
2. 950- Tithina and tax
Names, dates.
3. 1000- City
relationships.

records (7.ehnt-

records

(Stadtbücher).

und Zinsbücher).
Names, dates,

4. 1000- Court and notarial records (Gerichts- und
Notariatsakten). Names, dates of cases, relationships,
marriage and death dates.
5. 1100- Guild and apprenticeship records (Zunft- und
Lehrbücher). Names, residences, occupations, names of
parents, name of employer
1100Wills and estate records (Testamente,
6.
Nachlaßakten). Name and age of testator, residence, heirs,
relationships, descriptions of property, dates of will and
probate, signature, witnesses.
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1133Buri:her rolls and citizenship records
7.
(Bürgerbücher). Names, ages, social and economic status,
relationships.
8. 1300- Marriai:e contracts and banns (Heiratskautionen
und Belege). Names, dates, relationships.
9. 1350- Cemetecy inscriptions (Friedhofsinschriften).
Names, dates, relationships.
l 0. 1350- Guardian and ward records (Vormundschafts- und
Waisenakten). Names, dates, relationships.
11. 1386- School and university records (Schulmatrikel).
Names, ages, places o f residence.

23. 1798- Population registers (Melderegister). Names,
vital data, residence, previous residences.
24. 1800- Votini: rei:isters (Wahlregister). Names, dates.
Bibliography

Many guides to research have been published and have
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Seeking Ancestors in the Zulawy
© by Francelle L. Grisham

Polska
Tue genealogical trail back througb time and across the
terrain of different countries can be difficult to follow, but
discoveries do come with persistence and a little luck.
Fortunately, many people in Poland bave also been willing
to belp me. A few years ago I decided that it was time to find
my father' s German immigrant family that came in the
1880's from West Prussia, now Poland. Due to the
'uprooting,' lost family ties, personal tragedies and two
world wars mucb of the family bistory on this side bad been
lost or deliberately forgotten. When I came to live, teacb and
researcb in Poland, I bad the basic information-the names
of family members for several generations and the names of
villages, both the earlier German and now Polisb names. I
also knew wbat records were on microfilm in the LDS
Family History Centers and wbat records I needed that bave
not been copied. However, I bad only a vague concept of the
bistory and geograpby ofthe Zulawy region of Po land wbicb
bas become an interesting study in itself apart from the
family bistory.
After acclimating and settling into Poland for several
months, I embarked during the semester break, January
1999, on a tour of the Zulawy region in the north of Po land.
My guide was a young enterprising woman, Kasia, wbo is
knowledgeable about genealogy in Poland and belps people
to find their "roots." On a journey of over 1000 miles,
including many side trips, I learned mucb about the delta
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region of the Vistula (Wisla), thirteenth century Gothic
arcbitecture, the Teutonic Knigbts, Copernicus and Polisb
roads in the winter, as well as the scars of World War II and
the communist era that lie below the surface of the new
prosperity in Poland. Althougb we did some of the usual
sigbtseeing, Torun, Malbork, Elbli\g and Fromberg, my
main objective was to understand the Zulawy region of my
ancestors.
Tbe Zulawy, the delta of the Vistula and other nearby rivers,
is generally defined as being east of Gdansk to Elbli\g
(approximately 75 miles) and south from the Baltic Sea to
Malbork (about 35 miles). Tbis marsbland bas been drained
for farming and provides rieb fertile soil, but the many
waterways bave often flooded. Tbe maps of the last five
bundred years reveal bow the area bas been extended into the
Baltic Sea and Lake Druzno by river deposits and drainage.
Tbe borizon stretcbes far into the distance, but
distingtuisbing wbere the land, water and air end or begin is
difficult. Only the small and occasional villages and cburcb
spires testify that the area bas been inbabited for centuries,
altbougb in geological time this land is very young.
Tbe cburcbes often give evidence of the tangled bistory
of the Evangelical (Lutheran), Mennonite and Catholic
denominations and different ethnic groups. Tue canals,
drawbridges, windrnills and old 'Prussian' bouses evoke a
time long past. A !arge number of Germans first settled in the
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

region in the thirteenth century when the Teutonic Knights
conquered the area. Later this part of Po land came under the
rule of the Polish crown when the Teutonic Order was
defeated in the fifteenth century. The area is again firmly
Polish, mainly with people from the east who were relocated
here by the Russians after World War II. However, when my
farnily ernigrated to the United States, the area was partofthe
Prussian Partition (1772-1945). After World War II, the
boundaries of Poland were established and all Germans left
or were expelled; today the Germans retum in large numbers
as tourists.

For several hundred years when the Teutonic Order
dorninated the Zulawy, the seat of their power was
Marienburg, later Malbork, but today it is a popular tourist
site and archives. This rnighty brick fortress is a monument
to the political maneuverss, iron discipline, rnilitary
organization and cruelty of the Knights. The Order built
fortifications to control all the important waterways and
grain trade of the region. Without the inspiring church
within the castle walls, religion would not be recognized as
the reason for the existence of the Order. After shivering
through a cold, but impressive, tour of the castle, Kasia and
I descended to the basement, not the torture chambers, but
the archives for this district. The stem bureaucratic women
in charge of the records were not Teutonic Knights and they
did not brandish swords, but these guardians of the
documents were formidable. Due to my guide's expertise

and finesse, we were allowed to see the records without
specific written perrnission from Warsaw. Once we had
access to the records, we found the system easy to use and
quickly checked for certain villages.
Part of the challenge of doing genealogical work in
Poland is to first find where needed records are kept.
Previously, when I first arrived in Po land, I had written to the
main archives in Warsaw and was notified that the records
for the villages that I sought were in Malbork. (All my
correspondence was in Polish.) However, Malbork
responded to my request with only a brief form letter
inforrning me that the ci vil records forone of the villages that
I sought were in the Standesamt in Berlin. Malbork failed to
inform me that the other village and town civil records that I
requested were there in Malbork. Fortunately, I had come to
the archives and found some of the needed records.
Although we were allowed to use only ten record books per
day, we were able to find all the possible records in two days.
I knew that my grandmother was bom in the general area in
1880, before the farnily ernigrated to the United States, but
did not know the town or village. Based on an assessment of
other farnily records, we quickly found her birth record in
Nowy Staw and I could confirm her date ofbirth. This record
alone made the trip worthwhile. Although I do not read
German, it was not difficult to decipher these records and
Kasia had some knowledge of German records as well. We
were unable to find some records, but the farnily may have
lived in other towns and villages during certain years. The
death records of my grandmother's grandparents in the late
nineteenth century were also located. (Her parents died in
the United States.) The death records give the names of the
deceased person' s parents, so that there are clues to other
generations. These records are not on rnicrofilm in LOS
Farnily History Centers because the copied civil records
there cover only the period 1874-1877.
In Malbork I found other helpful information, but many
records for this region are in Berlin. I confirmed again that
the civil records for the village of my grandfather are in
Berlin. After several months the Standesamt in Berlin also
responded to a request in German with a verification of his

Nowy Staw w 1750 r. - reprodukcja sztychu H. Dewitza
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birth record. The earlier church records for West Prussia are
in Berlin at the Evangelical archives, but are also available in
the LDS rnicrofilrn libraries. Another helpful record which I
used in Malbork was the Regierungsbezirk for 1885 which
gives the population for the villages, number of males and
females, number of people of each religion, number of
houses, etc., as weil the political subdivisions in which the
villages can be found. According to these records, the farnily
villages were predorninately Evangelical and the town of
Nowy Staw was evenly divided between the Catholic and
Evangelical congregations ..
After the Malbork castle and archives we traveled ten
rniles north on a narrow, old highway through the wide open,
cold farmlands to Nowy Staw. This small town, then
Neiteich, where my grandmother was bom, is unique
because there are two large churches, Catholic and
Evangelical, on the town square. Although the Evangelical
church is not in use, it is in good condition and is often shown
in town literature as a landmark. The officials in the town
hall were helpful and agreed to search for the last known
farnily member who died here in 1930. Hopefully, I will
receive the record, but it has tobe sent to the town hall in my

but the roads were treacherous at times. I did not need to go
further east into nearby Russia to understand winter. Late
one aftemoon we turned south off the main highway
between Elblitg and Malbork to visit the village of my
grandfather. The snow had stopped and the sun was trying its
best to appear. The sky was filled with low dark clouds, but
the patches of blue sky offered some hope to these travelers.
The white rnist rising from the snow covered fields gave a
vague, indistinct feel to the landscape which looked like a
watercolor painting with much of the paper left untouched
and only a few brush strokes for details. As we bumped along
the snowy ruts of a road that was built high above the fields,
I feit as if I was traveling to some outpost of time. The
landscape seemed to be endless and the bare willows along
the canals stood bravely in their nakedness marking the way.
All the world seemed to be holding its breath, as it huddled
close to the ground.
I scanned the flat landscape hoping for the usual spire of
a brick church to assure myself that the village which we
sought was there somewhere. Finally, we crossed a blue
metal drawbridge over a canal into a small village waiting in
the shadow of the large trees. This old Settlement is not the

city, Kalisz, where I will pay for the copy. Records less than
one hundred years old are usually stored in the nearest town
hall. An assistant in the mayor' s office located several
pamphlets (in Polish) on the city. One local reference in the
bibliographies intrigues me because it was written in
German (1929) by a person with my farnily name, which is
not a common name. We tried to call and visit the local
library, but unfortunately it was closed. However, I continue
to look for that book.
As we traveled, the weather continued to worsen over
the next couple of days and every night brought more snow.
The temperature kept dropping closer and closer to Odegrees
Fahrenheit and the roads, although sanded some, became
more hazardous. However, my guide was an excellent and
careful driv r and always suggested one more place that we
should visit. The experience of winter in this country gave
me a true feeling for the area and I am glad that I was there,

worst of villages, but it is neither large nor prosperous. This
collection of odd buildings looks neither new nor old, but
does give the feeling that people have always found a way to
exist and survive here. The church, large and imposing for
this village, looks as if it has been repaired often and possibly
rebuilt in the nineteenth century, although it is much older.
Typically, the church had once been Evangelical and is now
Catholic. An old, deserted Mennonite church and cemetery
stand stoically at the other end of the village. No one was
moving in the village and there was no traffic. Even the dogs
did not come out to bark. I took a few pictures in the quickly
fading light while Kasia tried unsuccessfully to find the
priest at the house next door. On one side of the church a
granite and steel World War I memorial stands honoring the
German residents who died fighting the Russians. One name
listed was a farnily name. The old German name for the
village is etched into the stone tablet, possibly the onJy
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reminder of that name and time. By now (4:00 p.m.) a füll
moon, no warmer than the sun, had appeared in the sky.
Although the winter day somehow persisted, we left along
the only road through the village.
A few days later, we returned for a visit with the priest.
Somehow Kasia had made contact with him and between the
Sunday masses we were able to talk with him. This middleaged and gregarious man, dignified in his cassock and hat,
welcomed us unto an old parish house, and served us coffee
and cake. Father Stanislaw is well educated and he is proud
that he once studied under a teacher who later became Pope
John Paul. Because this priest speaks three or four
languages, including a little English, I was able to talk with
him about the history of the region which he knows well.
Pulling out maps and books he explained the geography of
these wetlands which has often determined the lives of
people in this area. Although the church does not have a
copier, he offered to make copies and send me the material
which is in German and Polish. His stories of the last
Germans in the village made World War II a much closer
reality. When the Russians entered from the east near the end
of the war, one man barricaded himself in the church tower
and made a stand, but was shot and killed. Three other people
hid in the bare fields and the canals for two months before
they were found and shot. However, a few Germans stayed

their small farms. My research ofthe late 1800's shows that
emigration from Po land was in the millions because the land
could not support the number of people and perhaps times
have not changed that much. However, the state farms of the
communist era certainly did not solve the problem. Farm
products will be a major issue as Poland enters the European
Union. The Polish farmers are traditional and major changes
in their lives will not come easily.
A farm in Jan6w, outside Elbiig made a cornfortable and
inexpensive base for our explorations of the Zulawy area.
Our hostess and her extended farnily were gracious and we
feit that we were truly guests. The food, part of the very
reasonable rate, was ample, delicious and very Polish. The
old manor house, with three stories was built in the
nineteenth century, replacing an even older mansion.
Although the farnily is in the process of remodeling and
repairing their manor, the charm and grace of a former
lifestyle are evident. The drawing room is inviting and warm
with the original dark oak paneling and the ballroom, which
was decorated for the upcoming carnival balls in this season,
is elegant with its high ceiling. During the communist years
J an6w was a state farm and the nearby dilapidated flats of the
former workers are still being used. Today, this modern farm
farnily has various sources of income: the dairy farming, his
veterinary practice and her farm retreat.

Jzm()w '
�

and survived. The last German, a woman, died fifteen years
ago. This village, as well as much of the area, was flooded
after World War II because of the damage to the canal
system, once an extensive and well engineered transport
system. As Father said, 'We now must pray for peace
always.'
Traveling to the villages in the Zulawy where my
grandmother's people lived, we had to take an unexpected
detour-the police directed us around a roadblock of tractors
and part of the farmers' protest which was occurring all over
Poland at that time. We were near Gdansk, very close to the
Baltic Sea, and had hoped to make a quick trip in the ice and
snow to these particular villages, but it took longer than
planned and gave me another perspective of farm life today
in Poland. The farmers are protesting the import of cheap
farm products when they cannot live on the income from
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4
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Our hostess on the farm is passionate about their dreams
and delights in talking about both the past and future of this
property. Soon the farm will be part of a special project to
recreate a Prussian village of the ninth century. These first
pagan Prussians were defeated and annihilated by the
Teutonic Knights who came to Christianize them. Somehow
the name of the Prussians then became associated with the
Teutonic Knights and Germans. The pagan spirit of those
early Prussian people can be felt when the hostess takes you
for a moonlight walk across the fields to a small woods and
insists that if you find your own special tree and hug it, you
will have renewed energy and inner peace. I was thankful not
to freeze to death. Regretfully, we could not find the time to
also take a ride in the antique sleigh on the farm-there was
plenty of snow. However, there is time for only so many
adventures during any one trip.
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To make a genealogical trip to find your 'roots' you first
need to have done as much research as possible before
coming to Poland-names, records, maps, villages, etc.
Knowing the general history and geography of the country,
as well as reading some of the literature, will provide depth
and understanding beyond the family records. Tue novels of
Sienkiewicz are a good place to begin. Check used and new
bookstores, as well as the town halls and tourist offices, for
brochures and pamphlets about the local area. In an Elbliig
bookstore window, a new book on the Zulawy seemed tobe
placed there especially forme. I regret that I was not able to
visit more of the small local libraries and museums.
Cemeteries in the villages, that I visited, contained with few
exceptions, only people who have died since World War II.
Much of Poland was destroyed during and after World War
II and the proud Polish nationalism, now freed from foreign
domination does not highlight some of the ethnic and
religious groups of the past
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The second recommendation for a 'roots' tour in Poland
is a guide and translator who can provide the assistance
needed to talk with people. Access and use of records in the
archives can be difficult; the bureaucracy is still
cumbersome. A Polish speaker is an absolute necessity on
the backroads and in the villages. As you travel, talk first
with the priests in the small villages. They are a valuable
source of information and often willing to discuss the history
of the parishes. Travel by car is also a necessity because it is
impossible to follow a schedule; however, buses do run to all
the villages. Kasia' s expertise in genealogy, skilled
diplomacy and fearless driving certainly made it easier for us
to gain access to some places and obtain help. In genealogy
the completion of one goal only points the way to the next
steps. As I continue to read, study and travel further, my
discoveries continue.

Francelle L Grisham is an amateur genealogist
currently living in Peralta, New Mexico.
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Lithuanian Genealogy
© by Kahlile B. Mehr, MLS, AG

Trakai, theformer captial of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, 27 km west o/Vilnius

Lithuanians have inhabited the eastem littoral of the
Baltic Sea for over 2,000 years. In the thirteenth century,
Lithuania emerged as a unified state. Under the Grand Duke
Vytautas, 1392-1430, it became the largest and most
powerful state in Europe at the time, its boundaries
extending from the Baltic Sea in the north to the Black Sea in
the south. The state's fortunes declined in the 16th century
and to counter an increasing threat with the rise of Muscovy,
the nation merged with Poland in 1569 under the Union of
Lublin. In the last half of the 18th century, the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth was erased from the map when
its territory was partitioned by three powerful neighbors-Russia, Austria, and Prussia. Most of what had been
Lithuania was annexed by Russia and was known as the
Lithuania Province, then later as the Vilna province. In 1843
this province was subdivided into the Vilna and Kovno
provinces. In spite of their subjugation to Russia,
Lithuanians remained oriented towards the West by virtue of
their Roman Catholic faith, their non-Slavic language, and
their Western cultural heritage.
Following the end of World War I and the demise of the
Russian Empire, Lithuania achieved independence in 1918.
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

The new state included the Vilna, Kovno and part of the
Suwalki provinces of Russia. Contending for territorial
integrity against Soviet, German, and Polish forces, much of
the Vilna province was lost to Poland in 1920. Twenty
apskritis (counties) were set up in the newly independent
nation. In 1923, the territory of Klaip da (Memel), formerly
part of East Prussia's Baltic littoral, was annexed by
Lithuania to form three more Lithuanian counties. In 1939,
territory annexed by Poland was retumed to the country by
the Soviet Union, adding three more counties.
During World War II, Lithuania suffered from both
Soviet and Nazi occupation. In 1949 the political authorities
closed down most churches, deported many priests, and
prosecuted people possessing religious images. The Soviets
replaced the twenty-six counties by a system of oblasti
(regions); and by 1962, forty-four districts had been
established.
Lithuania declared sovereignty in 1989 and independence in March 1990. With the Soviet collapse in August
1991 Lithuanian independence became a reality. In 1995
the Lithuanian government created ten counties over the
forty-forty districts.
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though Kaunas has an affiliate archive with a limited number
of sources. When the author visited the State Historical
Archive in 1997, he was impressed with the efficiency of the
operation and the professionalism of the director, Laima
Tautvaisaite. She expressed a deep concem regarding the
preservation and availability of records.
Primary source documents for genealogical research in
Lithuania, as with the Russian Empire in general, are
religious vital records (metrik knygos). Most Lithuanians
are Roman Catholics. There are small groups of Evangelical
and Reformed Protestants, Russian Orthodox, Jews, and
Moslems. A minirnum of two copies were made of each
register, one for local use and one for a higher church or civil
authority. They exist for the l7 th -20th centuries but a
majority for the period 1800-1940. They contain the name
of the principal, other farnily members, relationships, dates
and place of birth and baptism, marriage, death and burial;
marriage and death entries include age at the time of the
event; baptisms include the names of the godparents. Entries
sometimes identify residence for those not living in the
parish. There are approximately 18,000 volumes of this
material in the State Historical Archive:
Lithuania State Emblem

War, disease, and emigration have devastated the
Lithuanian population throughout its history. Almost one
million people died in battles with the Teutonic Knights in
the 13 th -15 th centuries. One third of the population was
wiped out during the plague of 1708-1711. About 20% of
the inhabitants in Eastem Lithuania were killed during the
1812 French-Russian war. After the abolition of serfdom in
1861, mass emigration began (mostly to the United States).
Owing to the two World Wars, there was no increase in
Lithuania's population in the first half of the 20th century.
About 300,000 Lithuanians withdrew with the retreating
Russian army in World War I but many retumed after the
war. Just prior to the German invasion of 1941, the Soviets
deported 35,000 Lithuanians to Siberia. Later that year,
nearly 56,000 German Lithuanians emigrated to Germany.
About 240,000 were massacred during the Nazi occupation.
In 1944, 180,000 Lithuanians fled the Soviet reoccupation of
the country. Another 30,000 perished in the resistance
movement in 1944-1952. In 1976 it was estimated that about
1.5 million ethnic Lithuanians lived outside the country.
In 1995 there were 3.7 million inhabitants; 81%
Lithuanian, 8% Russian, 7% Polish, and the remainder being
Belarussians, Ukrainians, Jews, Tatars, and Latvians. There
was a large Jewish population in 19 th century Lithuania but
many J ews emigrated towards the end of the century because
of anti-Jewish pogroms and persecutions. The Holocaust of
World War II decimated the remainder of this ethnic group.
Jews constituted 8% ofthe population in 1923 and less than
1% in 1989.
Virtually all important genealogical sources for the
period before World War I are located in the State Historical
Archive (address: 2015 Vilnius, Gerosios Vilties 10),
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1,891 volumes in fond 1236, the Seiniai Roman
Catholic Diocese Chancellory (Sein Romos katalik
vyskupyst s kanceliarija), 1746-1917.
1,640 volumes in fond 604, the Vilnius Roman Catholic
Consistory (Vilnius Romos katalik vyskupyst s dvasin
konsistorija), 1798-1915.
2,891 volumes in fond 669, the Telsiai Roman Catholic
Consistory (Telsi Romos katalik vyskupyst s dvasin
konsistorija) 1612-1913.
2,000+ volumes in 270+ fonds of Catholic parishes and
chapelries, 1619-1905
6,685 volumes (usually only a few pages each) of
Jewish congregations (Judj religin s bendruomen s) in
fonds 728 (Vilna Rabbinate), 1226 (Kovno Rabbinate),
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1014, l 108, and some items inl236 (Suwalki). A
locality index has been published to these records:
Harold Rhode and Sallyann Amdur Sack, Jewish Vital
Records, Revision Lists, and Other Jewish Holdin s in
the Lithuanian Archives (Teaneck, NJ: Avotaynu,
1996).
370 volumes in fond 634, the Lithuanian Uniate
Consistory (Lietuvos unit
vyskupyst s dvasin
konsistorija), l 766-1849 (material filmed by the Farnily
History Library).
2,750 volumes in 41 fonds of Orthodox, Lutheran,
Reformed, and Old Believer records,l8th-20th centuries (material filmed by the Family History Library).

name, residence, occupation and age of parents. Similarly
complete personal information is contained in other types of
registration records. There are forty-four district and ten city
civil registration offices. Local registrars transfer records to
the State Civil Registration Archiveafter fifteen years.
In addition to religious vital records, the State Historical
Archive collection contains revision lists, an 1825 census of
Vilnius, a portion of the l 897 general census, recruit and
conscription lists and nobility records. Each of these are be
described below.
Revision (tax) lists. Lithuania was included in the
revision enumeration after the third partition of 1795 placed
most of the territory in modern Lithuania under Russian rule.
Subsequent revisions were initiated in 1811, 1815, 1833,
1850, and 1856. They contain the revision no. of the
household; name, parentage, current age and age at time of
last revision, sex, nationality, social rank, family
relationship, and change of status since the last revision of all
those in the household. Females were not recorded in the
1811 revision.
1,085 volumes of revision lists (gyventoj rev1Z1ma.t s
rasai) from the Vilnius Provincial Treasury (Vilniaus
gubemijos i do r mai) in F. 515, series 15 primarily for
the years 1795-1858.
114 volumes o f revision lists from the Kaunas
Provincial Treasury (Kauno gubernijos i do r mai) in
fond 1262, series 1.

St. Anne 's Church, Vilnius

Tue major genealogical research source not located in
the State Historical Archive is post 1915 transcripts of
religious vital records (there are some pre-1915 records in
books containing records for years after 1915) and civil
registration. These are in the State Civil Registration
Archive, 2600 Vilnius, Kalinausko Street 21. When
Lithuania achieved independence it established a civil
registration system based on the historical precedent of
religious authorities sending transcripts of their records to a
civil authority. Consequently, the content is the same as for
religious vital records. In 1940 a civil registration system
was instituted based on the Soviet style. Birth registrations
include date and time ofbirth, sex and füll name of principal;
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Local census. In the absence of anational requirement
for revision lists, local governments in the Russian empire
perpetuated a similar system to account for the populace.
They occur randomly at different times for different places
after 1860. They contain the names and ages of those in a
household. In the case o f Lithuania, only one such census
has been identified by the author: 133 volumes in fond 752,
Census of Russians Commission of Vilnius (Komissiya po
perepisi russkikh lyudey), 1825-1826.
General census, 1897. Only one general census was
conducted in the Russia Empire. lt contains the name of each
individual; notes ifblind, deaf, mute, or insane; relationship
to head of farnily and head o f household; age; marital status;
social rank; birthplace; where registered; residence; note if
person is absent at the time of the census; native tongue;
literacy; place of study or graduation; main profession;
additional profession; military status. The extant portion of
this census for Lithuania consisting o f 106 volumes is
contained in fond 768.
Recruit and conscription lists, 1812-1918. Lists of
those entering into military service. Drafting of selected
groups began earlier but as of January 1, 1874, all 21 yearold males were subject to military service. Conscription
occurred each year in October. Initially, the term of service
was 6 years active and 9 years reserve. The length of active
duty was reduced to 5 years in 1876 and then varied between
3-5 years thereafter. Deferments were granted for only sons,
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sole breadwinners, etc. Over 50 percent of the draftees were
not inducted. They contain the narne of the recruit/draftee,
birth date, religion, marital status, literacy, residence,
(sometimes a physical description). Some include father's
narne and age as well as the narnes and ages of brothers.
Conscription records are located in the following fonds:
Fond 497, Vilnius Provincial Recruiting Office
(Vilniaus gubemijos rekrut rnimo kornisija), 17951874
Fond 498, Vilnius Provincial Conscription Office
(Vilniaus gubemijos karo prievol s kornisija), 18741914

Fond 708, Kaunas Provincial Assembly of the Nobility
(Kaunas gubernijos bajor deputat susirinkimas), 17951917
One of the more difficult problems in Lithuanian
research is to identify the place of ancestry. Many ernigrants
may list Russia or Poland as their place of origin. Because of
its complex political history, many localities in Lithuania
have variant narnes in Polish, Lithuania, Russian, and
Yiddish. There is no single gazetteer that provides
information on Lithuanian localities over time. A more
general gazetteer, Where Once We Walked, published in

Fond 1027, Suwalki Provincial Conscription Office
(Sulvalk gubemijos apskri i karo prievol s kornisijos),
1898-1917
Fond 499, Vilnius City Conscription Office (Vilniaus
rniesto karo prievol s kornisija), 1875-1914
Fond 514, Trakai District Conscription Office (Trak
apskrities karo prievol s kornisija), 1892-1914
Fond 1134, Vilnius District Conscription Office
(Vilniaus apskrities karo prievol s kornisija), 1875-1912
Record of noble lineages, 1795-1918. The files were
compiled by the nobility to establish their social status and
confirm their privileges. As a rninimum they identify narnes
and farnily relationships. Some major collections are:
Fond 391, Vilnius Provincial Assembly ofthe Nobility
(Vilniaus gubemijos bajor deputat susirinkimas), 17951917
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Maxim Shestakovich, camera operator at State Archives
1991, includes Lithuanian localities.
While aimed
specifically at the Jewish researcher, it can be used by a
general audience to identify places under the variant narne
spellings and versions.
There are a few altemate resources to deal with the
locality issue. An important atlas of Lithuania first
published in 1961 was reprinted in 1998. lt has topographic
maps in 1: 100,000 scale which identify localities down to
small villages, estates, and farms. lt was compiled from
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

maps produced by the military staff of the Lithuanian
Republic in 1920-1923. lt is available from Daniel L.
Wheeler, Treasurer, Lithuanian Global Resources, 110 N.
3880 W .. #318-14, Hurricane, Utah 84737-3003. The U. S.
Board on Geographie Names published a listing of modern
Lithuanian place names with their geographic coordinates in
1994. There is also a Lithuanian surname dictionary that
identifies the number of farnilies by that surname in the cities
of Lithuania: Lietyuvi Pavard i odynas, Vilnius: Mokslas,
1985-1989, 2 volumes.
Lithuanians in the United States might want to begin the
research at the Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture,
6500 S. Pulaski Road, Chicago, IL, 60629; telephone 312582-6500. lt has an extensive collection of death notices
from the 1940s to the present. These are primarily from the
Chicago area but also from other parts of the United States.
Additionally, they have surname files containing farnily
group sheets, pedigree charts, and other name compilations;
as well as many other on individuals; organizations;
parishes; political, religious and cultural societies; state,
political and professional groups.
Another problem in Lithuanian research is the number
of languages in which the records were kept. Most of the
genealogical sources in Lithuania are in Latin, Russian,
German (Gothic script), or Polish. Lithuanian, unrelated to
these languages, did not serve as the official language of the
country until its independence, 1918-1940, and more
recently, 1990-present. Many 20 th century records are in
Lithuanian. The Genealogical Society of Utah has only
filmed a portion the religious vital records as noted
previously in this article. One must, of course, know the
above languages to research these films or engage linguistic
assistance.
Access to the records in Lithuania can be accomplished
in one of three ways:
1. Write directly to the State Historical Archives at the
address noted in the article or fax the request to Ol 1370-2-65-23-14.
The archive did not perform
genealogical research before 1990. They have since
developed expertise in fulfilling these types of requests.
In 1999, the archive was charging $70 for an initial
search, $5 for copies, $13 for a transcript, $18 for a
transcript and translation. A response may be delayed
because of limited staff to handle the requests. In 1998
the delay was running at about nine months.
2. Hire a private genealogical search service.

Religious vital records at the State Historical Archive
Luthuanian/indexnl l.htrnl. The "FAQ" (frequently asked
questions) section on this page provides helpful advice on
doing Lithuanian genealogical research and a good
summary of secondary sources on Lithuanian genealogy.
'The Lithuanian Archives in Vilnius," on the FAQ page
provides researcher comments on their experiences at the
State Historical Archive in Vilnius.
The opportunity to trace one's Lithuanian lineage was
virtually nil until the decade of the 1990s. Lithuania has now
made its genealogical records available to most interested
researchers. There are still problems with regard to language
or script and expense. As a minimum, though, it is now
possible. As one researcher reported to the Rootsweb in
October 1998, she could conduct research at no cost and the
staff could assist her in English; not much different than the
process in U.S. repositories.

3. Research in person at the archives in Vilnius or
Kaunas. One can expect good service at the archive, but
the process of getting there and dealing with the local
situation may be trying and unpredictable.
The most complete Internet site on Lithuanian
genealogical research is the "Genealogy" page of
"Lithuanian Global Resources," at www.angelfire.com/ut/
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4
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Translating 19th Century Polish Civil Registration
© by Jerry Frank
Thirteen years ago I undertook researching the
genealogy of my ancestors. All, to the best of my know ledge,
were Germans. Many migrated through Congress Poland
and Volhynia to Canada in the 1890s. They resided in
Poland from about 1803 through 1865, meaning that to
research their vital data I have had to work with Polish
language civil documents. Since they all left prior to 1868,
I was fortunate not to have had to work with Russian
language records as weil. Throughout this research process,
I have translated hundreds of records from their original
Polish language.
At my first glimpse of a Polish civil record on
microfilm, I did aMacauley Caulken imitation - aaaahhhh! ! !
This was going to be impossible. When I settled down and
began to think rationally, my first thought centered on a
Polish friend who had migrated to Canada several years
earlier. Surely she could help. I gave her one item to
translate to see how it would go. Three months later I finally
got an "attempt" back from her and her friends. They were
struggling with archaic language and bad handwriting,
which allowed for rudimentary translation but not the detail
I needed. This was obviously not an effective solution to my
problem. At that time I had at least 50 more records to
translate. And I wasn't even certain that all the people listed
in these records were related to me. They might only share
the same sumame.
lt is important realize that with the right resources and a
significant dose of patience, anyone can learn to translate
these records for themselves. The first thing you need to
understand is that I am not a Polish language expert. My
purpose here is to deal only with the 19th century civil
registration documents and the words and forms normally
used in them. Also, I am not a handwriting expert. If you
can't read a line of text, chances are I can't either. I will,
however, provide some hints that will help you get by some
typical misreading problems.
Civil registration records were compiled in a form
instituted by Napoleon after the establishment of the Duchy
of Warsaw in 1807. The format was maintained by the
Russians after the Congress ofVienna of 1815 and continued
on through their domination of central and eastem Po land up
to World War I. The documents were originally in the Polish
language. After the Polish uprising of 1863, the Russians
made Russian the official language so that after about 1868,
all records are in Russian.
When I refer to civil records, keep in mind that most of
them were compiled by the churches in various areas under
the authority of the Russian or Polish govemment. In most
cases, if you see reference to Civil Catholic records, they will
cover Polish Catholics. Civil Evangelical records will be for
German Lutherans living in Congress Poland. Because
these are civil records, however, they document the entire
120

population. You will find everyone recorded, regardless of
their faith. Records for Jews can be found in either type
though mostly in those of the Catholics. In the early years
prior to establishment of a Lutheran church in an area,
Lutherans can be found in the Catholic record books.
Similarly, Baptists, Mennonites and other faiths can be
found in either set of records. Some records can be down
right confusing. I have found a birth registered at the
Catholic church, then again five days later in the Lutheran
church several miles down the road.
The main challenge with the Napoleonic format is that
the entire text is written out long band andin paragraph form
(rather than in chart form): "lt happened in such and such a
town, in the district of X in the province of Y in the year one
thousand eight hundred and fifty two, on March twenty
eighth at two in the aftemoon that so and so, aged twenty
five, a cantor in such and such a place and !ist of witnesses
with their ages and occupations, came to report the birth of
... " You get the idea.
For the most part my references and examples will be to
records documenting German Lutherans living in Poland.
This has been my sphere of experience. The principles
involved in the translation process, however, will be the
same no matter what the ethnic background of interest.
There simply may be a few different words to learn.
Your extraction of information from the Polish records
can be done in one of two ways. The first is to find only the
names, dates, and ages and extract that information. lt gives
you fundamental data to complete pedigree and farnily
group charts. A simple Polish-English dictionary may be
adequate for that purpose. Such a text will also be helpful
with translation work, although poor handwriting and an
obsolete vocabulary will minimize its usefulness. For
example, if you misread the first two letters of a word, it
would be virtually impossible to find it in a dictionary. On
the other band, if you thought the word was a number, it
would be handy to have just a !ist of numbers. That way, you
can match the end of the word to something and come up
with the correct spelling. Similarly, if the word was in a
position to suggest an occupation, comparing the end of the
word to a list of occupations would help to determine the
correct word.
The second alternative is to do as complete a translation
as possible. This might expand your data base by giving
former places of residence, occupations, actual house
number of current residence, and occasionally little tidbits of
information not normally included in the typical formal. For
detailed translations I suggest the translation manual by
Judith Frazin' sbook. lt contains detailed glossaries arranged
into applicable groups such as birth terms, marriage terms,
farnily terms, etc. The examples showing key words are
detailed and will get you past most obstacles that you may
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3--4

encounter. lt is suited to both Jewish and non-Jewish
records.
Before you begin translating documents, it is paramount
to know what you are looking at. lf you extract a name and
a date from a death document thinking it is a birth, you will
be way off base in your research. Here are the basic words
useful to memorize.

Civil registration title page
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Basic Word List
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isn't necessary to know for translation purposes. Some,
however, affect your ability to properly translate. Here are
some examples.
Polish barred "l"

w o . wi•1

ZAPQWIEDZ

Title pages will usually indicate which type of record
you are looking at, i.e. birth, marriage, or death. The
groupings are generally in that order for any given year.
Be aware that sometimes the title pages are rnissing.
Frequently one record type flows right into another without
break. Sometirnes one year flows into another without a
break. Indices can cover more than one year. There are
always exceptions to the regular format. There are two basic
types of indices. One type sets aside an entire page or group
of pages for each letter of the alphabet. The other is simply
a continuous listing in alphabetical order. At times you will
find the complete index for all births, marriages, and deaths
in a year at the end of that year. In other cases you will find
birth indices after the births, marriage indices after the
marriages, etc. And finally, some lists may not be
alphabetical.
On index pages, you generally will find two colurnns.
Tue colurnn labeled Karta is for the page number. Tue other
is for the sequential event number, e.g. the 22nd birth of the
year 1852.
Several alphabetical signs are unique to Polish, and
these these letters impact the transcription and translation
process (Frazin does not deal with this aspect of translation).
In most cases they reflect a particular pronunciation which
FEEFHS Journal Volume VII, Numbers 3-4

An "l" with a slash through it often looks like a "t" when
handwritten. lf you are spelling the word with a "t" instead
of a slashed "!", you probably won't find it in your dictionary
or !ist of words. The example is for Malgoraty, the Polish
variant of "Margaret."
Polish "c"

A "c" at the end of a word carries a "tz" sound.
Therefore if you see the names Shulc or Hinc, you should
translate them as Schultz and Hintz respectively. Sirnilarly
Sehware is Schwartz, not Schwark. The example must be
transliterated as "Sultzbach".
A "c" in the rniddle of a word often carries a t sound.
Marein = Martin.
And finally, the Polish language utilizes word endings
to designate the declension of particular nouns, just as we do
in English (six, sixteen, sixty, sixteenth, etc.). Sometimes
it's not easy to get the exact tense from the handwriting.
Refer to the word list at the end of this article:
16 =
szesnascie; 16th = szesnasty. In some cases it is easy enough
for the translator to drop the ending and figure out his own
tense from the usage. At other times it is important to be
more careful. For example, 13 = trzynascie; 30 =
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Translation of Polish birth record

tryzdziesci. If you misread the handwriting you will be out
by a factor of 17 on a date or an age. Even so, you can double
check with the context in many cases. (e.g. A father is not
likely tobe 13 years old.)
Similarly, surnames will have different endings for
marital status or other usage application. lt is especially
important to watch for this in women' s surnames. Again it is
not important to know what those endings mean. Simply
recognize that they exist and modify your record keeping
only. A woman shown in the Polish record as Wentlandow
should appear in your records as Wentland.
Now we move into the nitty gritty by working through
an example of translating a birth record. lt is not necessary
to check every word in a reference source but they can all be
found in Frazin' s book. What I will focus on are the
keywords common to these documents. They are shown
here with square brackets around them. These will be
virtually the same in all the records. Once you have them in
place, you can work harder on filling in the details. The
document we are looking at is pre· l 826, In that year, some
changes were made to the standard format. We will look at
those changes after we finish this document.
The first thing to do is to break your translation down
into single line segments. The illustations in the opposite
collumn are cut so text can be written underneath. Y ou may
want to do something similar. In any case, you will be
discouraged if you keep looking at that big long paragraph.
lt' s easier to handle with a line by line approach.
Documents written after 1826 (see example, opposite
page) unilaterally begin with the phrase dzialo sie (it
happened or occured at). Only the town of registration is
shown after these opening words. Missing are the additions
of district and province. Then a list of witnesses followes
immediately after the information about the father after the
name of the child. Christian documents add a statement that
the child was baptised and then follows the names of the
godparents. These might be the same as, or spouses of, the
Witnesses listed earlier in the paragraph.
In most cases, the documents are no longer signed by the
parents and witnesses. Instead, the closing statement is
something like, ''This document was read to those present

Example showing Julian and Gregorian dates
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Example of post 1826 birth record

and signed by us because they did not know how to write."
In the case of marriage records, the banns are no longer
recorded.
In many instances after 1826, you will encounter a date
written above a line with another date written below. lt may
or may not include a change in month or year. Orthodox
Russia continued to use Julian calender while Roman
Catholic Poland switched to the Gregorian. The Imperial
authorities required the notation of both dates on civil
records. Most clerks chose to show both dates, which
usually differ by eleven to twelve days.
The date example shown in on the previous page
illustrates how this policy affects a record created near the
end of a year. The text reads "twentieth December / first
January" and then later in the line, "one thousand eight

hundred and fifty three / four".
Space does not allow me to review a mutiplicity of
records in detail, but I do wish to go over one example ofhow
to solve a transliteration problem.
Most of our ancestors were farmers, so for occupations
you will encounter typical descriptive words like rolnik or
gospardz. Recall I stated that dictionaries rnight not be the
easiest resource to use in translating? Shown below is a
document with very good handwriting, generally quite easy
to read. I found this word and went straight to my dictionary
to look up Lukinnika. Not there. Well, how about
Tuknikka? Not there. Must be an obsolete word, right?
Wrong. I wentto Frazin's listof occupations and looked for
a word with the clearly written ending o f " -kinnika". Sure
enough, there it was, sukinnika, a cloth maker!

"Sukinnika" (cloth maker) occupation example
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Having made my I made my way through all this Polish
documentation, I now bad a location to search for my
ancestors in Germany. Here would be records with more
farniliar words which I have previously spoken and read.
Here I could cruise through record books without any
problems. Ahhh, much better.
Example of German parish register

Jerry Frank is an amateur genealogist specializing in
the research of Germans who migrated to or through
Congress Poland and Volhynia. He has written three family
books, Frank Migrations (about his patemal family ), From
Nagold to Thalberg (his matemal line), and Ask the Former
Generations (a compilation ofthe previous two). Jerry was
previously active with Wandering Volhynians magazine as a
contributor of articles and maintainer of the surname data
base. From that data base he compiled the book, Germans
From Congress Poland and Volhynia - A Research Tool
which provides listings of over 5,700 Germans from those
areas including first generation North American and
earlier. Aversion of this last book with over 7500 names is
installed on the FEEFHS web site.
Jerry has spoken at a variety of conferences and
conventions including twice for at FEEFHS. He is actively
involved on the Research and Publications committee ofthe
Society for German Genealogy in Eastem Europe.
His current project is an as yet untitled book covering
the Lutheran German migration through Congress Poland
and Volhynia. lt will be a historical, geographical, and
genealogical resource that will include maps showing over
2500 German settlements in Congress Poland and another
1000 or more in Volhynia. Publication is plannedfor early
in the year 2000.

In conclusion, I offer the following word list containing
translations of Polish words for numbers, months, and some
occupations which are commonly found in Polish civil registration documents. A more comprehensive list of genealo gic ally important Polish terms can be found in
SourceGuide, which is available on the Internet at the
FarnilySearch web site at www.farnilysearch.org.
MINI WORD LIST
1 jcdm
2 dwa
3 lrzy

4 cztery

1• pierwszy
2"' dnigi
3"' truci

4• czwarty

11 jedenascie
12 dwonascic
13 lrZ)'IW<:ie

14 cztellUSCie

11
s
s • l'i4ry
6 1...t
6* 1zcioty
16
7* si6dmy
1 siedem
11
..
. osmy
18
S oaicm
?
9"' dzicwi4ry
19
10
20
.
dzicli4ty
21 dwadmc:iajoden
21 • dwudzieary pierwszy
31, 41, etc. - limiLv to abovc
40
30" lrzydziCII)'
30 lrzydadci
60
7
10
siedemdzicli4ry
70 aiedemdzieli4t
90
90* l y
100 . . . . . 1000

so

JanlW)' • llyeznia
April•kwictnia
July•JiP"
O<lober - pazdzicmika

p
1zes,wcic
siedemnascic
osicmna5Cic
d2ie ie
dwadzidcia
cmrdziesci
Oliemdziooi41

Febnwy = lutcgo
May•maja
Aupt •
N....nbcr • listopada

Same Oct;umtinn,T y p i g l forGcrmanl .ulhmnain Poland·
kowal • blaclwnilh
komomik • b.lililf
llolarz • carpenlCr
a clerk
wyrobnik = day labon,r
sukiennik • cloCh rnaker
goopanlz = farm owner
parobek • farm hdpcr
majlr.r•m.utcrenflsrrwi
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11 • jederwty
12• dWUIWly
13• trzynally
14• cztemasty
IS"J>il:tnally
16* •"""""'Y
17* siedemnaaty
11• osiemnuly
19"'dzi
2
dwudzicsly

Marc:h=nwca
Junc-cmwca
September. wrmnia
Dcccmbcr - grudnia
ciesla=ca,pmtc;
rolnik = farmer
lesniczy • foresr.r
kantor•laymirustcr
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Addendum to Beginner's Guide to Croatian Research
© by Thomas K. Edlund, Editor
Tue "Beginner' s Guide " published in the last issue of
this joumal focused on ecclesiastical and rnilitary records for
the area of modern Croatia. The author deliberately avoided
a description of civil registration documents due to a paucity
of materials. A significant number of readers, however,
have requested an example of Illyrian provincial
registration. The transcribed and translated document below
from Cres, Croatia, written in ltalian, will hopefully
accommodate their wish.

dietro questa dichiarazione, ho esteso il presente Atto, ehe li
predetti non hanno finnato per esser illetterati, ma soltanto io
Antonio Vitich +
Zuanne Bolmarcich +

Illyrian Province
Today, 02 September 1812, Antonio (son of the
deceased Antonio) Vitch and Pr. Zuanne Bolmarcich
appeared before me, Antonio Zauria, civil registrar and Lion
Maire of Cherso, municipal district of Cherso, civil
departrnent of Croatia. The first mentioned is a landowner
Provincia Illiniche
Oggi due del mese di Settembre rnille ottocento dodici around 50 years of age; the second, a sailor about 48. Both
innanzia me Antonio Zauaria Lion Maire di Cherso live in the city of Cherso, Cherso county, Croatia. They have
Circondario Communale di Cherso dipartimento della declared that Lorenzo Vitich, son of the deceased Antonio
Croazia Civile faciente le funzioni d' uffiziale pubblico dello and brother to the first mentioned gentleman, died today at
stato Civile si sono presentati li Antonio Vitich del fu 11 :00 AM at his home in the Contra Rialto district of this
Antonio, e Pr. Zuanne Bolmarcich il primo di professione city.
This record is continued on the reverse of this
Teriere dell'eta' d' Anni cinquanta circa ed il secondo di
declaration.
The above mentioned gentlemen have not
professione Marinaio dell'eta' d' Anni quaranta otto circa
dimorant in Cherso, Circondario Communale di Cherso signed this document, myself being the only literate person.
Antonio Vitich +
dipartimento della Croazia Civile, i quali dichiarano ehe
Zuanne Bolmarcich +
Lorenzo Vitich del fu Antonio fratello del primonorninato e
morto quest'oggi alle ore undici mattina nel suo Dornicilio
posto in Contra rialto di questa citta
Civil registrationfrom Cres, Croatia
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Galizien German Descendants
© by Betty Wray
The Galizien German Descendants (GGD) was accepted from anyone whose ancestors originated in Galicia.
established with the intent of forming an organization Members' surnames and ancestral villages are included in
dedicated to family history research of Germans with the GGD database even if they are from areas peripheral to
Galician ancestry. Tue GGD was started by two people, Galicia, i.e. Germany, Bukovina, Russia, etc. Submitters
Betty Wray and Evelyn Wolfer, in October 1995. Two are required to update any change of electronic address.
hundred dollars were posted by the founding members to
The GGD database has inspired other individuals to
finance mailing announcements of the GGD to many imitate. One of our initial contacts, Brian Lenius, feit it was
genealogical societies in the United States and Canada. so successful that he has started to create type of database for
These organizations were asked to include news about our the EEGS. At last count the database contained over 2,000
group in their publications. Most helpful at that time was sumames and villages. Admittedly, maintaining this type of
Brian Lenius, a representative of the group now known as service is somewhat time consuming, but it allows for an
the East European Genealogical Society (EEGS). He organization to be successful and reach daily goals of
provided us with the names and addresses of members from assisting members and the genealogical community at large.
that organization who had Galician heritage. From this small I urge each of the organizations belonging to FEEFHS to set
beginning we have grown to over 150 members.
up a sumame/village/code database. If you have any
The GGD publishes a quarterly newsletter issued in
Betty Wray, GGD co-founder
J anuary, April, July, and October. Member subscriptions are
US $18.00 per year. The GGD web site at http//feefhs.org
lists a complete historic table of contents for all issues.
A major contribution to this growth has come from the
"Sharing Our Heritage" page on the FEEFHS web site. All
new GGD members are asked to provide lists of the ancestral
surnames and Galician villages of origin. Initially we
maintained this data for internal use only, publishing it in
our quarterly newsletters. The officers of FEEFHS
encouraged us to submit this information inclusion on the
web site http://www.feefhs.org.
The GGD lists the surname and village of residence,
together with a code representing the submitter. For Internet
privacy issues, names and addresses of GGD members are
not posted. Interested parties can obtain information on
submitters from the GGD central office. Additionally, the
routing of all inquiries through one central point of contact
allows for more effective coordination and provides
opportunity of obtaining surname and village names of the
persons inquiring.
Persons seeking information from the GGD database
are required to provide their full name, mailing address,
telephone number and e-mail (if applicable). Some people
have accessed the FEEFHS web site, but have no e-mail
capability themselves. In this situation they usually sent
postal inquiries to the GGD. If a person does not identify
themselves in an e-mail correspondence, they are not
provided with information on our members. Rather, their email is forwarded to the appropriate member, who can
questions about how to accomplish this, please feel free to
contact them at their own discretion.
For those members who choose not to work with the contact me, Betty Wray, at:
Internet, the GGD publishes all new surnames, villages,
codes, and names and addresses of submitters. A distinction Betty Wray (wraybj@pacbell.net)
is made between member and submitter. Persons submitting 2035 Dorsch Rd.
their surnames and villages to our database are not required Walnut Creek CA 94598-1126
to join the group or pay dues to support us. Information is
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My Bandrow Chronicle
© by Jakob Frambach, Introduction by Jim Streilein

[This article and the one that follows (Recollections of
Bandrow) were originally published by the Galizien German
Descendants society in the April 1996 and April 1999 issues
of their publication, respectively. Each is reprinted here
with permission from GGD as examples of the quality of
their publications. Both articles take us on a joumey to a
former German colony nestled in the foothills of the
Carpathian mountains in the southeast comer of Poland.
Life in Bandrow prior to World War Jl was similar to that of
many ethnic colonies throughout Eastem Europe. The story
told here will strike a familiar chord for many and provide
some insight into the way many our ancestors lived .-Eds.]

Introduction
Bandrow-colony, one of the poorest but most
beautifully located Germanic settlements of Galicia, lays 11
km SE of the train line Chyrow-Sanok, the so-called
Carpathian line. One leaves the train station at UstrzuloDolne and wanders in the SW direction. First you pass a 16th
century Greek Catholic wooden church and then several iron
rings (Eisenringel) which held together oaks from the same
time period. The street bends left, then leads through the
Jalower Heights and finally coming to Jalowa. Here there
are 6-8 farm houses, some belong to the Bandrow church
community.
After 1112 hours of walking you finally come to the
Bandrow settlement lt consists of a lower and upper village.
what is unique is that between the lower and upper village,
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the Ukrainian part of the village lies. The biggest surprise is
yet to come, when one hears, that the German school stands
in the middle of the Ukrainian part of the town !
The village is laid out with a wide street and farm houses
on both sides. All five in a row in the same type of house,
gable side to the street. They are block houses with shingled
roofs, 8 x 20 meters large. House, stalls and bam are built as
a rule into a single building.
The house has its entrance on the yard side which leads
into the kitchen with its open hearth fireplace, baking oven
and large chirnney over fireplace. Over the fireplace one
usually finds the iron tripod, the pots with three feet, and on
the wall, the bowl shelf and its iron bowls. A sleeping room
leads to the living room which also serves as a sleeping
room. lt also has a fireplace and oven. As a rule the living
room has three windows, two towards street and one on the
yard side. On the left of the kitchen lies a rather dark room
with small windows, which is a Storage room. Here you find
the ehest with a hollow cavity to keep the milk fresh, the
cheese press, the hand mill and spinning wheel. Usually the
entrance to the cellar and attic is from this room. The roof
overhang is very wide, so one can get to the stall and bam and
not get wet when it rains. Behind the house lies the vegetable
and fruit garden.
Upon leaving the lower village, the path bends to the left
and crosses again over a brook by a foot bridge. Now you are
in the Ukrainian part of the village. Scarcely 200 meters on
the left side lays the beautiful German school right in the
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midst of the Ukrainian village. lt is a single stone building
with sheet metal roof, and is surrounded by a one and halfmeter high fence. Behind it is the front garden with fruit trees
and table suimunded by jasmine trees. Often the teacher can
be seen laying on the bench sleeping. No one begrudges him
the sleep because seventy to eighty pupils would make
anyone tired. The Ukrainian neighbors were friendly and
good natured people.
Leaving the Ukrainian village, one crosses over about
200 meters further a brook and then you are in the upper
village with about 30 houses. On the right are two village
wells. At the end of the village is a split. One path leads to the
fields and woods, while another to a Ukrainian village. At
the fork are three houses, one an inn owned by the teacher.
Between the two paths lays the large school meadow which
in the spring and fall is a playground for the school children.

The families were rieb with children, but the children would
have to leave to find work. The farmers whose fields were
close to the woods were worse. Tue herds of wild pigs
destroyed entire fields. After the 1920's the farmers put up
fences around their fields or kept fires buming to frighten the
pigs away.
Tue young men had no future, and it was not possible for
them all to remain on their father' s small farms, so many
young people emigrated to America. Most of them now live
in Johnstown, Pennsy lvania. They sent money home to their
fathers, and they also contributed to the support of the church
and school. Through the dollars sent home by the
Americans, a brass choir was founded.
Bandrow was independent, but kept close ties with
Steinfelz, Siegental, Obersdorf and Makow. Today
Bandrow is in Poland near the Russian border.

Bandrow was settled in the years 1783-85. What moved
the Kaiser' s commission to settle German farms in this
wildemess, is a question many Bandrowers have asked. The
settlers mostly came from the Pfalz region with names
Frambach, Streilein, Booerstler and Koch predominate. The
sparse soil couldn't feed all the people so farming was a sideline. The main money-eaming occupations were working in
the woods and transporting goods. Field work was done
mostly by the women with scythes and threshing flail.
Up until 1939 in the winter, the spinning wheels whirred
within the houses. In many of the houses one could find
looms before World War I , since the towns people wove
linen for clothing.
The winter snow usually lay over one meter high and
lasted very late in spring. Often the wheat plants would rot,
then summer wheat would need to be planted, but the
farmers bad no money for seed, and many families went
hungry, they had no bread, even potatoes didn't grow well.

Up until the first World War the people lived for
themselves, shut off from the rest of the world. Seldom did
they travel more than 20 km. They were not much involved
with politics but were satisfied with their habits and customs,
and especially enjoyed singing in the spinning room. One of
the prettiest memories each Bandrower would have
was the Christmas service singing 'Silent Night, Holy
Night'.
Many young men were drafted in World War I and it
was then that the people leamed about other people, lands
and culture. lt was a hard time during the war as there were
fewer chances to eam money; many families were hungry
because the Russians took away from them the little they
had. Many men and women took the hard path through the
Carpathian Mountains to Hungary and Bukowina and came
back with goods needed for living. After the retum of the
draftees many conditions improved, especially in farming
and availability of fertilizer. Pastor Bolek accomplished the

The Bandrow Brass Band
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most progress by his intervention with the Polish authorities.
He arranged to sell lumber and from the proceeds, the
community purchased a threshing machine and fertilizer and
from that time, no one had to go hungry and prosperity
increased.
About World War II, when the German troops defeated
Poland in 1939, an agreement was reached with the Soviets
to create a demarcation line at the San River, and an order
came from the military to take all Germans with them. All the
Bandrowers had to hurriedly pack their wagons and leave.
After a terrible three week journey through the devastated
and clogged streets they arrived in Warthegau. They were
assigned farms near Gnesen. Soon they were all in
possession of formerly Polish farms and working them as if
they belonged to them. Things went well with them. They
worked the land, repaired buildings and met production
quotas as ordered. In 1945 fate hit the settlers again. They
left everything behind and fled. They were quartered in the
region Gifhorn-Wolfsburg.
Most were given farm houses, since there was an overall
shortage of knowledgeable farmers. They bad to work hard
so they wouldn't starve, but they were used to hard work. In
1946 the new Volkswagen factory was built from the ruins in
Wolfsburg. Only the old people remained on the farms, the
others were picked up in buses and driven to work at the new
factory.
In the region around Gifhorn there were still many
fallow, untilled sandy tracts of land. A settler association was
instituted. Tue former Bandrowers invested their Volkswagon
earned money and built houses. Of the 40 farnilies that
remained residing in Gifhorn, 69 houses were built.
The left-behind old Bandrow we have learned is mostly
destroyed since partisan combat took place there until 1947.
Ukrainians fought against their evacuation and then Poles
from Krakow came to their place. The beautiful church isn't
standing. Only a few cemetery stones identify that here
German people lay buried. Only the large spruce forest
rustles over the valley and the ruins of the place Bandrow,
where once, people lived happily.
My Bandow Chonicle
During my childhood (1 was born in 1913 in Bandrow),
the old people said our forefathers bad come to Bandrow and
the surrounding area during Empress Maria Theresa's time
(1717-80). Tue German settlers established Bandrow
Colony; the new settlement was so-named to distinguish it
from the original village at the site, Bandrow Narodowy,
which is still inhabited by Ukrainians and Jews. In the
neighborhood of Bandrow other German villages still exist
such as Steinfels, Siegental, Obersdorf, Makowa, Prinzental,
Brikedau, Domfeld, Theodorshof and others. The "new
Bandrow" was entirely new and wholly German. Both
villages endured beside each other until 1939.
Tue Germans in Bandrow were descendants of farnilies
originating in southern Germany (Pfalz). They spoke
Schwabian dialect. Tue farnilies of Bandrow that are known
to me are listed below.
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Adelman, George - large fanner, #28 Steimke **
Adelman, Jakob - landed proprietor, #75, killed in action in
1944, mother and sister in Evessen.
Ackermann, George - farmer #77, Plattendorf**
Ackermann, Heinrich - farmer #83, Mecklenburg, B Ger.
Boerstier, Adam - farmer #16, Guzum *
Boerstier, Wilhelm - farmer #34, Guzum *
Boersder, Georg - landed proprieLor #20, d. in
Warthegan, his farnily is in East Germany.
Boerstler, Georg - landed proprietor, Geri **
Boerstler, Wilhelm - cottager, now in W. Germany
Frambach, Jakob - farmer #87 Evessen, *
Frambach, Jakob - farmer #86, Fallersleben **
Frambach, Adam - farmer #79, Gross-Oessingen. **
Frambach, Adam - farmer, lives in Ost-Friesland.
Frambach, Joseph - laborer, Meckienburg, E. Germany
Frambach, Georg - farmer #23, Varel, Kreis Friesland
Frambach, Heinrich - farmer #82, Varel, Kreis Friesland
Frambach, Heinrich - farmer #29, Schleswig-Holstein
Frambach, Georg - cobbler #98, d. during 1945 flight
Frambach, Wilhelm - is in Kreuzburg, Poland.
Grimm, Wilhelm - d. in Russia 1944. Farnily in
Plattendoif **
Hennig, Jacob - farmer #91, Varel, Kreis Friesland (brotherin-law of John Umbach, Johnstown, PA. Father of
Valentine Hennig of Wolfsburg, W. Ger.)
Hilbrunner, Karl - farmer, Wettendorf **
Hubrunner, Heinrich - landed proprietor, now in SchleswigHolstein.
Jung, Adam - farmer #30, perished in 1945 flight.
Jung, Wilhelm - fanner, Wettendorf, **
Jung, Philipp - farmer #33, Eutzen **
Jung, Wilhelm - farmer d. in Eutzen **
Jung, Valentin - farmer, Wettendorf **
Jung, Wilhelm - cottager #38, Plattendoff **
Jung, Heinrich - farmer #15, Eutzen, **
Koch, Valtin - farmer #21, Eutzen ** (brother of Katherine
Mack, stepmother of William Mack, Johnstown, PA.)
Koch, Johann - farmer #32, Varel, Kreis Friesland
Koch, Adam - farmer #31, Gilzum, *
Koch, Jakob - farmer #12, Gross-Gesingen, ** (brother of
George Koch, Johnstown, PA)
Koch, Adam - farmer #18, Plastan **
Koch, Heinrich - cottager, Mecklenburg, B. Germany
Koch, Katharina & Marie - smithy #22, Fallersleben
Licht, Philipp - farmer #14, d. in 1950 in Gitliom where his
farnily lives.
Licht, Philipp - carpenter #13, Mecklenburg, B. Ger.
Licht, Wilhelm - landed proprietor #25, Eutzen **
Licht, Wilhelm - landed proprietor #94, d. in 1945during
flight. His family lives in Kreis Gifliom.
Mohr, Georg - farmer #80, Repke ** (brother of Christine
Mack, mother of William Mack, Johnstown, PA.)
Mohr, Jakob - farmer #80, Repke, **
Mohr, Wilhelm - farmer #96, Schleswig-Holstein.
Mack, Wilhelm - landed proprietor #78, Kneitlingen *
(cousin of Wm. Mack, Johnstown, PA.)
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Mack, Heinrich - landed proprietor, Wolfsburg (uncle of
Wm. Mack, Johnstown, PA.)
Mack, Wilhelm - Ahlum *
Petri, Adam - He immigrated to Canada, but has familv in
Boetzenhagen, **
Streilein, Wilhelm - #90, d. in Platendorf; family lives there.
Streilein, Jakob - #24, he is rnissing. His family lives in
Wettendorf.
Streilein, Wilhelm and Georg - carpenter #63, Oerl **
Schneck, Jakob - farmer #881, rnissing. Family is in
Schleswig-Holstein.
Schneck, Gustav - musician #97, Wolfsburg,**
Schneck, Rudolph - musician #81, whereabouts unknown.
Umbach, Wilhelm - farmer #92, Evessen, *
Umbach, Elisabeth #88, Fullersleben, **
* denotes from Kreis Wolfenbuettel
** denotes from Kreis Gifhorn

Folk Festivals. Habits. Customs of Our Village
On the Feast of St. Nikolaus, Dec. 6, the children
wearing disguises, sang, recited poems and requested
donations and paraded, going from farm to farm.
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Christrnas was celebrated in church on Dec.24 at noon.
The teacher worked with the pastor in drilling the children in
songs, poetry, and rehearsal of N ativity plays. The trombone
choir (1 was one of the trombonists) and guitar choir often
played amidst the fir trees' flickering light. The church was
a beautiful sight. On Silvesterabend (New Year's Eve) a
quiet church service took place to mark the year' s end. The
new year was greeted in with cannon shots and joyful shouts.
On January 6, Epiphany, the women took great pains with
the feast day. The youth dressed as the Magi, went from
house to house singing, reciting poems and asking for gifts.
Raised dough was fried for Fastnacht (Shrove Tuesday)
and the young people and often their elders played practical
jokes. In early times children were confirmed on
Gruendonnerstag (Maundy Thursday) and disrnissed from
school to begin their life' s work. Later the practice was
stopped.
Karfreitag (Good Friday) was a quiet day with a church
service, and all field work came to a standstill. On Easter a
ceremony was held at daybreak in the cemetery with a brief
devotional, trombone choir playing anthems to the Creator.
The festive Easter service then took place in the church, and
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later followed Ascension day. On Pfingstsonntag (Pentecost), the cowherds drove the cows and horses out to the
pastures beyond the village boundary. Everyone wanted to
be the first to complete the task because the last to arrive with
his cows had to contend with the nickname "Pfingstluemmel
(Pentecost lout) for an entire year. On Pentecost every
cottage, gate, door, window and fence were decorated with
birch branches and other greens which gave us a holiday
mood. We also celebrated a harvest festival in the evening
with "Tanzbein" (dancing leg). Reformation festival was a
solemn service held 31 Oct. On All Soul' s Day we
recognized our dead in a solemn church service and
decorated graves.
Evangelical Luthern Church in Bandrow
Tue Evangelical Lutheran Church had a long nave with
a choir loft on which was built a !arge organ with a screen of
many sized pipes. The bellows bad tobe pumped. The square
steeple had a pointed roof and in the belfry was a large bell,
which was later taken away during World War 1. The large
main entrance had heavy doors which led to the sacristy and
pastor's garden. The church held about 500-600. Our altar
was beautiful! lt was large, artisticallv fashioned and
adomed with crucifix and candlesticks. The chancel was to
the left ofthe altar, on the men's side. The women sat in the
nave of the church to the right of the entrance. In the loft sat
the youth and choir. The Bandrow pastors also spiritually
cared for the faithful from villages of Steinfels, Siegental,
Obersdorf, Makowa and lrrinzental. My grandfather Johann
Jakob Frambach, Philip Licht, Wilhelm Streilein, Adam
Koch, Jakob Frambach, Adam Jung, and Jakob Hennig to
my recollection, have served on the parish council. Tue
Cemetery lay behind the church, it was surrounded by a
living fence of pines. The other parishes (listed above) had
their own cemetenes.
The German School
Tue German school (attendance averaged l 00-120) was
in the rniddle of the village, with teacher' s residence near by.
Tue teachers were all Germans. Within my recollection,
there were the following teachers: Henning, Eduard
Zeppesch, Jakob Damm, Bechfloff from Domfeld, Gustav
Brubacher, Hans Kling, and Mr. Wolf.
The village was not only under Austrian rule but also
under Poland, German burgermeisters and a German local
govemment. My father, Jakob Frambach, occupied the
burgermeisters office for several years. Tue community also
bad twelve councilmen. We did not have a registrar ofbirths,
marriages and deaths because it was customarily a church
ceremony.
Agriculture in Bandrow
The soil was good, heavy, loamy soil. Climate was
severe winters, warm summers, much rain on the edge of the
Carpathian mountains. Parts of our land were hilly, others
level. Tue village extended into the forest. On both sides of
the village brook lay long rows of farm buildings. Tue
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Frankish (Waldhufendorf) or southem German field
division was prevalent; from the farm buildings the field
paths went left and right to the boundaries or village borders.
In this way the plots of land of the farms lay in long strips. At
the end of the long strips lay the woodlands, then began the
boundaries to the bordering village. lt was thus: on the
village street were farm buildings, then the gardens,
pastures, fields, meadows and woodlands.
Livestock were kept and bred. Horses were sirnilar to
the Oldenburger breed. The horned cattle were red or white
spotted. There were large and small varieties of pigs. The
Germans did not keep sheep. The fruit grown were apples,
pears, plums and cheiries. They grew wheat, rye, oats,
barley, potatoes, tumips (not sugar beets) and clover.
The farm buildings were mostly arranged in a rectangle.
On the sides of the dwelling were haylofts and implement
sheds. The buildings were enclosed with fences with flowers
and vegetable gardens presenting a homey picture. Each
farm bad a name and was usually a play on the name of the
original inhabitant or the result of a particular location or
craft: Der Ellhof (ell faim), Der Perchacker, Dew
Kastanienkop (chestnut head), Der Derrehuebel (dry
hillock), Der Stumpenacker (stump field), Das Wiesental
(meadow valley), Der Muehlberg (rnill hill), Die Muehlwies
(rnill meadow), Die Jedewies (common meadow).
Lutheran private school

List of Farmers of Bandrow-Unterdoff:
Farnily Name
House#
The Parsonage
#89
Wilhelm Umbach
#88
Jakob Frambach
#87
Jakob Frambach
#86
Village Hall
#85
Heinrich Ackerman
#83
Henrich Frambach
#82
Jakob Schneck
#81
George Mohr
#80
Adam Frambach
#79
Wilhelm Mack
#78
Georg Ackermarm
#77
Wilhelm Licht
#76
Jakob Adelman & Katherine #75

Farm Name
Speters
S'hanses
S'jokobs
S'hanams
Schuleres
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Wilhelm Streilein
Jakob Hennig
Wilhelm Umbach
Henrich Ackerman
Wilhelm Licht
Henrich Ackerman
GeorgMohr
Josef Frambach
Georg Frambach
Wilhelm Streilein

#90
#91
#92
#93
#94
#95
#96
#97
#98
#63

S'junge
S'Christians
S'nicklose
S'Schnecke
S'Amols
Scheowczeks
S'Petrantanz

From Jalowa (a settlement belonging to Bandrow)
Adam Frambach, Wilhelm Mack, Heinrich Mack, and
Georg Bocrstler
Farmers of Fuhrwerk or Oberdoü:
Georg Frambach
Jakob Koch
Valentin Koch
Georg Boerstier
Heinrich Jung
Adam Koch
Wilhelm Schneck
Adam Boerstier
Heinrich Jung
Philipp Licht
Philipp Licht
Jakob Koch
Wilhelm Grimm
Adam Streilein
Heinrich Streilein
Jakob Streilein
Jakob Koch
AdamPetri
ß.Qtl

Heinrich Streilein
Wilhelm Licht
Wilhelm Jung
Wilhelm Boerstler
Adam Licht
Georg Adelmarin
Johann Frambach
Adam Jung
Adam Koch
Johann Koch
Philipp Jung
Wilhelm Boerstier
Wilhelm Streilein
Wilhelm Jung

#23
#22
#21
#20
#19
#18
#17
#16
#15
#14
#13
#12
#11
#10
#9
#8
#7
#6
#24
#25
#38
#26
#27
#28
#29
#30
#31
#32
#33
#34
#35
#36

Handwels
Muellers
SiBaeckers
S'Jerks
Schnecks or Schuetz
S'Vilsjakobs
Schuhmeisters
Schneiders
Bezeheis' ches
S'niklose
S'niklose
Luetze
Handwels

S'valtins
S'maricks
Schulhaus
S'brone
Sawinns
Emels
Kunrats
Weisse or Schmieds
Beteres
Klebsche

There were two watermills in the lower village by the
brook. Groats and bread flour were ground. The millers were
not German, and for that reason most inhabitants had their
flour ground in Ustchiki at the large mill by the railroad
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bridge. Almost everyone baked their own bread, buns, rolls,
cake and they did their own butchering. We had no
specialized butcher shops; meat, sausage, bacon and lard
could be bought in the grocery store. Mail for Bandrow had
tobe fetched from Ustchiki then sorted and delivered. Fora
long time the local post receiving office was in Jakob
Frambach' s house #97. Also my father managed the post for
some time. Later a Polish letter carrier was appointed Tue
closest railway station was Ustchiki, somewhat further lay
Chyrow. There was no transportation line from our village,
however lines went in several directions from Ustchiki. Tue
main roads around Bandrow were not good.
Tue police station was between Bandrow Colony and
Bandrow Narodowy. The relationship with the Polish police
and govemment became really unpleasant when Hitler
advanced on the Corridor and on Danzig (Gdansk) and when
he occupied Austria and Bohemia. From this point on the
Polish govemment and its officials were harsh and
unfriendly towards the ethnic Germans. However much
misery and pain were mitigated by the Polish police. Tue
demands of the Poles that we Germans become Polish
citizens and join the Roman Catholic church came to
nothing. At the beginning of 1939 Polish bands invaded
Bandrow and wanted to lead away and shoot dead all
Germans. Tue Polish police thwarted the attack.
Officer Migulski suggested the old German mothers
carry out all the dispensable bedding, edibles and drinks.
These were offered to the bands. They finally accepted the
gifts and then were unable to carry out their murderous
plans.
The land east of the San River and north and east of the
Carpathian mountains was early known as Ostgalizien (East
Galicia) or Red Russia. Tue name Galicia originated in the
early Russian principality of Gelitsch or Galich or Halicz
which means "land of salt". There are a number of very large
salt deposits in Galicia; they're also found in west
Galicia around Wieliczka or Krakow. Tue name Red Russia
undoubtedly comes from Rutheman (or Russen, Ukrainer,
Rotrussen) who already occupied the land in ancient times.
Dr. Zoeckler and his colleagues founded the Institute of
the Inner Mission. Tue mission took over medical care,
controlled the provisions, youth, were concemed about the
welfare of old and sick, and promoted the educational
system. They developed sites for the evangelical church,
hospitals and homes for the elderly, children and more.
World War I (1914-1918)
In the fall of 1914 our young men had to report for
Austrian troop duty. In the fall the Austrians withdrew to the
west and in Oct/Nov the Russians advanced into Bandrow
and wintered in our area until spring 1915. They did not
carry out any violent encroachments; no plundering, arson,
mindless destruction, execution or taking of prisoners.
Aiding in the war effort, which would have been difficult to
comply with, was not ordered by the Russians at that time.
Every farmer bad imposed a definite and reasonable
contribution. Nevertheless one gave up all kinds of things
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one had saved because of fear of the Russians. In May 1915
the Austrians and Gennans were able to reach and break
through the Russian front by Corlice-Tarnow and drove the
Russians back towards the north and easL Again Austrians
and Gennans marched into Bandrow. From May 1915 to
November 1918 Bandrow and surrounds were again under
Austria. Then the Austrian-Gennan front was broken
through.
From 1918 our fate was tragic because our home and all
of Galicia was without a ruling body. Neither Gennans,
Austrians or Poles ruled, instead anned insurgents and
murdering bands passed through. Ukrainians, Russians,
Poles and the Red and White Annies struggled over the land
ownership. Tue bands made life very insecure with surprise
attacks, raids, thievery and crimes were the order of the day.
Finally in the struggle against the Russians, Pilsudski and the
Poles were able to secure Galicia. From 1920-21 the new
Polish state strengthened itself and was able to occupy
Galicia and of course, Bandrow.

1920-1939

We Gennans were happy again to live under ordered
circumstances. We could have Gennan teachers, maintain
our school, churches, pastors and burgomeisters. As under
Austria, cultural and religious life bloomed. Tue Gennans
bad few connections with the Ukrainians in the neighboring
village of Bandrow-Narodowy. Tue Ukrainians were of the
Greek Catholic rite-the Eastem Church. The Poles were
culturally superior to the Ukrainians and more compatible
with the Germans. Only German was spoken in Bandrow; I
never heard another language there. This not at all bad
situation lasted until 1938 when Hitler raised bis claim to the
Corridor and Danzig and when he occupied Austria,
Bohemia and the Memelland. Outside of Bandrow the
Gennans dealt mostly with Polish and Jewish shops, factory
owners in Ustchiki; almost without exception, these Poles
and Jews spoke German well.

1939-1945

In September 1939 the Gennan infantry and tank troops
marched through our village. On 30 September at night the
German 55 resettlement staff came. At 10 p.m. we were
awakened and dressed in a hurry. Horses were harnessed up;
the most necessary bedding and clothing were loaded,
women and children climbed onto the wagons. After
midnight we were led away from our dear village. Fumiture,
animals, utensils, house and fann bad to be left behind since
we bad been told that the Russians would occupy our village
in the moming. For this reason the Gennan forces had gotten
us up at night and took us behind the border on the San. We
crossed one of the temporary bridges over the river erected
by the German engineering units. Tue trek was taken to the
estate laandshut near Przemysl, which estate belonged to the
Polish Count Potocki. Resettlement took place so quickly
that many Bandrowers still today, in 1953, can think about
the sudden loss of our home only with pain and sadness. Tue
trek next went beyond Przemysl to Krakow. From there old
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women and children were transported by truck and bus to
Gnesen. Horses and wagons were taken over by the young,
single Bandrowers and several days later arrived in Gnesen.
Tue 55 made living quarters for us by forcibly removing the
Poles from their fanns and properties. There was at the time
a saying which proved tobe true: "An eye for an eye, a tooth
for a tooth .. " As probably always takes place by such action,
much was handled unfairly. By the method in which
property and homes were taken from the Poles and given to
us, Iittle was asked about what one bad lost. There were cases
in which the prosperous and propertied were put into small,
miserable situations while others who bad few or no
possessions suddenly received large farms.
The Bandrowers were pulled apart by this distribution
in Warthegau. Tue old beautiful unity was destroyed by it.
Also the old church parish came to an end. Part of the
Bandrowers came to Bersssdorf, Kreis Gnessen, others to
Elsenhof, Wengershof, Dorsfelde in Kreis Gnesen; still
others went to Kloetzen, Bischofsee, Seeheim, Paulsdorf,
Kleedorf, Bismarcksfelde, to Goslau, Moltenhagen and
finally into the city of Gnesen itself. The old parish register
was taken to Welnau. Tue young and fit men were divided
and taken to the Wehrmacht to fight in World War II. The
older men, women and youth were ordered to the fields and
there they did their very often difficult work for the
homeland.
The old church register was, in the course of the War,
collected from Commissar Seegman in Welnau by Pastor
Bilmes and taken to the District Kinship office at Posen. The
whereabouts of this very important book is unknown to me.
The Bandrowers who were settled in W arthegau belonged to
the following parishes: Bernsdorf, Elsenhof, Wengershof,
Dorsfelde belonged to Pastor Eilmes. Kloetzen, Boschofsee,
Seeheim, Paulsdorf, Kleedorf, and Bismarcksfelde belonged to the Kloetzen parish.
Goslau, Moltenhagen and the Bandrowers in the city of
Gnesen stood under the pastor of the city parish of Gnesen,
Supt. Zellman.

Second Expulsion and Flight from Warthegau in 1945

In January the front came closer to Gnesen. We could
hear the cannons thunder and at night see the sky lit by fires.
Again the question was asked, "What will become of us who
live on the Polish estates?"
On January 20, 1945 the order came to flee again
because the Russians were advancing and would soon take
the area. Now for the second time since 1939 fear and pain
came to us. The long wagon trek set off from Bernsdorf
toward the west. Other treks joined on. lt was so cold, the
streets so icy, the east wind so cutting; as a result of the deep
freeze, the snow quickly became ice. The Russians were on
our heels so haste was imperative. Many wagons upset
because they bad to move without lights; they rolled down
the slopes, the injured screamed, but no help could be given.
So that the servants, most of whom supported the Poles,
could not attack us in the rear, they bad to travel with us.
Many who did not want to do that escaped. The misery we
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experienced no one could forget even if he lived to be quite
old. How many little children and the sick froze? How many
bitter tears were shed at that time. Heaven was beseeched to
send help. The trek was filled with agony. I speak from
personal experience for my little daughter Frieda, who was
just three at the time, almost died from the cold. We found a
lit house and went in and slowly we brought the totally
exhausted child back to life. Our women and children bad to
look on again and again, as frozen children were carried
from the wagons and laid at the edge of the road. There was
no time for Christian burial because the ground was frozen
hard as stone. We continued because the Russians were not
farbehind.
The trek was very dangerous because of the enemy
pilots, not only the Russian but Allied planes attacked us and
threw bombs down on us. lt helped little that we tried to dig
ourselves deeply into the ground because the pilots still hit us
as they flew very low. How many were killed by that action!
How inhumane that the war sent defenseless and suffering
women, children, sick and elderly, not armed soldiers, to
their fate.
This flight led us out of Bernsdorf through Birnbaum
and Schwerin. After eight days we rested for a longer time in
Strohdehne, Kreis Brandenburg, on the Havel. Here we bad
to give up our horses and wagons to the Wehrmacht. My
family was quartered with a farnily by the name of Vogt,
when they received the news their only son bad been killed.
By the middle of March 1945 we leamed we bad been
assigned to Kreis Gifhorn (W. Germany). In Rathenow we
were loaded onto freight cars and taken to Lower Saxony in
the Bnglish Zone. Henceforth Bandrowers were quartered in
the following places in Kreis Gifhorn:
Taeschendorf, Ohrdorf, Butzen, Oerl, Repke, Grass
Oessingen, Fallersieben, Boitzenhagen, Plastau, Zasenbeck,
Wolfsburg.
At the end of October 1945, the refugees who were in
Taeschendorf, Ohrdorf, Piastau and Zasenbeck bad to be
resettled in Ostfriesland, for example in Varel, Wiefels,
Haddien and Zwickoem because of the closeness of the
Russian zone. From January until May 1946 the following
farnilies were moved from Ostfriesland:
Farnilies Katharina Adelmann, Jakob Frambach to
Bvessen. Farnilies Wilhelm Boerstler, Adam Koch to
Gilzum. Farnily Wilhelm Mack to Kneitlingen, all within
Kreis Wolfenbuettel. Farnily Jakob Frambach to Querum,
Kus. Braunschweig. Farnilies Katharina Adelmann, Wilhelm
Umbach, Valentin Frambach to Bvessen, Krs. Wolfenbuettel.
Farnilies Adam Koch, Henrich Koch, Wilhelm Koch,
Johann Koch, Adam Boerstler, Wilhelm Boerstler, Jakob
Jung to Gilzum, Krs. Wolfenbuettel. Farnilies Wilhelm
Mack, Jalowa to Ahium, Krs. Wolfenbuettel. Farnilies Jakob
Frambach, Adam Umbach, Kath. Koch, Maria Koch to
Fallersleben, Krs. Gifhorn. Farnilies Heinrich Mack,
(Jalowa), Gustav Schneck, Valentin Hennig to Wolfsburg,
Krs. Gifhorn. Farnilies Katharina Petri, Adam Licht to
Boitzenhagen, Krs. Gifhorn. Farnilies Valentin Koch,
Philipp Jung, Heinrich Jung, Wilhelm Jung, Wilhelm Licht
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to Butzen, Kr. Gifhorn. Farnilies Wilhelm Schneck, Wilhelm
Streilein, Georg Streilein, Georg Boerstler (Jalowa), Jakob
Frambach at Oerl, Krs. Gifhorn. Farnilies Jakob Mohr,
Georg Mohr, Adam Jung, to Repke, Krs. Gifhorn. Farnilies
Wilhelm Jung, Valentin Jung, Georg Jung, Adam Jung, Karl
Hilbrunner (Jalowa), Jakob/Margarethe Streilein, Jakob
Mohr to Wettendoif, Krs. Gifhorn. Farnilies Adam
Frambach, Jakob Koch, Wilhelm Licht to Gr. Oessingen,
Krs. Gifhorn. Valentin Frambach farnily to Linkwedel, Krs.
Gifhorn. Georg Frambach, Heinrich Frambach, Jakob
Hennig, Johann Koch, Jakob Streilein to Varel, Friesland.
Wilhelm Licht, Adam Frambach, Jakob Streilein, Adam
Streilein, Wilhelm Grimm, Wilhelm Licht to Plattendorf,
Krs. Gifhorn. Wilhelm Mohr, Johann Frambach, Jakob
Schneck to SchleswigHolstein. Pastor Klee to Hausen
a'L.Krs. Reutlingen.

In the Russian Zone:
Wilhelm Frambach to Kreuzburg, Ober Schleswig,
Poland. Heinrich Ackermann, Wilhelm Ackermann, Josef
Frambach, Philipp Licht, Heinrich Koch, Wilhelm Streilein
to Mecklenburg.
Before World War I the following Bandrowers
immigrated to America:
Heinrich Frambach, Jokob Frambach, Adam and
Heinrich Umbach, Heinrich Ackermann, Adam Streilein,
Heinrich Hennig (Chicago), Johann Jakob, Georg Umbach,
Wilhelm Ackermann, Peter Frambach, Adam Koch, Adam
Frambach, Georg Jung to Johnstown, PA. Jakob Adam and
Peter Streilein to (?) Adam Schneck (Chicago). Georg Adam
Ackermann, Valentin Licht, Margarete Ackermann, Jakob
Jung, Heinrich Schneck_ _ Jung, Wilhelm Licht, Wilhelm
Streilein, Wilhelm Streilein
Jung, Georg Boerstler,
Valentin Licht, Adam Adelmann, Wilhelm and Kath Koch
to Jamestown, PA.
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Recollections of Bandrow
© by Ernst H. Ackermann and Edward T. Ackermann
Bandrow was a lovely little German settlement wedged
between two Ukrainian villages in the foothills of the
Carpathian Mountains. There were about 100 families living
in Bandrow and all but two were farmers, the other two
families were cobblers. Our schools and church were
entirely German; the people in the village barely understood
any other language. The town had one main road lined on
both sides with houses, gardens and yards. There was no
running water and no inside toilet. The toilet was located
about 10 yards from the house. In 1937 our schoolteacher,
Hans Kling, made a small crystal radio with a battery and
wires. lt crackled and sometimes when the wires were
moved correctly, we could hear voices. The teacher was also
the only one in town with a bicycle; sometimes he taught the
children how to ride the bicycle.
Origins and Youth - Our Horne Town of Bandrow
As you came into Bandrow, the first house was Jewish,
with a small bar in it, and a "sort of' general store. Then came
the Ackermanns, nicknamed S'Schmitts. Hornes were
referred to by the nickname of the original settler or his trade.
Across the creek was a public grazing ground for the
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villagers' animals. Up from there was our pastor's house,
then the Evangelistic Lutheran Church, and behind it the
cemetery. Our relatives from neighboring villages would
come to church on Sundays, and sometimes already on
Saturday evening. On the left side were the next
Ackermanns, the S'Nickloses. A few houses up on the right
were the third Ackermanns, the S'Jakobs. And across the
street is where we lived. Our nickname was the S' Arnolds.
Our school was about two miles from us at the other end of
Bandrow, in the Ukrainian section of the village. We always
had to go through their village to go to school. That is how
we leamed to speak their language and they ours. All of us in
Bandrow got along very weil with one another-the
Austrians, the Ukrainians and the Jews. All three Jewish
families had shops. The firstJewish family, called Sjutz, had
a bar. The second Jewish family, right across the street,
called Freums, had a general store. There one could buy
kerosene, sugar or anything eise one needed. They would
take almost anything in trade, which was very good. Mom
traded eggs for sugar, kerosene or flour. In 1938, the
Austrians got together and decided to have our own general
store. So, Uncle Josef gave up his front room for the store.
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That did not leave much room for bis family. A door was cut
into the wall facing the street and the door frame was painted
like a barber pole-diagonal white and red stripes. With
Valentin Jung as the store manager, it was an instant success.
Our properties were like ribbons straight back from the
house, with six-foot basket weave fences on both sides.
There was a second fence only four feet from the other end.
This was to keep the cows from running all over the yard
when we led them to the water at the creek about 40 feet
behind the house. Each farmer had his own private path
divided by a fence. Water came from 6 wells in Bandrow.
Three were on our side of the road, and three on the other
side. At our well there was a big forked tree with a limb about
twenty feet long. A chain was attached to the limb. On the
end of the chain was a wooden pail to haul out the water. Our
houses were built with wood logs about six inches thick and
eighteen inches high. Between the logs we would stuff mud
mixed with moss to keep the wind and cold out. Then the
walls were painted with whitewash, some bluing, along with
some soap to make it shine. In front of the house, facing the
road, normally was the living room, which also served as a
bedroom. Tue entrance was on the side, usually in the middle
of the house. One went left into the living room and to the
right into the kitchen. Every house had a hake oven in the
kitchen. Tue kitchen also served as a guest bedroom, with
sort of a fold out sofa that had a straw sack as a mattress under
the wooden seat. Next to the kitchen was a small room. lt was
sort of a catch all with a bed in it. Our relatives used the bed
when they came on Saturday night for church on Sunday
moming. Our church was the only church around for miles
and Saturday evening was for story telling. From the kitchen
the door led out to the cow and horse bam, all built in a row.
Tue bam door opened to the yard. There was another bam
where we kept the rye, wheat, barley, oats and any other
grain we might have had. At the end of the bam were the
chicken, goose, duck and pig stalls, and beyond that was the
outhouse. In the winter you surely didn't want to stay out
there too long. During some of the winters we had such deep
snow that you could not even get to the outhouse, you had to
be nice to the cows and share the barn with them. Although
most roofs were made of rye straw, our roof was made of
wooden shingles. Our house also had an attic used to store
grain and smoked meat that hung from a straw rope.

dill pickles. In summer, we picked pears at our school. Mom
would dry them for the winter. In the fall, we went into the
woods to gather mushrooms to be dried. Nothing was
wasted. We picked wild blueberries, strawberries and
blackberries, apples, plums and anything edible. Potatoes
were harvested, and what couldn' t fit in the cellar was buried
in the ground. We would dig a pit about a foot deep, about
four feet wide, and sometimes twenty feet long. Tue bottom
was lined with about four inches of rye straw. Potatoes were
piled up in a cone shape, and then covered with about six
inches of straw to keep the potatoes from freezing in the
winter. When all of the potatoes were used from the cellar,
we would get the ones that were buried. In the fall.just about
when the cabbage was ready to be harvested, Mom went out
to pick the big bottom cabbage leaves and wash them. She
then peeled potatoes and grated them real fine. Then she'd
squeeze the water out, add salt and pepper and some garlic.
Tue potatoes were put on the cabbage leaves and baked in the
oven for about ten minutes till nice and brown. This is called
Schiapperkuche-simple but good!
Sundays were special; the food was better. During the
week we ate a lot of raw sauerkraut with cooked potatoes,
onions and cucumbers, and anything edible. Sunday
momings we had cottage cheese with cooked potatoes
served on table linens. On Saturdays, especially during the
summer, Henry and I had to stay home and prepare dinners
as per our mother' s instructions. I remember on many
Saturday aftemoons, we would have to peel onions and cut
them in small pieces. Then we'd put salt on them so when it
came time to eat them, they would not be too strong. On
Saturdays Mom baked about nine loaves of rye bread. She
built a fire in the hake oven early Saturday moming so that
the oven was good and bot when she put the bread in. Henry
and I would chum butter. A good glass of fresh buttermilk
and a fresh slice of bread was heaven ! Our Dad always said
that hunger was the best cook. If you bad food before and
you did not like it, you were choosy, not hungry.

The Clothes We Wore
Our clothes were made of linen. Tue linen was woven
from homegrown flax. When it was ripe, it was bundled up
and let dry. After the flax was dry, it was raked, to get the
seeds out. Tue rakes were made of a board with long pointed
nails about six inches long. They were placed in the wood
sort of staggered in an area of about eight inches by eight
Short Stories - Childhood Memories in Bandrow
inches. We would pull the flax through the rake and catch the
seeds in a sieve, so they could be planted the next year. To get
The Food We Ate
We were poor, but we did not starve. There was a lot of the dried hard outer layer off, the flax was broken with a
sauerkraut and dill pickles to eat. Every farmer grew a lot of homemade wooden brake. Tue brake consisted of two pieces
cabbage and cucumbers-enough to last the winter. We had of wood. Tue bottom part was about chair high to the ground,
two wooden vats, about 5 feet high and 4 feet across. They and bad three pieces of wood plus a bench. The upper part
were filled every year. My younger brother Henry and I were was connected to the bottom part with a wooden pin. Tue
the cabbage stompers. In the late fall farmers got together to broken flax was combed to take all of the remaining skin off.
cut the cabbage into vats, along with salt and caraway seeds, Then it was put on the spinning wheel to make a thread. With
one layer after another, until the vat was füll. Tue same was that thread, our great-aunt would weave linen. She would
done with the cucumbers. Dill and garlic were added along make linen like strips about 3 feet wide and about 20 feet
with salt. Tue vat remained covered until you could smell the long. lt took a lot of work to make that linen. Tue finished
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linen was sort of gray in color. To make it white, it was rolled
out along the creek bed and bleached by pouring water on it.
If we were not careful, the geese and ducks would Jove to
bless it, and the job was twice as hard to bleach all that stuff
out! From that linen, coveralls were made, with shoulder
straps and a drop door in the rear.

playing with other children, the ones that also were taking
care of cattle. The cattle took advantage of this and
disappeared into the State Forest. During the summer
months, June and July, sometimes also August, the cattle
grazed on community property that bordered the State
property. To come home late in the aftemoon without cattle
was like going to hell because we knew what we would get
for not bringing the cattle bome. Our father usually left the
yard gate open at nigbt and in the moming all the cattle
would be resting in the yard, the cows waiting to be milked.
Tending cows in late fall was just no fun, especially if
there was frost already on the ground. We did not always
have shoes, even wben the ground was covered with frost. lt
wasn't because we didn't want to wear them, we just didn't
have shoes to wear. We would hope that a cow would lay

you bad to keep an eye on them all of the time. That job was
usually given to the youngest in tbe farnily.
Farmers' cbildren are always pusbed to tbe limit
between leaming and belping on the farm. As soon as the
winter was over and the cattle could graze, they were driven
to the pasture and tended. Usually an older brother belped
bring the cattle to the proper grazing spot. Before scbool we
had to take the cows out of the bam, and take them to pasture
till daylight came. At daylight the older boys tended the cows
and we went to scbool. After scbool we took the cows out to
graze in the pasture till dark. After dark, with the cows in, we
went bome to do chores. Then it was time to do homework by
a kerosene lamp. Sometimes we forgot ourselves wbile
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down for a little wbile, or relieve berself, so that we could
stand in the spot to warm our feet. The skin of our feet was
often cracked open and hurt a lot, especially at night when
we had to wash our feet before we went to bed. Since we did
not have electricity, or running water-in the house or in the
entire town-there was always something to do. The Jamp
chimneys bad to be cleaned and the lantems filled with
kerosene to be ready for evening. Everyone in the family,
young and old alike, had a cbore to do. Saturday aftemoon
was house cleaning time-inside and out. The wooden
floors were scrubbed with lye soap. After the floor was dry,
we would bring in oat straw and spread it on the floor so that
the dirt from our feet would not stick to the floor as much. On

OurChores
As a farmer' s son, there was little time to play. As soon
as a child was able to help, he had to do so. Our farms were
very narrow-only about 50 feet wide, but they stretched for
about 1220 feet (equal to 1.4 acres). The cows had to be
grazed on that narrow strip of land. One neighbor may have
had wheat on one side, and the neighbor on the other side
may have had potatoes. lt was hard to keep the cows out, so
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Sunday moming the straw was swept into the cow bam
(which was right next to the kitchen.)
Going to School
We all went to school in a one-class room school with all
eight grades taught by one teacher. Our school was located in
the rniddle ofthe Ukrainian town. Bandrow was divided into
a lower and an upper town by the Ukrainian village. The
Ukrainians bad the same arrangement. The Ukrainian
children had to go to their school through our village.
Sometimes we bad fights with them. I do not remember
anybody getting injured, but our mothers sometimes had to
come to settle the fights. In the winter we would get a lot of
snow-sometimes as much as six feet in one night. But, we
never rnissed school-no matter how cold it got, or how
much snow we bad. In 1937 things started to happen in
Bandrow. Our schoolteacher, Hans Klink, started the
German Verein and the older youth became a membership
group. For the first time since World War I, we were required
to take Polish, along with German, in school.

cinnamon, and to top it all off, was browned onions. We also
had cooked rice with cinnamon and brown sugar, topped
with breadcrumbs fried in lard. Pirogues and holupsi were
served. We also had mashed potatoes and gravy, sauerkraut
and smoked harn. lt was the BEST day of the year!
Playing with Balls and Hulahoops
In the summer we would play ball. We made the ball out
ofhorse and cow hair. We would brush the horses and cows,
and save the hair to make the ball. We' d make the hair wet,
and squeeze it together. When we bad enough hair, we would
put a skin on it, made out of an old sock. We also made hulahoops. We' d pick a nice straight hazelnut shoot, and wrap it
around to hold it together.

Pranks
For fun as kids we did some dumb things. In the wintertime, we 'Used to get together and play dumb tricks on some
people-especially on Mr. Pantliman. He lived right next to
Uncle Josef (our Mom's brother). One night a group of us
kids got together. We took Pantliman's sied, which was a
heavy log sled. In the deep snow, we pulled the sied onto his
SnowSkiing
In the winter of 1928-1929, it was so bitter cold that roof! Then we put his wife's skirt on it as a flag! In the
when we chased the birds from under the roof on the outside summertime we' d pester them too. Their outhouse was made
of the house, they flew into the open about three yards and of four poles, with rye straw as siding. In the evening, we
would hide in Uncle Josefs yard and wait for Pantliman to
fell to the ground. We took them into the bam to thaw out
and then let them go. We made skis for ourselves from fence use the toilet. We'd use hazelnut bark to make a rope, and
planks, withjust a strip of string across our shoes. We always we'd tie it to one of the poles. When he sat down and was
made sure that the gaps in the fence were not visible, hard at work, we would pull the outhouse over-with him in
otherwise, there was hell to pay ! We took a hatchet and it!
Pantilman bad a white horse-it was more like a pony.
chopped them to a point. Then we' d swipe a piece of hamess
to make straps to hold the homemade skis onto our feet. We One night, while this pony was grazing, we decided to paint
also made our own ice-skates out of wood with a strip of flat this little horse black. The paint was made of soot and water.
metal nailed to the bottom and strings to tie them to the shoes. We painted everything on that horse, except for a streak on
his forehead, and one leg. Then we waited for Pantliman to
We skated on the hard snow-packed streets.
look for his horse grazing in pasture. He called for his horse,
Sewa, for some time, not knowing that the horse was
Chrlstmas in Bandrow
We would sit many nights hand-separating wheat for a standing next to him. Finally after about fifteen rninutes, he
special treat for Christmas. Mom would cook the wheat till walked over to this black horse to pet him. He found out
the hulls would cook off. Then she' d wash the wheat to wash when he put his hand on him, that this horse was Sewa. Then
the hulls off. Then, she' d cook that again, with poppy seeds all hell broke loose! We ran home and sneaked into the
and sugar. Christmas Eve we would all go to church. The house, pretending that we had been in bed all along. Our Dad
school children would recite Christmas poems and adult told him that his kids were in bed already, so we got away
chorus would go into the church steeple and blow their homs with that one!
and bugles, playing Christmas music. On the way home, the
moonlight was bright and everyone would run home to light Our Entertainment - Stories Handed Down
Our entertainment was story telling. Here are a few of
their Christmas tree candle lights. The few presents that were
under the Christmas tree were really appreciated. Most ofthe the stories that I remember being told.
time we got things that we desperately needed-like shoes
and socks. All of our toys were self-made. Then, the feast The Logging Sied
Our mother's father, Jakob Frambach, was a forest
began! The adults and relatives ate first, but there was
always enough for all, with all of the different foods that ranger during Austrian times. Later he was appointed forest
Mom made for this special day. There was the cooked wheat, ranger over the Polish state forest. Dad said that in the early
and dry and wet noodles. The dry noodles were cooked, and twenties he had to find a way to get a logging sied, which was
then the water was drained off then white bread crumbs were very expensive if you bad to buy one. If you could find a
fried in lard, till they were nice and brown. The crumbs were good tree with a root thick enough and long enough, you
put on top, along with some brown sugar and a pinch of could cut it in half and you could make your own-but you
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had to find the right tree. Dad went looking for the right tree
in Grandfather's forest, andjust happened to find the right
one! The trouble was that if you got caught stealing the tree,
you would end up injail, so he bad tobe very careful! He cut
the tree down and trimmed it down. He cut it to the right
length and carried the stump part for the sied some distance
away. He cleaned the brancbes away, and made sure there
was not mucb left wbere the tree bad stood. He took a borse
feed sack, wbicb was about three feet long, and about two
feet across, to a big anthill. He gathered the ants, and dumped
them on that stump. Soon, the ants began crawling all over
the place wbere the stump was. Just as he was ready to walk
away from there, Grandfather Frambach got to him. He
asked Dad what he was doing in bis forest. Dad said he was
looking for a sied root. Grandfather told him "Not in my
forest!" Grandfather was looking around, and told Dad, "I
could have swom that there was a tree here somewhere."
Dad didn't say a word-he just grinned to bimself. As Dad
came to the place where he had laid the stump, Grandfather
said, "Weil, I' 11be damned ! I knew there was a tree at that
place!" So, he made Dada deal. He said "Heini, if you can
carry this big stump across the govemment line, you can
have it." To Grandpa's surprise, Dad lifted the stump to his
shoulder, and walked away. Grandfather did not think that
one man could carry it by himself!

Then, he would go in to see if they did the job right. If not, the
General would send in the next applicant, but he did not teil
them what they did wrong. So, one by one, they were all
eliminated, until it came to Dad. The General looked at our
father and said, "1 might as weil give you a chance too."
When our father came out of the office, the General said
"Soldier, did you really clean my desk?" "Yes," our father
said, "1 did clean your desk." The General said, "Soldier, did
you know that everyone before you failed to do it right?
What made you do it correctly?" Our father said ,"Well, sir,
when I was at home our father would teil me 'I don't mind
what you use, as long as you put it back where you found it,'
and that is wbat I did with your pencils and pens."
There was a young Lieutenant in Dad's outfit that
wanted the job as adjutant to the General. He told Dad that if
he told him what he did to become the adjutant, he would see
to it that Dad could get out of the anny. So, Dad told him how
he cleaned it. The Lieutenant said, "You mean it was really
that simple?" Dad said, "lt was for me." The Lieutenant kept
his word, and got Dad out of the anny.

Visits to America
In 1901, our father's stepbrother sent him $21 that he
bad saved working in America. The $21 was enough for a
one way ship fare for Dad to come to America. Dad had to
walk and work bis way to Antwerp to catch a ship to
America. From New York, he went by train to Johnstown,
Pennsylvania. There he worked as an inside riveter for a
railroad company in Gambrie, Pennsylvania. lt was in
Johnstown, Pennsylvania, where our Dad met our Mother.
Her name was Katharina Frambach. She bad also come to
America from Austria. Although our mother and father lived
only a few kilometers apart in Austria, they did not know
each other till they came to America. Our grandfather on our
mother's side was an Austrian Forest Ranger, and our father
was only a poor fanner' s son. Our parents got married on
February 17, 1906 in Johnstown, Pennsylvania. Mom and
dad decided to go back to Austria in 1908. Mom stayed in
Austria. Dad came back to America to make some money so
that he could buy his father' s fann. After a few years he went
back to Europe. Dad went back and forth to America eight
times. He spent World War I in America. He came back in
1918 after the war. By the time he got back to us, that part of
Austria was allotted to Poland.

Our Father's Childhood
Our father, Heinrich Peter Ackermann, was born on
December 14, 1880 in Bandrow, Austria. He was the only
son of Wilhelm and Marie Elizabeth Ackermann. He also
bad a sister named Katharine. As we were growing up, Dad
would teil us of his childbood. We always thought we bad it
rough until we listened to what he bad to go through. Our
Grandfather Ackermann died at the age of 43, and being the
only son with a younger sister, be bad a bard time becoming
the man of the bouse (at only 13 years old). Our father told us
about one night wben be and bis mother and sister were
walking home on a snowy moonlit night. There was a
beautiful dog. Our Grandmother froze in her tracks. She
didn't say a word as the beautiful big dog circled them and
lifted bis leg on our Grandmother' s legs. The dog sniffed at
them, and decided to walk away from them. He went down
an embankment over a frozen creek and up a snow bank to a
hill not too far from their house. Grandmother finally got the
strength to move, and take her family home. She didn't say
a word till she got them home and put his sister to bed. Theo Invasion of Bandrow - The Night lt All Began
In early September of 1939 we heard noises that were
she called him to the window. There was the dog, which had
placed himself on the hill in front of their bouse and howled not familiar to us-like thunder without rain. At night we
in the moonlight. Grandmother said, "Look son, that pretty would go to the hilltop behind our house and watch fireballs
fly through the air, then a muffled big boom. On the 13th of
big dog that you petted was not a dog. lt was a wolf."
September we saw some Polish policeman on horseback
coming through our town. They said that the Germans were
Our Father's Service in the Austrian Army
Our Dad served in the Austrian Army from 1898 to coming. A few days later the Germans came through with 3
1900. He served as an adjutant to the Austrian General. lt troop carriers and some on horseback. That was really
was odd how he became the adjutant. The General was special, because we had never seen any motor vehicles in
This was
interviewing officers and soldiers for the job. The General Bandrow before. Everyone was excited.
something
no
had
up
to
this
time
Bandrow.
At
one
seen
in
would send the applicants into his office to clean his desk.
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2:00 a.m. on September 19, 1939, a German in a black
uniform knocked on our door and told us we had to move out
by morning and pack all of our personal things and enough
food for a week. By morning, people were lined up as far as
you could see. Only bread, potatoes, and some flour and lard
were taken. The morning of September 19, 1939, on our
mother's fifty-fourth birthday, we left our Bandrow forever.

about 4 inches thick. Our land was empty. On our neighbor's
land stood a house built out of cinder blocks occupied by a
Polish family. There were a few houses built out of cinder
blocks and occupied by some people. At our time we only
had wooden houses and only the church was built out of
bricks. After 57 years only the brooks, the hills and the
valleys were still the same.

A Visit to Bandrow
On May 17, 1994, Ernst and our brothers, Adam from
Connecticut; Henry from Modesto, California; and Otto
from Whitestone, New York; and our niece Katherine Jean,
also from Connecticut, ventured to Bandrow, to see our
town, the one we could not stop talking about. At the first
sight of our Bandrow, we all were very much disappointed,
because Bandrow did not exist as we remembered it.
Bandrow was a different town for all of us. All the houses
were gone. Only our grandfather's house, the German
school and the Ukrainian schoolhouse were still there. Of
our church all we found was one stone step, nothing else. The
cemetery was still fairly well kept up, the fence was gone, but
it was not desecrated. We have two sisters and two brothers
buried there. We still remembered approximately where the
graves were located, so the four of us picked some flowers
and said a prayer at the gravesite.
Since the water wells still existed, we knew where our
property was. The wells had cement rings about one meter in
diameter; our well was 7 meters deep and the walls were

[The original printing of this article also includes a list of
inhabitants of Bandrow colony, as well as transcripts of
baptismal, death, census and other records. Please refer to
the Galizien German Descendants #18 (April 1999).]
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Web Update

FEEFHS Webmaster's Report
© by John D. Movius, FEEFHS President and Webmaster
The last six months of 1999 have been eventful for our
web site and our Myron Grunwald Memorial web server.
Starting in early June we discovered daily attempts to
penetrate our old web server. Finally a denial of service
attack from a Internet "cracker." 50,000 messages arrived in
a couple minutes to crash our vintage Sun IPX web server for
a day until I discovered this problem. This happened in
mid-July. lt forced us to build and install a second
generation Myron Grunwald Memorial web server on an
accelerated basis to upgrade our defenses.
By mid-August a refurbished Intel P IIl-450 web server
with two high speed (Ultra-Fast SCSI) hard drives using an
undisclosed (for security reasons) operating system was
installed. lt also has an undisclosed but very sophisticated
web browser response software, specifically designed to
thwart "denial of service" and other cracker attacks. Our
web server is again installed on a shared T- l line, co-located
at our ISP, Burgoyne.com, in downtown Salt Lake City. lt
now has 256 meg of RAM and the latest SWISH intemal
search engine index, which autornatically updates our web
site index early every rnorning.
Our second generation Myron Grunwald Memorial
Web Server now has about ten tirnes the speed and capacity
of the old Sun IP server. lt is thought tobe able to take a four
fold increase in hits without a reduction in speed. lt was
especially designed to be very secure and to permit
substantial upgrading in capacity before it is replaced. lt can
accommodate one gigabyte (1,000 meg) of RAM in its 4
slots. This is a very important growth feature of our new
main board, since the total amount of RAM in a web server
directly affects the speed of browser response as well as the
capacity to quickly handle more simultaneous visits.
Three additional 512 Meg RAM modules (currently
costing about $800 each) will be added (one by one) starting
in the year 2000 when FEEFHS Memorial Fund donations
permit and when RAM costs drop again this spring. Tue
FEEFHS Memorial Fund currently has a balance of about
$435. Thus additional donations are needed for the RAM
upgrades to occur on our web server. If the FEEFHS web
site has helped you in any way, please consider sending your
thank you check (in US$) to the FEEFHS Memorial Fund, P.
0. Box 510898, Salt Lake City, Utah 84151-0898. Adding
it to a check for your year 2000 renewal will help us maintain
our traditionally high level of service.
Tue 2nd generation hardware purchase was possible
thanks to the $1,500 raised by the FEEFHS Myrion
Grunwald Memorial fund in the year following the spring of
1998. In addition to many individual contributions from
members (1999 renewals), Gail Grunwald O'Connell
(Myron's daughter) has been a major contributor. Thanks
also are due to founding member IGS and Ted Fetkenheuer,
former editor of Die Pommerschen Leute, for his publicity in
an issue earlier in 1999.
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Recently while at Fall 1999 COMDEX at Las Vegas, I
was able to obtain a review copy of the top web promotion
software. lt generates metadata, boosting top 20 rankings on
WWW search engines and has a submission program for
over 1,500 WWW search engines. I am hopeful we can use
it to promote our FrontPage at http://feefhs.org and some of
our other major web pages. The possibility exists of using
this software to help member organization home pages on
the FEEFHS web site and selected FEEFHS databases in the
future. My review, that will hopefully pay for this $150
software, will appear in the Blue Chips (Utah Computer
Society) magazine during the year 2000.
Another welcorne development is the training of our
first FEEFHS Web Team volunteer, Alan Morgan, an FHL
cataloger of Sandy, Utah. Alan learned the "Lite HTML"
band coding pioneered here on the FEEFHS web site the first
few sessions. He is now working with the webmaster a few
hours each week. His first project was to change URL's of
our DCN "mirror" Map Room Index to point to the FEEFHS
web site. When other mirror URL changes are completed, a
significant reduction in the quarterly DCN rental expense for
our "mirror" will occur.
We are looking for other volunteers as members ofthe
new FEEFHS Web Team living in the greater Salt Lake City
area interested in leaming to code in HTML and helping to
cut into the backlog of stuff to post on our web site.
Growth in the number of web pages and number of hit
continues, pointing toward a 10 million hit year for 1999. If
you are a leader of a FEEFHS member society, you are
encouraged to help keep current your homepage (or
FEEFHS Research Guide Listing, if you now have a
homepage on another server). Please send the names of new
officers and their email address to <webmaster@feefhs.org>
Remember that unless your names and detailed stuff is
on the FEEFHS web server, it will not be indexed by either
our SWISH (Simple Web lndexer System for Humans)
engine or by any of the up to 1,500 WAW search engines
where our URL's are (or will be) found.
If you are a member of FEEFHS and a genealogy
professional, you are encouraged to contact the webmaster at
<webmaster@feefhs.org> to add your listing to the
professional genealogist and/or professional translator
database and also add a homepage for your professional
services business. lts free to professionals and to
organizations as part of your FEEFHS membership.
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Web U p d a t e

Web Site Additions FalVWinter 1999
From July through December 1999 additions to the
FEEFHS web site consisted mainly of additions to ongoing
projects. Of particular value or interest are:
1) FEEFHS Saxony Court Records Project, aimed at
indexing the archival registers to approximately 16,000 reels
of rnicrofilm at the Farnily History Library. Fourteen of 113
registers are now complete and posted on the web site. Span
dates for the original land and court record are rnid 1400s
through the late 19 th century. Accompanying the FEEFHS
indices is a list of German legal terms collated from the
finding aids. http://feehs.org/de/sax/fscrp/scrpamti.html
2) A web finding aid to the Melderegister of Leipzig.
These records, on 3,706 rnicrofilms, document the urban
population by name, profession, address, date of marriage,
nationality, city and state of birth, etc. The register starts

in 1890 and continues through 1944. Additional Melde
documents are available for over 45 other German and
Austrian cities. http://feefhs.org/de/melde/leipzig/
leipzigi.html
3) Mappenstücke collection finding aid. This online
register provides an alphabetical listing of surnames
recorded in this massive collection of compiled genealogies from pre-WWI Germany. Information provided
includes sumame, locality, and Genealogical Society of
Utah rnicrofilm number. http://feefhs.org/de/gi/dzg/
dzgindex.html
4) San Francisco Call extraction project. This
database base now covers the years 1869, 1875-1890 and
includes over 400,000 birth, marriage and death records.
http://feefhs.org/fdb2/sfcal1i.html.

Book Annouricement
by Gayle Schlissel Riley

Ksi gi Metrykalne i Stanu Cywilnego w Archiwach
Pafzstwowych w Polsee
In recent years the Central Office of Archival
Information, part of the Polish National Archives, has
created several useful reference works on Polish records.
One ofthe better we have seen is "Ksifgi Metrykalne i Stanu
Cywilnego w Archiwach Pafzstwowych w Polsee"
This book inventories the vast majority of the civil birth,
death and marriage records currently housed in the National
Archives. Listed are records for the Roman and Greek
Catholic, Lutheran, Protestant and Jewish creeds.
The text is written in Polish, but is easy to use regardless
of farniliarity with the language. Anyone, using a simple
word list, can locate records of interest.
In addition to Polish locality names, some of the towns
are listed by Russian, Prussian and Austrian equivalents.
Some towns are from areas outside of modern Poland.
After each locality listing are boxes for three numbers
identifying the specific archive and record collection that
contains records from that town. Prefacing pages in the text
!ist brauch archives in the national system and their
addresses.
Holdings ·are described first by author, e.g. Roman
Catholic or Civil registration, then by record type and
year(s).
Abbreviations are listed on p. xviii of the text. For
convenience, the most commonly used are translated here.
gm. (grnina): township
gub.(gubemia) Russian provincial jurisdiction
M (malzenstw): marriage
par.(parafia): parish
pow.(powiat): district
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U (urodzen): birth
woj. (wojew6dztwo): contemporary Polish provincal
j urisdiction
Z (zgon6w): death
This text was copyrighted in 1998 and is available, at the
current exchange, for around thirty dollars.
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F E E F H S C o n v e n t i on N e w s

Convention Report 1999/Convention 2000 news
FEEFHS 5th International Convention
The 5th International Convention of the Federation of
East European Family History Societies was held on 24-26
September 1999. Conference participants from throughout
North America and Europe gathered at the Airtel Plaza Hotel
in Van Nuys, California to attend lectures on a broad
spectrum of issues relevant to East and Central European
genealogy. This event was co-hosted by the Immigrant
Genealogy Society and the Glückstal Colonies Research
Association, both of greater Los Angeles.
Over 80 hours of workshops and lectures were offered
on international topics ranging from Belgium and Holland to
Russia and Ukraine. Special ethnic concerns and other
genealogical problems also received extensive attention,
particularly in the areas of Jewish, Kashubian, RussoGerman, Italo-Albanian and Swiss research. Coincident
with FEEFHS expanded involvement with Central
European genealogy, 23 presentations were given on
specifically German subjects.
Several individuals and organizations received awards
for excellence oroutstanding involvement in the field of East
and Central European genealogy. They are:
Donna Cuillard, lecturer 1995-1999
Marilyn Deatherage, 1999 convention registrar
David Dreyer, lecturer 1997-1999
Irmgard Hein Ellingson, lecturer 1994-1999
Jim Faulkinbury, lecturer 1997-1999
German Galizien Descendants, 5 years of excellence
Duncan Gardner, FEEFHS 1st Vice-president 19981999
Thomas K. Edlund, FEEFHS Journal Editor 19981999 and lecturer 1994-1999
Joseph Everett, FEEFHS Journal Managing Editor
Glückstal Colonies Research Association, FEEFHS
founding member and convention co-sponsor 1992
& 1999
Immigrant Genealogical Society, FEEFHS founding
member and convention co-sponsor 1999
Kashubian Association of North America, 3 years of
excellence
Blanche Krbechek, FEEFHS 3rd Vice-president 19981999
Jean Nepsund, IGS research director and lecturer 1999
Marlene Nolte, FEEFHS Treasurer 1998-1999
Toni Perrone, lecturer 1999
Gayle Riley, lecturer 1997-1999
Vladislav Soshnikov, lecturer 1994-1999
Wandering Volhynians, FEEFHS co-founder
Maralyn Wellauer, lecturer 1995-1999
A new Executive Council was also selected and later
ratified by the general membership ofFEEFHS. The council
now stands comprised of:
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Duncan B. Gardiner as President
Laura Hanowski as 1st Vice-president
Marsha Gustad as 2nd Vice-president
Kahile B. Mehr as 3rd Vice-president
Alan R. Morgan as Secretary
Marlene A. Nolte as Treasurer
Non elected Executive Council Members:
Thomas K. Edlund, Editor of the FEEFHS Journal
Charles M. Hall, Founding Past President
John D. Movius, Past President and web master
FEEFHS 2000 Convention
Tue 6th International FEEFHS Convention is scheduled
for 22-24 September 2000, at the Plaza Hotel in Salt Lake
City, Utah. Conference participants can easily conduct
personal or professional research at the Family History
Library located next door to the hotel. Subjects scheduled at
this time include:
Armenian & Georgian research & resources
Austrian military records
Baltic States research & resources
Croatian research & resources
Czech research & resources
Die Ahnenstammkartei collection
East European maps and gazetteers
EWZ records (German)
Finnish research & resources
Germans from Russia
German research & resources (by province)
Greek Catholic research (Galicia)
Greek research & resources
Handwriting & translation: Polish, German, etc.
Immigration & naturalization records
Jewish research & resources
Polish research & resources
Russian, Ukrainian, & Belarusian research
Slovakian research & resources
Slovenian research & resources
Swiss research & resources
Volhynian research and resources
FEEFHS members and the genealogical community at
large are encouraged to attend this upcoming event. lt
promises to be the most significant convention to date. A n
official registration form accompanies this issue. Persons
interested in presenting papers or conducting workshops
should contact the Convention Chair at:
feefhs@feefhs.org
or FEEFHS Convention Chair
P.O. 510898
Salt Lake City UT 841151-0898
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Societies & Organizations

The following societies and organizations currently have homepages or Resource Guide listings on the FEEFHS
web site at http://feetbs.org. To find the homepage of a particular society, use the web site index.

AHSGR, California District Council
3233 North West Avenue
Fresno CA 93705-3402

Carpatho-Rusyn Society
125 Westland Drive
Pittsburgh PA 15217-2538

AHSGR, Central California Chapter
3233 North West Avenue
Fresno CA 93705-3402

Catholic Family History Center
45 Gates Green Road
West Wickham Kent BR4 9DE England, UK

AHSGR, North Star Chapter
6226 5th Avenue South
Richfield MN 55423-1637

Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies
1-169 Riverton Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R2L 2E5, Canada

AHSGR, Southern California Chapter
15619 Ogram Avenue
Gardena CA 90249-4445

Concord/Walnut Creek Family History Center
1523 North EI Carnino Drive
Clayton CA 94517-1028

AHSGR, Ventura Chapter
13095 Westport Street
Moorpark CA 93021-2946

Conversations with the Elders (Chelyabinsk, Siberia
Parish)
c/o Fr. Blaine Burkey, O.F.M.Cap. St. Crispin Friary
3731 Westminster Place, St. Louis MO 63108-3707

American Society of Russian Naval History
12201 Jonathons Gien Way
Hemdon VA 20170-2352
Anglo-German Family History Society
14 River Reach
Teddington, Middlesex, TWl 1 9QL, England
Apati/Apathy Ancestral Association
191 Selma Avenue
Englewood FL 34223-3830
Banat Online Genealogy Mailing List
P.O. Box 262
Lapeer MI 48446-0262
Bender Surname Genealogy Society
P.O. Box 20938
Reno NV 89510-0938
BLITZ (Russian-Baltic Information Service)
907 Mission Avenue
San Rafael CA 94901; St. Petersburg Russia
Bukovina Society of the Americas
P.O. Box 81
Ellis KS 67637-0081
California Czech and Slovak Club
P.O. Box 20542
Castro Valley CA 94546-8542
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Croatian Roots Research Service
161 East 88 th Street
New York NY 10128-2245
Czech and Slovak Genealogy Society of Arizona
4921 East Exeter Boulevard
Phoenix AZ 85018-2942
Czech and Slovak American Genealogy Society of
Illinois
P.O. Box313
Sugar Grove IL 60554-0313
Czechoslovak Genealogical Society International
P.O. Box 16225
St. Paul MN 55116-0225
Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences (CVU)
1703 Mark Lane
Rockville MD 20852-4106
DAGs' Latvian Page
BoulderCO
Danish Historical Archives of Aalborg
Arkivstrrede 1, P.O. Box 1731
DK-9100 Älborg, Denmark
Davis Genealogical Club and Library
c/o Davis Senior Center, 648 A Street
Davis CA 95616-3602
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Die Vorfahren Pommern Database
c/o Jerry Dalum, 9315 Claret Street
San Antonio TX 78250-2523

Societies & Organizations

East European Genealogical Society Inc.
P.O. Box 2536
Winnipeg, MB R3C 4A7, Canada
European Focus Photography
P.O. Box 550
Bountiful UT 84011-0550
Family History Library
35 North West Temple Street
Salt Lake City UT 84150-1003
Family Tree Genealogical & Probate Research Bureau
Falk Minsa UTCA 8
Budapest, Hungary H-1055
Family Tree Press
P.O. Box 2837
Payson AZ 85547-2837
Family Sleuths
P.O. Box 526163
Salt Lake City UT 84152-6163
Finnish Genealogy Group
2119 21st Avenue South
Minneapolis MN 55404
Galizien Gennan Descendants
2035 Dorsch Road
Walnut Creek CA 94598-1126
Genealogical Forum of Oregon, Inc.
2130 SW 5th Avenue
Portland OR 97201-4934
Genealogical & Historical Council of the Sacramento
Valley
P.O. Box 214749
Sacramento CA 95821-0749
Genealogical Publishing Company
1001 North Calvert Street
Baltimore MD 21202-3809

Genealogy Unlimited, Inc.
P.O. Box 537
Orem UT 84059-0537
The Geographer and Historian
P.O. Box478
Lakewood CA 90714-0478
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German-Bohemian Heritage Society
P.O. Box 822
New Ulm MN 56073-0822
German Genealogical Digest, Inc.
P.O. Box 112054
Salt Lake City UT 84147-2054
Gennan GenealogicaJ Society of America
2125 Wright Avenue, Suite C-9
La Veme CA 91750-5814
Germanic Genealogy Society
P.O. Box 16312
St. Paul MN 55116-0312

German Research Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 711600
San Diego CA 92171-1600
Germans from Russia Heritage Collection
c/o NDSU Libraries, P.O. Box 5599
Fargo ND 58105-5599
Gennans from Russia Heritage Society (GRHS)
1008 East Central Avenue
Bismarck ND 58501-1936
German Translation Service
1918 Medfield Road
Raleigh NC 27607-1027
Germans from Russia Heritage Society
International Headquarters
1008 East Central Avenue
Bismarck ND 58501-1936
GRHS, Northern California Chapter
6304 39 th Avenue
Sacramento CA 95824-1912
Gesher Galicia
1658 Estate Circle
Naperville IL 60565
Glückstal Colonies Research Association
611 Esplanade
Redondo Beach CA 90277-4130
Gottscheer Heritage and Genealogy Association
174 South Hoover Avenue
Louisville CO 80027-2130
Heimatmuseum der Deutschen aus Bessarabien
Florienstrasse 17
70188 Stuttgart, Germany
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Hungarian Jewish Special Interest Group
P.O. Box 34152
Cleveland OH 44134

Societies & Organizations

Landsmannschaft der Deutschen aus Russland
Raitelsbergstrasse 49
70188 Stuttgart, Germany

Institute for Migration & Ancestral Research
Richard-Wagner-Str. 31
D-18119 Warnemünde, Germany

Latvian SIG 5450
Whitley Park Terrace #901
Bethesda MD 20814-2061

Immigrant Genealogy Society
P.O. Box 7369
Burbank CA 91510-7369

"A Letter from Siberia"
c/o Fr. Blaine Burkey, O.F.M.Cap., St. Crispin Friary
3731 Westminster Place, St. Louis, MO 63108-3707

International Institute of Archival Science
Glavni trg 7
62000 Maribor Slovenia

Liebling (Banat) Village Association
1 Ariel Court, Nepean
Ontario, Canada K2H 8Jl

Jensen Publications
c/o Larry 0 . Jensen, P.O. Box 441
Pleasant Grove UT 84062-0441

Lietuvos Bajoru Karaliskoji Sajunga
c/o Daiva Zygas, 950 East Lobster Trap Lane
Tempe AZ 85283

Jewish Genealogical Society of Cleveland
996 Eastlawn Drive
Highland Heights OH 44143-3126

The Linden Tree
1204 West Prospect Street
Cloquet MN 55720-1332

Jewish Genealogical Society of Illinois
P.O. Box515
Northbrook IL 60065-0515

Lithuanian American Genealogical Society
c/o Balzakas Museum, 6500 Pulaski Road
Chicago IL 60629-5136

Jewish Genealogical Society of Los Angeles
P.O. Box 55443
Sherman Oaks CA 91413-5544

Lorelei Press
P.O. Box 221356
Sacramento CA 95822-8356

Jewish Genealogical Society of Pittsburgh
2131 51h Avenue
Pittsburgh PA 15219-5505

MEK - Magyar Electronikus Könytvar
University of Miskolc, Miskolc, Hungary
(Hungarian Electronic Library)

Jewish Genealogical Society of Rochester
265 Viennawood Drive
Rochester NY 14618-4465

Mennonite Archives and Library
c/o Bethel College
300 East 27 th Street
North Newton KS 67117-9989

Jewish Historical Society of Southem Alberta
914 Royal Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2T 0L5
Kashubian Association of North America (KANA)
P. 0. Box 27732
Minneapolis MN 55427-7732
Knobloch Genealogical Archives
P.O. Box 312
PL 50-950 Wroclaw 2, Poland
Krans-Buckland Family Association
P.O. Box 1025
North Highlands CA 95660-1025
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Mennonite Family History
10 West Main Street
Elverson PA 19520-0171
Mennonite Heritage Centre
600 Shaftesbury Boulevard
Winnipeg MB R3P 0M4, Canada
Mennonite Historical Library
c/o Goshen Collegel700 South Main Street
Goshen IN 46526-4724
Mesa Arizona Family History Center
41 South Hobson Street
Mesa AZ 85204-102141(no mail to this location)
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Milwaukee County Genealogical Society
P.O. Box 27326
Milwaukee WI 53227-0326

Societies & Organizations

Milwaukee Wisconsin Family History Center
c/o Shirley A. Schreiber, 9600 West Grange Avenue
Hales Corners WI 53130

Polish Genealogical Society of America
c/o Paul Valaska, Pres., 984 Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago IL 60621-4101
Polish Genealogical Society of California
c/o Paul R. Lipinski, Pres., P.0. Box 713
Midway City CA 92655-0713

Minnesota Genealogical Society
. 5768 Olson Memorial Highway
; Golden Valley MN 55422

Polish Gen. Soc. of Greater Cleveland
c/o John F. Szuch, 105 Pleasant View Drive
Seville OH 44273-9507

Möbius Family Surname Association
, mobius@waterfront.dk
; or feeths@feeths.org

Polish Genealogical Society of Massachusetts
c/o John F. Skibiski Jr., Pres., P.O. Box 381
Northhampton MA 01061

•Molotschna Villager
4254 West Camino Acequila
Phoenix AZ 85051

Polish Genealogical Society of Michigan
c/o Burton History College 5201 Woodward Street
Detroit MI 48202

· Monroe, Juneau, Jackson Genealogical Workshop
1016 Jane Drive
Sparta WI 54656

Polish Genealogical Society of Minnesota
5768 Olson Memorial Highway
Golden Valley MN

Moravian Heritage Society
c/o Thomas Hmcirik, A.G. 31910 Road 160
Visalia CA 93292-9044

Polish Genealogical Society of New Zealand
95a Broadway
Waitara, Taranaki, New Zealand

Morebeck Genealogy Books
409 Dennis Drive
Vacaville CA 95688-2119

Polish Genealogical Society of the Northeast
8 Lyle Road
New Britain CT 06053-2104

Old Photo Copying
c/o John Mulvey, 3860 Weston Place
Long Beach CA 90807-3317

Polish Genealogical Society of New York State
299 Barnard Street
Buffalo NY 14206-3212

•Ontario Genealogy Society
: 40 Orchard View Boulevard, Suite 102
Toronto, ON M4R 1B9, Canada
Osturna Descendants (Slovak/Carpatho-Rusyn Village
Assoc.)
119 Belvedere Street
Nazareth PA 18064-2112
Palatines to America (National)
Capital University, P. 0. Box 101
Columbus OH 43209-2394
Palatines to America, Colorado Chapter
7079 South Marshall Street
i Littleton CO 80123-4607
Pokrajinski Arhiv Maribor
Glavni trg 7
62000 Maribor, Slovenia
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Polish Genealogical Society of Wisconsin
P.O. Box 342341
Milwaukee WI 53234-2341
Polskieß & B
P.O. Box 4197
Covina CA 91723-4197
Pommern Services
319 Shobnall Street
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs
DE14 2HS England UK
Die Pommerschen Leute (Pommern Newsletter)
c/o IGS Pommern SIG, P.0. Box 7369
Burbank CA 91510
Pommerscher Verein Freistadt
P.O. Box204
Germantown WI 53022-0204
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Rader Association
2633 Gilbert Way
Rancho Cordova CA 95670-3513

Silesian Genealogical Society of Wroclaw, "Worsten"
P.O. Box 312
PL 50-950 Wroclaw 2 POLAND

Romanian American Heritage Center
2540 Grey Tower Road
Jackson MI 49201-2208

SIPEO (Greek Association of Farn. History & Tradition)
P.O. Box 711027
Salt Lake City UT 84171-1027

ROM-SIG (Romanian Jewish SIG Newsletter)
10571 Colorado Blvd, J-102
Thomton eo 80233-3969

Slavic Research Institute
c/o Thomas Hmcirik, A.G., 31910 Road 160
Visalia CA 93292-9044

Routes to Roots (Jewish)
c/o Miriam Weiner, C.G., 136 Sandpiper Key
Secaucus NJ 07094-2210

Slovak Genealogical Research Center
6862 Palmer Court
Chino CA 91710-7343

Rusin Association of Minnesota
c/o Larry Goga, 1115 Pineview Lane North
Plymouth MN 55441-4655

Slovak Heritage & Folklore Society
c/o Helene Cincebeaux, 151 Colebrook Drive
Rochester NY 14617-2215

Russian-American Genealogical Archival Service
(RAGAS)
1929 18 1h St, N.W., Suite 1112
Washington, DC 20009-1710

SLOVAK-WORLD ( Slovakian Genealogy Listserver)
c/o Forest Research Institute
Zvolen, Slovakia

Sacramento German Genealogy Society
P.O. Box 660061
Sacramento CA 95866-0061
Sacramento Muti-Region Family History Center
8556 Pershing Avenue
Fair Oaks CA 95628
Santa Clara County Historical and Genealogical
Society
2635 Homestead Road
Santa Clara CA 95051-1817
Saskatchewan Genealogy Society, Provincial Headquarters
P.O. Box 1894
Regina, SK S4P 3El, Canada
Saskatchewan Genealogy Society, Swift Current
Branch
P.O. Box 307
Swift Current, SK S9H 3V8, Canada
Schroeder and Fuelling
P.O. Box 100822
51608 Gummersbach, Westfalen, Gennany
Silesian-American Genealogy Society
1910 East 5685 South
Salt Lake City UT 84121-1343
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Slovenian Genealogical Society
Lipica 7, 4220
Skofja Loka, Slovenia
Slovenian Genealogy Soc. International Headquarters
52 Old Farm Road
Camp Hili PA 17011-2604
Slovenska Genealogicko-Heraldicka Spolocnost pri
Matici Slovenskej
c/o Matica Slovenska-Biographical Institute,
Novomeskeho 32
032 52 Martin, Slovakia
Soc.Genealogy.Slavic (Usenet Newsgroup)
2333 Robinson Street, Regina, Saskatchewan
S4T 2R3, Canada
Society for German-American Studies
c/o LaVem J. Rippley, Ph.D., St Olaf's College
Northfield MN 55057-1098
Society for German Genealogy in Eastern Europe
P. 0. Box 73074
Calgary, Alberta, T2V 5H9 Canada
Society of Svenskbyborna
c/o Karl-Olof Hinas
Gute, Bai, S-620 30 Slite, Sweden
Stammbaum (Gennan-Jewish Journal)
1601 Cougar Court
Winter Springs FL 32708-3855
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SLRP-Surname Location Reference Project
c/o Joseph Homack, Dir. P.O. Box 31831
Cleveland OH 44131

Your Family Connection
4653 Avenida Rio Del Oro
Yorba Linda CA 92886-3013

Suwalk-Lomza Jewish Interest Group
3701 Connecticut Avenue NW Apt. #228
Washington, DC 20008-4556

Zickydorf (Banat) Village Association
2274 Baldwin Bay
Regina, Saskatchewan, S4V 1H2, Canada

The Swiss Connection (Swiss Newsletter)
2845 North 72 nd Street
Milwaukee WI 53210-ll06

Zhurtavannie Bialaruskaj Shliachty (ZBS)
P.O. Box 124 Minsk 74, 220 074, Belarus
(Association of Belarus Nobility)

Theresientaler Heimatbund
Hofwiesenstrasse 16
D -74405 Gaildorf, Germany

Zwiazek Szlachty Polskiej (ZSP)
81-701 Sopot 1, Skr. Poczt. 79, Poland/Polska
(Association of Polish Nobility)

Towarzystwo Genealogiczno-Heraldyczne
Wodna 27 (Palac Gorkow)
61-781 Poznan, Poland (Polish Genealogy & Heraldry
Assoc.)
Transylvania Saxons Genealogy and Heritage Society
P.O. Box 3319
Youngstown OH 44513-1431
Travel Genie Maps
3815 Calhoun Avenue
Ames IA 50010-4106
Ukrainian Genealogical & Historical Society of Canada
R.R.#2
Cochrane, Alberta T0L 0W0, Canada
United Romanian Society
14512 Royal Drive
Sterling Heights MI 48312
Vivodina Drustua (Vivodina Society)
1900 6th Street North West
Great Falls MT 59404-1342
Wandering Volhynians Genealogy Society
3492 West 39th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6N 3A2, Canada
Western Australian Genealogical Society
Attn: Journals Officer, Unit 6, 48 May Street
Bayswater, Western Australia 6053 Australia
Wisconsin Genealogical Council
c/o Pat Kell, 109 Summer Street
Schofield WI 54476-1282
Worsten Genealogical Society of Wroclaw, Poland
P.O. Box 312
PL 50-950, Wroclaw 2, Poland
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F E E F H S Membership Application and Subscription Form
Name of Organization or Personal Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

State/Country: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fax: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ZIP/Postal Code: _ _ _ _ _ _
E-Mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_
_

(Please check the appropriate box below to indicate your desired involvement with FEEFHS.)

DOrganizational Membership
o Under 250 members
o 250-500 members
o Over 500 members

DIndividual Membership

(dues $25 per year)
(dues $35 per year)
(dues $50 per year)
(dues $25 per year)

DSubscription to FEEFHS Journal only
oPersonal
o Library or Archive

($30 per year)
($40 per year)

If you are applying for FEEFHS membership, please complete the reverse side of this form.
Additionally, a donation to the Myron Grunwald Memorial Fund (for the puchase of a faster server) and/or a
donation to FEEFHS Website Operating Expeose (about $175 per month) would be greatly appreciated.
Mail your check or baok draft with the appropriate membership dues or subscriptioo fee in U.S. dollars to:

FEEFHS Treasurer, P.O. Box 510898, Salt Lake City, UT 84151-0898
Benefits of FEEFHS Membership

-Subscription to FEEFHS Journal.
-Homepage on the http://feefus.org website for your genealogical society or genealogy-related business.
-Promotion of your genealogical society or genealogy-related business, it's publications, projects, and services.
-Assistance in locating resources and training for new and developing genealogical societies.
-Opportunities for networking and collaboration with other FEEFHS members.
-Opportunities for FEEFHS co-sponsorship of your society's conferences and other events.
-Preferred involvement in FEEFHS International Conventions and other FEEFHS-sponsored events.
-Preferred invitation to publish in FEEFHS Journal, on FEEFHS website, or in FEEFHS monograph series.
-Query privileges in FEEFHS Journal and on FEEFHS website.
-A listing on FEEFHS online Resource Guide to East European Genealogy for professional researchers.
-Right to select a representative from your organization to serve on the board of directors of FEEFHS.
-Right to vote annually for FEEFHS officers.
-Opportunity to serve on FEEFHS committees.
-Opportunity to serve as a FEEFHS officer.
-etc.

FEEFHS Membership Application (continued)

(Please answer the following questions as part of your membership application.)

Your representative on the FEEFHS Board of Directors
Name:--------------------------------------Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

State/Country: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fax: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Editor of your Organization's Publication

ZIP/Postal Code: _ _ _ _ _ _

_

ZIP/Postal Code: _ _ _ _ _ _

_

E-Mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Name:--------------------------------------Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

State/Country: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fax: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Name of publication: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

E-Mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Questions for Member Organizations

Major conferences and/or special events: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Terms of membership, including dues: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Do you provide translation services? _ _ _
Which languages? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Please describe: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Do you provide research services? _ _ _

_

Ethnic/religious/national area of interest: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Language skills: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Computer skills: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Word processor: _ _ _ _
Type of computer: _ _ _ _ _ _ _
O/S: _ _ _ _ _ _

_

Questions for Individual Members and FEEFHS Board of Directors Representatives

Will you volunteer to participate in the following FEEFHS
_ Speak at FEEFHS conventions
_
Staff a FEEFHS table at a non-FEEFHS event
_ Prepare lists of archives, libraries, holdings, etc. _
_ Type transcriptions/extractions, etc.
_
_
Write HTML for FEEFHS website
_ Mentor a new or developing society
_
_ Answer genealogy research queries
_
Write or solicit articles for FEEFHS Journal

Modem speed: _ _ _ _ _

activities? (Check all that apply.):
Translate articles for FEEFHS publications
Extract data from microfilrn/fiche
Compile bibliographies
Serve on convention planning committee
Participate in research projects
Be a contributing editor for FEEFHS Journal
Publicize FEEFHS events & services in your area
Serve as a FEEFHS officer

(Please attach additional information, comments, and suggestions, ifnecessary.)

_

_
_

FEEFHS Sixth International Convention
September 22nd - 24th 2000

